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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The capabilities of theTransmission3Dsoftware package form a superset of those of thePlanetary3Dpack-
age. WhilePlanetary3Dis capable of analyzing planetary systems of arbitrary complexity, it is limited to
those comprised of spur and helical gears with parallel axes. Transmission3Dremoves these restrictions, and
can analyze systems with nonparallel axes. These systems may have arbitrary three-dimensional gearing,
including hypoid, spiral bevel, crossed helicals, or even straight bevel gears.Transmission3Dcan analyze all
the variations of three-dimensional planetary systems (Table 1.1) that thePlanetary3Dpackage is capable of
analyzing, but can also handle system such as vehicle automotive rear axles which may contain hypoids and
straight bevel differentials (Figure 1.1), and a helicopter gearbox which contains a planetary reduction stage
coupled with a spiral bevel set.

The analytical technique used in the software package combines a unique, semi-analytical finite element
approach with detailed contact modeling at the tooth mesh. This approach was specifically developed to
examine the mechanics of precisely machined, contacting elastic bodies such as gears. The semi-analytical
finite element approach does not require a highly refined meshat the contacting tooth surfaces which sub-
stantially reduces the computational time. TheTransmission3Danalysis package provides a more accurate
and comprehensive study of planetary gear static analysis than is reasonably possible, or has been conducted,
with conventional finite element analysis.

Contact pair analysis geared systems poses many technical difficulties for general purpose finite element
software:

Size of the contact zone:The width of the contact zone in typical gearing applications is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the dimensions of the gear teeth themselves. In order to model the contact
conditions with sufficient accuracy, a general purpose non-linear finite element program needs to have
a large number of nodes (a very fine mesh) inside the contact zone. To run such a contact model, the
fine mesh in the contact zone has to transition into a much coarser mesh over the rest of the gear. The
location of the contact zone, however, changes as the gears move. This means that either the gear finite
element model should be re-meshed for each time instant, or that the finite element mesh be highly
refined over its entire surface area. Both these alternatives lead to unacceptably high computational
costs. Our approach has been to use the finite element models only to compute relative deformation
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Table 1.1 Examples of planetary systems that can be modeled using theTransmission3D package
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of an automotive rear axle differental.

and stresses for points that are away from the contact zones.For points within the contact zone, we
use semi-analytical techniques to compute the relative deformations and stresses. Thenear fieldsemi-
analytical solution and thefar field finite element solutions are matched at amatching surface. Such
a model is significantly difficult to program on a computer, but once implemented, can provide much
better resolution without using a highly refined finite element mesh.

Rigid body degrees of freedom in the system:In multi-mesh gear systems like planetary transmissions,
there are many rigid body degrees of freedom or mechanisms that are constrained only by the contact
conditions. This means that if a non-linear finite element code with gap elements is used, then the
incremental stiffness matrices become singular. Most commercial codes don’t work when this happens.
Some manipulations are commonly used, such as adding imaginary linear and torsional springs to make
the system stiffness matrices non-singular. The spring stiffness can be made small, but the accuracy of
results computed by such almost singular stiffness matrices is questionable. Our approach has been to
attach a reference frame to each individual component, and to carry out the finite element computations
for each individual component separately in its own reference frame. As long as each finite element
mesh is sufficiently well constrained to its reference frame, the stiffness matrices are well behaved. The
free mechanisms in the system can be modeled by allowing the reference frames to move freely. The
contact solver used is based on theRevised Simplex Solver. This Solver is commonly used to solve
quadratic programming problems. It can take into account any free mechanisms in the system while
computing the contact loads.

Large number of degrees of freedom:For a typical transmission system models, the total number of
finite element degrees of freedom can be extremely large. This is so even with the finite element model
refined only as much as is necessary for the far field solution.The total number of finite element degrees
of freedom is approximately proportional to the total number of teeth. The amount of CPU time and
memory needed to run a finite element analysis with such a large degree of freedom would make it
impractical. We have resorted to using a hierarchical representation of the system, in which the system
is built from many substructures, with each substructure inturn being composed of many substructures.
The processes of stiffness decomposition and load vector back-substitution now become very complex,
and involve multiple recursive traversals of the substructure hierarchy. However, it is now possible to
keep CPU requirements within practical limits.

Convergence of conditions at contact interfaces:Poor convergence of contact conditions at interfaces
is one of the biggest problems caused by using a general non-linear solver to solve a problem with con-
tact constraints. The constraints imposed by the contact between mating surfaces are essentially linear
inequality constraints. When a general-purpose non-linearsolver is used to solve this problem, conver-
gence is not guaranteed, and if it does occur, it is usually very slow. TheRevised Simplex solverthat
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we use provides a guarantee of convergence within a predetermined number of iterations. Furthermore,
ill-posed contact problems can be detected even before the solution process is started. The solver is
specifically designed for the linear inequality type constraints found in contact problems.

System Kinematics:The nominal position of each individual gear in the system changes with time. The
nominal positions of the components are determined by the kinematics of the system. The kinematics
of the system affects the nominal sliding velocities and inertial loads. It is very difficult to include
this kinematic information into the finite element programscurrently available. We have built a special
purpose programming language into the software in order to specify the details of the kinematics of
each component in the system. Important details such as the kinematic effect of assembly errors, runout
and misalignments are easy to apply using this approach.



CHAPTER 2

TRANSMISSION3D SOFTWARE PACKAGE

This chapter explains the various features of theTransmission3Dsoftware package.

2.1 Transmission3D analysis package

TheTransmission3Dpackage is based upon theCalyx, Multyx andGuidecomputer programs.
Calyxis a powerful contact analysis code capable of analyzing a variety of contact problems, including 2D

and 3D dynamic and static analysis of systems such as gears, compressors, and brakes. BecauseCalyxhas to
be capable of handling a variety of problems, it communicates with the outside world through a programming
language. The programming language interface ofCalyxbrings flexibility at the expense of ease of use. Such
an interaction is appropriate for an advancedCalyxuser, but not for a gear design engineer.

In order to address this issue, the programMultyx is used.Multyx is capable of communicating through an
easy to use menu-based interface. It translates user commands into the appropriate programming language
statements and sends them on toCalyx. A typical user does not even need to know thatCalyx is running in
the background.

In addition to the user interface,Multyx also has built-in model generators. The Planetary models de-
scribed in this manual are all generated byMultyx. It also has post-processing software calledIglassand data
extraction code, to help you extract the results of analysisfrom Calyx.

Multyx andCalyxare designed as portable code, and can run on any system that supports standard C++.
In order to keep it portable,Multyx’s menu system is command line based, and does not use any of the GUI
features such as buttons, windows or mouse interaction. Thefollowing dialog shows some of the command
line interface ofMultyx.

E:>multyx
MultyX v.1.06, Copyright Advanced Numerical Solutions Dec 21 2000
MultyX>pre view
MultyX.PreProc.View>?
MENU Show menu
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Figure 2.1 The computer programs in theTransmission3Danalysis package

? Show menu
HELP Show menu
EXIT Accept changes and return.
QUIT Discard changes and return.
WINDOW Adjust Window.
AUTOWINDOW Size window automatically.
VIEWPORT Adjust Viewport.
XPROJECTION Project on Y-Z plane along X axis.
YPROJECTION Project on X-Z plane along Y axis.
ZPROJECTION Project on X-Y plane along Z axis.
ISOMETRIC Use an Isometric-Projection.
LEFTROTATE Rotate to left as seen in window.
RIGHTROTATE Rotate to right as seen in window.
UPROTATE Rotate upward as seen in window.
DOWNROTATE Rotate downward as seen in window.
CWROTATE Rotate clockwise as seen in window.
CCWROTATE Rotate counter-clockwise.
REFFRAME (FIXED) Reference frame to be used for drawing
HIDDENREMOVE (TRUE ) Whether to enable hidden line removal.
OUTLINE (TRUE ) Whether to draw the model outline.
ELEMENTS (FALSE) Whether to draw individual finite elem
COLORS (FALSE) Whether to render the model in color
RESOLUTION 2 Graphics resolution level.
TIME 0.000000E+000 Time at which to draw system.
MultyX.PreProc.View>

Guide is a program that provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to Multyx. Guide translates each of
Multyx’s dialogs and presents them to you in a graphical form. The command line menu described above is
presented as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 The menu presented to the user by Guide
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Figure 2.3 Uninstalling an Old Version of Transmission3D on Windows 7.

AlthoughGuideenhances the friendliness ofMultyx, it is not required. All the features ofMultyx can be
accessed withoutGuide. The connection betweenGuideand Multyx is based on the TCP/IP telnet protocol
when they are running on different computers. When running onthe same computer, they communicate
through named pipes.Guideis a heavy user of advanced operating system features including GUI support,
multi-threading support, and inter-process communication support.Guidenow runs on 32 and 64 bit versions
of Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7.

2.2 Installation of the software package on Windows

The procedure for installing thesoftware analysis packageon windows 95/98/NT platforms is as follows:

If you have an older version installed, first uninstall it usingControlPanel/Add Or Remove Programs/Transmission3D
on Vista orControlPanel/Programs and Features/Transmission3Don Windows 7 (Figure 2.3).

Get the installer file (Transmission3DWin32.msi for 32 bit Windows orTransmission3Dx64.msi
for 64 bit Windows) from Ansol(Advanced numerical solutions) either by email, ftp or on a CD. If you
are using an ftp client, make sure that the file is downloaded with ftp in binary mode. Double-click
on the.msi file to start the installation process. It will ask you questions about where to install the
program and where to keep the working directory.
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Figure 2.4 Sentinel USB Hardlock/Dongle.

If you have been provided with a Sentinel Hardlock (Figure 2.4), then double-click and install the Sen-
tinel device driver installerSentinel Protection Installer.msi. Now insert the hardlock.
The LED on the hardlock will light up.

Use the shortcutStart/Programs/Transmission3D/Install License Key/ForAll Usersto go to the license
key dialog box (Figure 2.5). Paste the license key that has been provided to you into this Dialog box,
and press theUpdatebutton. If the license key is valid, the correct license expiry date will be shown in
this dialog box. HitExit.

Now you are all set to run the analysis. Start the program by using the iconStart/ Programs/ Transmis-
sion3D/ Guide.

2.3 Installation of the software package on Linux

The installation will be provided to you as a tarballT3DDistrib.tar.gz. Extract all files from this
tarball and copy the files to a convenient installation directory (e.g./opt/ansol/T3D).

gunzip T3DDistrib.tar.gz
tar -xvf T3DDistrib.tar
mkdir /opt/ansol
mkdir /opt/ansol/T3D
cp -R T3DDistrib/* /opt/ansol/T3D/

Allow read privilege to all files for all users. Allow executeprivilege to the filescalyx, multyx,
cvtbdf,

chmod -R o+r /opt/ansol/T3D
chmod o+x /opt/ansol/T3D/calyx
chmod o+x /opt/ansol/T3D/multyx
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Figure 2.5 The License Key Dialog Box.
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chmod o+x /opt/ansol/T3D/cvtbdf

If you run the programcalyx, it will display a computer ID which you can send to us by e-mail. We
will generate a license key based on the computer ID and send it back to you:

calyx
Environment variable "AnsolCalyx_1_0_LicenseKey" is undefined.
Computer ID=000E0C37CD14A8C00701
Get a valid license key and set the value of the
environment variable "AnsolCalyx_1_0_LicenseKey".
Cmd>End;

Add following environment variable definitions and aliasesfor all users. For bash:

export PATH=$PATH:/opt/ansol/T3D
export CalyxInstallDir=/opt/ansol/T3D
alias Transmission3D=’multyx Transmission3Dcr.sdf’
export Transmission3D=<LicenseKey>

For c shell:

setenv PATH $PATH:/opt/ansol/T3D
setenv CalyxInstallDir /opt/ansol/T3D
alias Transmission3D ’multyx Transmission3Dcr.sdf’
setenv Transmission3D <LicenseKey>

Here<LicenseKey> should be replaced by the license key that we send you.

Use the aliasTransmission3D to start upTransmission3D:

Transmission3D
‘04
MultyX Rev 8.2.17.1276 Copyright ANSol 2010/06/18 14:20:54
License Target ID : 00219B8DC0F3007F0100
Feature : 3D Transmission System Model
Current SDF Version : 0.1128
License : Perpetual
Saving Session File : Licensed
Static Modeling : Licensed
Dynamic Modeling : Licensed
2D FE Modeling : Licensed
3D FE Modeling : Licensed
Package Option 1 : Licensed
Package Option 2 : Licensed
Maximum number of Bodies : 2000
Maximum Contact Constraints : 20000
Maximum no. of CPUs Licensed : 16
Did not find session file:
multyx.ses
‘
MultyX>





CHAPTER 3

PRELIMINARIES

The previous chapter gave an overview of the software architecture. This chapter provides some information
to help you get up and running with the program.

3.1 System of units

Any system of units can be used provided that all the inputs provided by you are consistent with this system
of units. You are free to choose any units for force, time and length. All the inputs should then be in units
that are consistent with this choice. For example, if you chooseKgf as the unit for force, seconds as the unit
for time, andcm as the unit for length, then the input torque should be inKgf.cm, the Youngs modulus in
Kgf/cm2, the Diametral pitch in1/cm and the mass density inKgf.s2/cm4. Outputs will also appear in
consistent units.

3.2 Bodies

In multi-body contact analysis, the term ‘body’ is used to refer to an object that is capable of rigid body
motion, and interacts with other bodies through surface contact and bearing connections.

There is a special body called the ‘fixed body’ which refers toground. Figure 3.1 shows a typical multi
body system.

For example, in aTransmission3Dmodel of a planetary gear set, the sun, pinions, carrier, shafts and the
ring gear are all treated as separate bodies. The sun-pinion, sun-sun and the pinion-ring interaction is through
contact. The spider or the carrier supports the planet shafts. The pinions revolve around the central axis while
rotating along their own axes at the same time, much like planets revolve around the sun. The interaction
between the carrier and the pinion shafts is also through contact.
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Figure 3.1 A multi-body system

Figure 3.2 Reference frame degrees of freedom

3.3 Reference frames

Each of the bodies in the system has a reference frame to whichit is rigidly attached. The reference frame
has6 rigid body type degrees of freedom, three translation componentsUx, Uy andUz, and three rotation
componentsθx, θyand andθz (Figure 3.2).

In addition to the body reference frames, there is a special reference frame called the fixed reference frame
that is considered as ‘ground’, and does not move. It is used as the reference for defining the locations of all
other reference frames.
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Figure 3.3 The main menu.

3.4 The main menu

TheTransmission3Dpackage is started by clicking on an icon created during the installation process. After
theTransmission3Dpackage is started, the main menu shown in Figure 3.3 comes up.

All user provided data is saved in a file called the session file. The name of this session files can be
changed by typing the name in the SESFILENAME box. Changing the files name does not actually write
the data to the new file, nor does it read data from the new file. Data is written to the session file through
the SAVESESSION command. Data can be loaded from an existingsession file using the LOADSESSION
command.

The QUIT command terminates the program without saving any data in the session file. The EXIT
command first writes data to the session file, and then terminates the program.

All data entry occurs in a hierarchy of submenus accessed through the EDIT command on this main menu.
After data entry is completed, the GENERATE command may be used to generate the model. At this

point, a consistency check is carried out. If any errors or inconsistencies are detected in inputs, then error
messages are displayed, and the model is not generated. If the program detects something that it thinks is
questionable, but is still able to proceed, then it displayswarning messages, but proceeds with generating the
model.

The REPORT command is used to generate an ASCII file calledreport.txt, describing all the inputs
supplied to the program.
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The PREPROC command allows you to graphically inspect the latest model. If you have changed some
parameters after the last GENERATE action, then the PREPROCcommand detects this and calls the GEN-
ERATE command itself.You can select the bodies for which youwant to check for results in the SELECT
menu in the PREPROC panel. The selected bodies can be visualized in the graphics region by clicking on
the DRAWBODIES button.

The SETUP command is used to set up an analysis. The SEPTOL, DSPROF and NPROFDIVS menu can
be accessed through the SETUP panel. The FEPROBES, SURFGAGES, LOADSENSORS, and OP2FILES
commands are used to control the data created by the analysis.

STARTANAL command is used to start the analysis and the IGLASS.dat command is used to create a
postprocessing file after the analysis is done. IGLASS command is used to graphically inspect the results of
the analysis.



CHAPTER 4

THE GUIDE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

Transmission3D’s user interface is presented byGuidein graphical form, as shown in Figure 4.1.Transmis-
sion3Dsends out a stream of informational, error and warning messages. These messages are separated by
Guide, and presented in separate windows as shown. You can activate these message windows by hitting
the appropriate “Error”, “Information” or “Warning” tab. Graphical information sent byTransmission3Dis
directed to a graphics window.

4.1 Menu command items

In the example shown in Figure 4.1, the large buttons such as those labeled EXIT ,QUIT, OPTIONS, LOAD-
SESSION, EDIT send commands toTransmission3Dwhen hit. In response to the command,Transmission3D
might carry out an action, as in the case of the LOADSESSION command, or lead you to a different menu,
as in the case of the EDIT command. Moving the mouse over a button without depressing it will causeGuide
to momentarily pop up a balloon (a tool tip) containing a short description of the use of that button. The tool
tips can be disabled by the View|DisableToolTips item in theGuidemain menu.

4.2 Integer menu items

Integer data items are entered through a dialog box of the kind shown in Figure 4.2. The current value appears
in a box in the dialog box. If the value of the data item is undefined, then the box appears blank.

4.3 Floating point menu items

Floating point data is entered through the dialog box shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.1 Transmission3D user interface

Figure 4.2 An integer data entry box

Figure 4.3 An floating point data entry box

4.4 Boolean menu items

Figure 4.4 An boolean data entry box

Boolean data items are those that can only take a YES/NO or TRUE/FALSE type of value. Their value is
set by checking or clearing the box as shown in Figure 4.4.

4.5 String menu items
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Figure 4.5 An string data entry box

String data items contain ASCII strings. The dialog box shown in Figure 4.5 allows you to enter string type
data.

4.6 Switch type menu items

Figure 4.6 An switch type data entry box

The last kind of data item is of the ‘switch’ type. This item can be switched between a fixed set of valid
choices. The choice is made through a drop down list as shown in Figure 4.6.

4.7 The Multyx Command Line, Symbolic Expressions and Scrip ting

Guide also includes a command line feature at the top of the Menu panel where multiple input can be
entered using a command by following theÏTEMNAME ITEMVALUE c̈ommand structure. The item value
for boolean items can be TRUEFALSE, ONOFF, or YESNO.

Symbolic expressions are also supported using the command line. The command form is̈ITEMNAME
ĒXPRESSION̈, where expression is an arithmetic expression of items fromthe current menu or any menu of
a higher level (i.e. parent, parent of parent, etc.)

4.8 Commonly occurring buttons

The data entry dialog boxes use a few small buttons as short cuts for common tasks as shown in the Table 4.1.
Some of these buttons may be disabled depending upon the particular item and its value.

4.9 Graphics

Guidedirects the graphical output fromTransmission3Dto a graphics window. The graphics are stored as
separate pages. A new page is started whenTransmission3Dclears the graphics screen. You can move

between screens using the buttons on the toolbar.
Double clicking anywhere in the graphics window with the left mouse button or dragging the mouse in the

graphics window with the left button depressed lets you zoomin. To zoom out, double-click with the right

mouse button. The buttons on the toolbar can also be used to zoom in, zoom out andto return to
the original view.

By default, the graphics are refreshed automatically when necessary. However, this behaviour can be un-
desirable if the graphics are very complex. This auto-refresh behavior can be toggled using the View|EnableAutoRefresh
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Table 4.1 Common buttons

Button Purpose

Select the minimum allowable value

Decrement the value by 1

Select the default value

Increment the value by 1

Select the maximum allowable value

Browse for file name

Accept the value just typed in

Discard the value just typed in

Get additional information

Change the current graphics page

Change the zoom level

Refresh the graphics page

and View|DisableAutoRefresh commands. If auto-refresh is disabled, then you can ask to refresh the graph-

ics using the button.
It is possible to save a sequence of graphics pages in a metafile (a .MET file) using the File|SaveReplayFile

command. This file can later be replayed inGuideusing the File|ReplayGraphicsFile command.
The graphics currently displayed can be saved in Windows Metafile format (a .WMF file) by using the

File|SaveWindowsMetafile command. This .WMF file can subsequentlybe loaded by another applica-
tion such as a word processor. An encapsulated PostScript file (a .EPS file) can be created by using the
File|CreateEPSFile command. This command creates an .EPS file containing only the visible part of the
current graphics page. Parts of the page that are not visiblebecause of the zoom level will be cropped from
the .EPS file.

The Edit|Copy command will copy the graphics in Windows Metafile format onto the clipboard.
Graphics pages can be printed by using the File|Print command onGuide’s main menu.



CHAPTER 5

THE ISYS GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

The iSysgraphical user interface (GUI) is a new interface utilizinga more modern graphical framework.
This interface allows the user to visualize the model in realtime as inputs are entered, and provides other
interactive features such as dragging/dropping, copying,and pasting menu items, the ability to enter expres-
sions into input fields, and execution of MULTYX script files from various menu tree levels. Many of the
input menus have been updated with more a more modern presentation for a better user experience in model
development. The 3D views are customizable, allowing usersto show/hide components, display a custom
cut view, and set individual component colors for a more detailed model presentation.

In this chapter we present the unique features of theiSysuser interface. The menu items are identical to
those of theGuideuser interface, so the chapters following this chapter presenting menu inputs are applicable
to both user interface options. We recommend the use ofiSysfor model creation/pre-processing due to it’s
interactive user experience. TheGuideuser interface is not obsolete, however, as it still serves as a lighter
weight graphical application for model editing and execution of model analyses.

5.1 iSys Layout Overview

TheiSysGUI layout includes a file menu, quick access toolbar, home panel, model panel, and a customizable
main panel. Figure 5.1 shows the default interface layout where the customizable panel includes the menu
tree frame, menu frame, and 3D graphics frame. The file menu, shown in Figure 5.2 allows the user to create,
open, save or close a model, or session (.ses) file. The quick access toolbar, shown in Figure 5.3 provides
convenient access to commonly used buttons and can be customized using the ”‘customize toolbar”’ button.

The home panel and model panel occupy the same space within the GUI. Navigation between the two
takes place by selecting the desired tab. The home panel, shown in Figure 5.4, contains the buttons found in
the file menu mentioned above, as well as window check boxes for activating/deactivating optional window
panels. In addition to the menu tree, menu, and 3d view default panels, the data tree, data tree node content,
log, error, and warning panels are also available. The two 3dview panels (model and global) are able to be
turned off.
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The data tree panel allows the user to navigate the internal data tree representation of the model. The data
tree node panel shows the contents of a particular node selected in the data tree panel. The log panel enables
the output log window, which displays information when a model is generated, preprocessed, or an analysis
is executed. The error and log panels display error and warning information thrown during generation,
preprocessing, or an analysis.

The menu tree, menu, and any additional panels selected in the home panel are customizable by clicking
the tab heading at the top of the panel and dragging. Figure 5.5 shows the screen when a panel is dragged.
Each panel is able to to be placed to the left/right/top/bottom of the main layout by dropping the panel into one
of the icons on the outside of the main layout. A panel can alsobe placed within or to the left/right/top/bottom
of any existing panel by dropping the panel into one of the 5 icons in the center of the main layout.

The model panel, shown in Figure 5.6, contains buttons for controlling certain global model data inputs,
model operations, and model animation. The model units are controlled with the units dropdown box and
the number of threads to use for computation is set within thethreads input. Model operations include model
generation, preprocessing, analysis, and a cancel button for stopping any of these operations. The animation
section of the model panel allows the user to animate the model in the 3d view panel by selecting a time
range and speed. The animation can be run in forward with the play button or reverse with the rewind button.

Menu Tree Panel Menu Panel Model ViewPanel

File Menu

Home Menu

Model Menu Toolbar

Figure 5.1 The iSys GUI Layout
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Figure 5.2 The iSys File Menu

New 

Model

Open

Model

Save

Model
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As

New

Model

Cut

Copy

Paste

Undo

Redo

Generate

Model

Preprocess 

Model

Analyze

Model

Cancel Run

iSys Info

Customize

Toolbar

Figure 5.3 The iSys Toolbar

Figure 5.4 The iSys Home Panel
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Figure 5.5 Customization of the iSys Panel Layout

Figure 5.6 The iSys Model Panel
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5.2 The Menu Tree Panel

The menu tree panel allows the user to navigate between menusand control the model visibility in the 3d
view panels. Selection of a menu tree item enables the menu for that item in the menu panel and shows the
3d view of the menu item and any of its children in the menu 3d view panel. The global 3d view panel always
shows the full model regardless of the currently selected menu item.

Each menu item also allows for a number of actions to be performed when the menu item receives a right
mouse click. Figure 5.7 shows the pop-up menu options. The copy action can be performed on any menu tree
item, but items can only be pasted by clicking on a parent itemthat contains child item(s) of the same type.
The cut action can only be used when removing the menu tree item does not break the tree. For example, a
shaft SEGMENT is a child of the NSEGMENTS, menu tree item. A SEGMENT can be copied and pasted
by right-clicking on the desired segment to copy, selectingcopy, right-clicking on the NSEGMENTS parent
item, and selecting paste. Figure 5.8 demonstrates these operations visually. A SEGMENT can also be
deleted because removing a single segment does not break thetree. The add new child action can be used to
create a new instance of a child within a parent menu item. To add a new child item, right-click the parent
menu and select add new item.

The expand all option expands all tree items within the levelof the item selected. Execute script file allows
for the execution of aMultyxscript file for the selected menu tree item and any subtree items contained within.
This allows for quick editing of certain model features withMultyx scripts, which can be quickly generated
for multiple design parameters either manually or by writing a program that writes aMultyx script to a file.
The material properties option changes the material properties for the selected tree item and all subtree items.
Caution is needed when using this feature to ensure the material properties set are the desired properties for
all components contained within the item selected.

Figure 5.7 The Menu Tree Item Pop-Up Menu
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Figure 5.8 Copying and Pasting a Menu Tree Item
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5.3 The Menu Panel

The menu panel displays the menu of the menu tree item currently selected in the menu tree panel. Many
menus have been updated from theGuidemenu layout to provide a more modern display and features. An
example of one such menu is shown in Figure 5.9. This menu, theshaft SEGMENT menu, consists of tabs
at the top that separate logical groupings of inputs. If a tabcontains a checkbox, the item in the tab heading
can be enabled/disabled by selecting/unselecting the box.Input fields are labeled with their associated units
to the right, which are consistent with the units system selected in the units dropdown menu in the model
panel. Hovering the mouse over an input field displays any quick actions associated with that particular input.
Figure 5.10 shows the quick actions and their descriptions.

A second menu style, called the native menu is shown in Figure5.11. The native menu is a menu that
mimics theGuidemenu style with the inputs listed in a single column tabular order. The native menu is the
default menu style for some menu tree items and is available as an optional menu for menu tree items that
contain the updated menu styles by clicking the ”‘Native”’ tab heading at the top of the menu panel.

Figure 5.9 The Shaft Segment Menu Panel
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Figure 5.11 The Shaft Segment NATIVE Menu Panel
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5.3.1 Involute Menus

Figure 5.12 The iSys Sun TOOTH Menu

5.4 The 3D Model View Panel

The 3d model view panel allows the user to visualize the modelduring the modeling process. Two view
options are available: the global 3d view, and the menu 3d view. The global 3d view always displays the full
model, while the menu 3d view shows the contents of the currently selected menu in the menu tree and any
related submenus. The 3d view contains controls in the top left and top right corners of the panel that can be
used to pan/rotate/zoom, set a projected view, or copy an image of the model to the clipboard. Figure 5.15
shows the actions associated with each of the 3d view controlpanel buttons.
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Figure 5.13 The iSys Ring TOOTH Menu

The 3d view component’s visibility and color is controlled with the check boxes to the left of each menu
tree item. Two check boxes are displayed, one that turns the visibility on/off and another that sets the color
of the component. Each of these buttons makes recursive changes, resulting in the current menu tree item
and all children of that item being modified. Hovering over one of the to buttons brings up the non-recursive
option, which changes the visibility/color of only the selected item. The color change feature is especially
useful when visualizing smaller components, a complex arrangement of components, and/or race locations.
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Figure 5.14 The iSys Pinion TOOTH Menu
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Figure 5.15 The 3D View Controls





CHAPTER 6

ROTORS

All data describing the model is entered in sub-menus of the EDIT menu. Figure 6.1 shows the EDIT menu.
In this EDIT menu, and in all sub-menus under it, the QUIT command will take you back to the parent menu
after discarding all changes made in the sub-menu and all sub-menus under it. The EXIT command takes
you back to the parent without discarding changes.

6.1 Rotors

A Transmission3Dmodel is built from three different physical entities: ‘Rotors’, ‘Connectors’ and ‘Hous-
ings’.

A ‘rotor’ refer to an entity that rotates about a fixed axis. Each rotor may have a number of concentric
external gears, internal gears, carriers and shafts rotating together about the fixed axis.Transmission3Ddoes
not count bodies that are on moving axes, such as planetary pinions and straight bevel pinions as ’rotors’.
These are assigned to the rotor that includes their carrier for the purpose of inputting data. For instance the
planetary system shown in Figure 6.2 has 3 rotors. The sun gear, carrier and the ring gear are attached to
their respective rotors. The pinions are grouped along withtheir carrier, and are not assigned a sparate rotor.

The number of rotors in a system is entered in the NROTORS menuin Figure 6.1. Again, the individual
pinions are not counted when figuring out the total number of rotors.

6.2 Rotor menu

Click on the ROTOR command in Figure 6.1 to access the the ROTOR menu. The Rotor menu is shown in
Fig 6.3. The number of rotors used to model the Planetary system is entered in the NROTORS menu. This
number is same as the number you have entered in the NROTORS menu in the EDIT menu (Fig 6.1), and is
just redisplayed for convenience.

The data for a rotor can be accessed by typing in its rotor number into the ROTOR item and hitting a
return.

Transmission3D User’s Manual.
By Advanced Numerical Solutions Copyright © 2022 Advanced Numerical Solutions, LLC
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Figure 6.1 The EDIT menu.

Figure 6.2 A simple planetary system
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Figure 6.3 The Rotor menu.
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The first entry in the ROTOR menu is NAME. An alphanumeric nameshould be assigned to each rotor.
The name should have no spaces.

The position in space of the rotor is specified by providing the coordinates of a point on the rotor axis
XPOSN, YPOSN, ZPOSN. This point on the rotor axis will be called the ’rotor origin’. The orientation of
the rotor axis is specified by providing the components of a unit vector AX, AY and AZ that passes through
this point and is oriented along the axis or rotation of the rotor. This orientation vector will be called the
’rotor axis’, or the ’rotor Z axis’. The rotor rotates about this axis.

For each rotor, it is possible to specify either the angular speed, or the externally applied torque. If one is
specified, the other must be calculated during analysis.Transmission3Dclassifies all the rotors accordingly.
The type of rotor is specified using the TYPE switch. The TYPE of the rotor can be INPUT, OUTPUT,
IDLER, INACTIVE or ATTACHEDTOHOUSING. If the INPUT type is selected for the rotor then the rotor
input speed is entered in the RPM item. ATTACHEDTOHOUSING rotors are similar to INPUT rotors, but
it is assumed that the RPM value associated with them is zero.If the rotor is an OUTPUT member then the
externally applied torque load on that rotor is specified in the TORQUE item. IDLER rotors are similar to
OUTPUT rotors, but the torque value associated with IDLER rotors is assumed to be zero.

INACTIVE rotors are ignored during analysis, this option issimply provided as a convenient way to
ignore rotors whose data has been entered, but are not neededfor analysis.

The total number of INPUT members must be equal to the number of degrees of freedom in the sys-
tem, otherwise the system will be indeterminate. A procedure to calculate the number of input members is
described later.

For the INPUT rotor type, if the ENABLERPM HARMONICS option is selected, the user can enter
additional harmonic speed terms within the RPMHARMONICS submenu. Similarly, if the rotor is an
OUTPUT type and the ENABLETORQUEHARMONICS option is selected, additional torque harmonic
terms can be specified within the RPMHARMONICS submenu. An input with the number of harmonic
terms specify appears within the ROTOR menu when one of the two options are selected. to The two
submenus are identical aside from their names. Figure 6.5 shows the harmonic submenu.

As discussed earlier a rotor may consist of a number of shafts, suns (external helical gears), rings(internal
helical gears), straight bevels, hypoids and carriers. Youcan attach any of these body members to the rotors
by turning on the ENABLESHAFTS, ENABLESUNS, ENABLERINGS, ENABLEBEVELS, ENABLEHY-
POIDS and ENABLECARRIERS menus respectively in Figure 6.3.

If the ENABLESHAFTS menu is turned on in Figure 6.3, a SHAFT command appears in the Rotor menu
as shown in Figure 6.4. The number of shafts attached to the rotor is specified in the NSHAFTS menu.
Similarly, if you turn on the ENABLESUNS, ENABLERINGS, ENABLEBEVELS, ENABLEHYPOIDS or
ENABLECARRIERS items in Figure 6.3 then Suns, rings, bevels, hypoids and carriers can be attached to
the rotor. SUN, RING, BEVEL, HYPOID and CARRIER commands appear on the Rotor menu as shown
in Figure 6.4. Their submenus can be accessed by clicking on their respective commands. The number of
suns, rings, bevels, hypoids and carriers are specified in the NSUNS, NRINGS, NBEVELS, NHYPOIDS and
NCARRIERS menus respectively.

The BODYFRAME displacement type allows you to independently control the 5 linear and angular dis-
placement components within the body reference frame. If you turn on the UXCONSTRAINT flag, theUx

displacement component of the reference frame of the rotor body is constrained. A displacement value can
then be specified in the UX item. If it is not turned on then a load value can be specified in the FX item.
This prespecified external force is applied on to the reference frame of the rotor body. This force will be
transmitted through the parts of the rotor that are constrained to its reference frame. The same thing applies
to UYCONSTRAINT, UZCONSTRAINT, THETAXCONSTRAINT and THETAYCONSTRAINT menus.
These items are activated only if the rotor type is either INPUT, OUTPUT, IDLER or INACTIVE.

The GLOBALFRAME displacement type allows you to specify therotor diplacement in the global ref-
erence frame, but you can only release or constrain all 3 linear degrees of freedom, and/or both rotational
degrees of freedom. The ROTOR menu when this DISPLTYPE is selected is shown in Figure 6.6.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 explain all the terms described in the Rotor menu.

6.3 Modeling the Shafts
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Figure 6.4 The Rotor menu with shaft, sun, ring, bevel, hypoid and carrier options turned on.

Figure 6.5 The harmoic submenu (RPMHARMONICS or TORQUEHARMONICS).
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Table 6.1 The Rotor menu

Item Description

NROTORS Integer, Number of rotors in the system

ROTOR Integer, Rotor number for the system

NAME String, Name of the rotor

XPOSN Float, The X coordinate of the rotor origin

YPOSN Float, The Y coordinate of the rotor origin

ZPOSN Float, The Z coordinate of the rotor origin

AX Float, The X component of the vector that defines the orientation
of the rotor Axis.

AY Float, The Y component of the vector that defines the orientation
of the rotor Axis.

AZ Float, The Z component of the vector that defines the orientation
of the rotor Axis.

TYPE Switch, Type of rotor (choices are INPUT, OUTPUT, IDLER,
ATTACHEDTOHOUSING and INACTIVE)

RPM Float, Angular velocity in RPM for the input rotor (Active if rotor
type is INPUT)

TORQUE Float, The torque at the output rotor (Active if rotor type is OUT-
PUT)

APPLY TORQUEFACTOR Boolean, If enabled, the range torque factor will be used as a time
dependent scaling factor with this torque (Active if rotor type is
OUTPUT)

ENABLE TORQUEHARMONICS Boolean, If enabled, allows for additional harmonic terms for the
torque (Active if rotor type is OUTPUT)

ENABLE RPM HARMONICS Boolean, If enabled, allows for additional harmonic terms for the
speed (Active if rotor type is INPUT)

ENABLESHAFT Boolean, Whether to allow shafts on the rotor

NSHAFTS Integer, Number of shafts in a rotor

ENABLESUNS Boolean, Whether to allow sun gears on the rotor

NSUNS Integer, Number of suns in a rotor

ENABLERINGS Boolean, Whether to allow ring gears on the rotor

NRINGS Integer, Number of rings in a rotor

ENABLEBEVELS Boolean, Whether to allow bevel gears on the rotor

NBEVELS Integer, Number of bevels in a rotor
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Table 6.2 The Rotor menu (Continued)

Item Description

ENABLEHYPOIDS Boolean, Whether to allow hypoid gears on the rotor

NHYPOIDS Integer, Number of hypoids in a rotor

ENABLECARRIER Boolean, Whether to allow carriers on the rotor

NCARRIERS Integer, Number of carriers in a rotor

UXCONSTRAINT Boolean, Whether the rotorUx is to be constrained

UX Float, Specified displacementUx for the rotor (Active if UX-
CONSTRAINT = TRUE)

FX Float, Specified loadFx for the rotor (Active if UXCON-
STRAINT = FALSE)

UYCONSTRAINT Boolean, Whether the rotorUy is to be constrained

UY Float, Specified displacementUy for the rotor (Active if UY-
CONSTRAINT = TRUE)

FY Float, Specified loadFy for the rotor (Active if UYCON-
STRAINT = FALSE)

UZCONSTRAINT Boolean, Whether the rotorUz is to be constrained

UZ Float, Specified displacementUz for the rotor (Active if UZ-
CONSTRAINT = TRUE)

FZ Float, Specified loadFz for the rotor (Active if UZCON-
STRAINT = FALSE)

THETAXCONSTRAINT Boolean, Whether the rotorθx is to be constrained

THETAX Float, Specified displacementθx for the rotor (Active if
THETAXCONSTRAINT = TRUE)

MX Float, Specified loadMx for the rotor (Active if MXCON-
STRAINT = FALSE)

THETAYCONSTRAINT Boolean, Whether the rotorθy is to be constrained

THETAY Float, Specified displacementθy for the rotor (Active if
THETAYCONSTRAINT = TRUE)

MY Float, Specified loadMy for the rotor (Active if MYCON-
STRAINT = FALSE)
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Table 6.3 The Shaft menu

Item Description

NSHAFTS Integer, Number of shafts in the rotor

SHAFT Integer, Shaft number

TYPE Switch, Type of model to be used for the shaft (Default type is
Define Geometry)

AXIALPOSNSHAFT Float, Z-coordinate for the shaft

UNIFORMMATERIAL Boolean, Whether entire shaft has one material

YOUNGSMOD Float, Young’s modulus for the shaft

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the shaft

DENSITY Float, Density for the shaft

RAYLEIGHALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the shaft

RAYLEIGHBETA Float, Damping constant beta for the shaft

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT Float, The coefficient of thermal expansion

DELTA TEMPERATURE Float, The temperature increase, relative to the temperature at
which the dimensions of the shaft segments are specified.

NSEGMENTS Integer, Number of shaft segments

ENABLEBACKINTERFACE Boolean, If enabled, turns on race interface on back side of the
shaft

BACKCIRCORDER Integer, Circular order for the back race interface

BACKRADIALORDER Integer, Radial order for the back race interface

ENABLEFRONTINTERFACE Boolean, If enabled, turns on race interface on front side of the
shaft

FRONTCIRCORDER Integer, Circular order for the front race interface

FRONTRADIALORDER Integer, Radial order for the front race interface

The SHAFT command in Figure 6.4 leads to the shaft menu shown in Fig 6.7. A rotor can have many shafts.
The NSHAFTS item is the number of shafts attached to the rotor. The SHAFT item allows you to select one
of these shafts.

The TYPE item selects the type of inputs to be used to build theshaft model. Presently DEFINEGE-
OMETRY is the only type implemented. A shaft of this type consists of many contiguous ’segments’. The
segments of a shaft are numbered along the direction of the rotor axis (Figure 6.8). The axial distance of
the start of the first segment from the rotor origin is the AXIALPOSNSHAFT, as shown in Figure 6.8. This
value may be positive or negative.

If the UNIFORMMATERIAL flag is turned on, then all the segments in the shaft are assumed to have
the same material properties. These material properties are specified through YOUNGSMOD, POISSON,
DENSITY, RALEIGHALPHA and RALEIGHBETA. If UNIFORMMATERIAL is turned off, then these
material properties are specified individually for each shaft segment in the SEGMENT submenu.

The total number of segments is specified in NSEGMENTS. Thereshould be at least 1 segment. Figure 6.9
shows an example of a rotor with one hypoid and one shaft. The shaft has8 segments.

A shaft can be connected to another component using the ENABLEBACKINTERFACE and ENABLE-
FRONTINTERFACE features to create race surfaces on the backand front of the shaft, respectively. The
order at the race is specified with the CIRCORDER and RADIALORDER inputs and much match that of the
mating surface.

Table 6.3 explains the terms used in the shaft menu.
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Figure 6.7 The Shaft menu
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Figure 6.8 Positioning a shaft on a rotor.

Figure 6.9 A rotor containing one hypoid gear and one shaft with 8 segments
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6.4 Shaft segment

The SEGMENT command in Figure 6.7 leads to the segment menu shown in Figure 6.10. The item NSEG-
MENTS is the same as in the SHAFT menu, and is repeated for convenience. The SEGMENT item can be
used to select the individual segment for which data needs tobe entered.

The shaft segment geometry can be one of 4 types: DEFINEGEOMETRY, COMMANDFILE, FEMESHNASTRAN,
or FEMESHABAQUS. The COMMANDFILE is a legacy option and should no longer be used. FEMESHNASTRAN
and FEMESHABAQUS are options if the user has an externally generated mesh of the shaft segment that
they would like to import. This is useful for segments with unique geometry that cannot be modeled us-
ing the DEFINEGEOMETRY type. The DEFINEGEOMETRY type can beused to model segments with
CYLINDRICAL, CONICAL, or STEPPED geometries at the inner and outer surfaces. Tables 6.4 through
6.8 describe the SEGMENT menu inputs when the segment type isset to DEFINEGEOMETRY.

The length of the segment in the axial direction is specified in the LENGTH item. The inner and outer
diameter for each segment is specified in the INNERDIA and OUTERDIA menus respectively. The finite
element type used for a shaft segment is selected using the ELEMTYPE switch. A segment can be modeled
using either the QUADRATIC type elements or CUBIC elements.The number of finite elements in the
radial, axial and circumferential directions are controlled by the NRADIAL, NAXIAL and NCIRC menus.
In the axial direction if cubic elements are used, then even one element for a segment can model the beam
modes of the shaft adequately.

If the ODCONSTRAINED item is turned on, then the outer diameter of that segment is constrained to the
rotor reference frame. Similarly, if the IDCONSTRAINED menu in the segment menu is turned on, then the
inner diameter of this segment is constrained to the rotor reference frame. Normally the ODCONSTRAINED
or the IDCONSTRAINED menu is turned on for a segment if it is connected to the power input or output.
Reference frame reaction forces and moments will flow to the shaft through these constraints.

If the ODCONSTRAINED or IDCONSTRAINED items are turned on and ODTYPE or IDTYPE is
RIGID, then the UROUTER/URINNER, UTHETAOUTER/UTHETAINNER, UZOUTER/UZINNER items
become exposed. These items allow for radial, circular, or axial displacement which can be useful for mod-
eling press-fit, twist or axial stretching conditions on shaft segments.

If the ODRACE switch is turned on for a shaft segment, then theouter diameter of this segment can
act as a race. A “Race” is a cylindrical surface where the shaft can be connected with other components
like bearings, suns, rings and carriers. Similarly, if the IDRACE switch is turned on then inner diameter
of this shaft segment acts as a race. The races can be connected to matching races on the bearing, carrier,
sun, ring, hypoid, bevel, or even to a race on another shaft ofthe rotor. Races will be matched only if their
diameters are identical and their axial ranges overlap. Theorder of the Fourier series used for displacement
interpolation in the circular direction and the axial direction at the diameter of the shaft segment is controlled
by the CIRCORDEROUTER and AXIALORDEROUTER menus respectively.

If the UNIFORMGEOMETRY flag in Figure 6.7 is not checked, thenthe material properties YOUNGSMOD,
POISSON, DENSITY, RALEIGHALPHA and RALEIGHBETA show up in the segment menu, where each
segment can be provided its own materal properties. Tables 6.4 through 6.8 explain each item used in the
segment menu.
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Figure 6.10 The Segment menu
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Table 6.4 The Segment menu

Item Description

SEGMENT Integer, Segment number

TYPESEG Switch, Type of model to be used for the shaft

LENGTH Float, Length of the shaft segment

OUTERSHAPE Switch, The shape of the outer surface of the shaft segment

OUTERDIA Float, Outer diameter of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE =
CYLINDRICAL)

USECONEANGLEOUTER Boolean, Whether to specify cone angle and apex to define outer
conical surface (IF OUTERSHAPE = CONICAL)

OUTERDIA1 Float, The outer diameter on the back side of the shaft segment
(IF USECONEANGLEOUTER = FALSE)

OUTERDIA2 Float, The outer diameter on the front side of the shaft segment
(IF USECONEANGLEOUTER = FALSE)

OUTERCONEANGLE Float, The cone angle of the outer conical shaft surface (IF
USECONEANGLEOUTER = TRUE)

OUTERCONEAPEX Float, The cone apex of the outer conical shaft surface (IF
USECONEANGLEOUTER = TRUE)

LENGTH1 Float, The length of the outer stepped portion of the shaft seg-
ment on the back side of the segment (IF OUTERSHAPE =
STEPPED)

OUTERDIA1 Float, The outer diameter on the back of the back stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE = STEPPED)

OUTERDIA2 Float, The outer diameter on the front of the back stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE = STEPPED)

OUTERDIA3 Float, The outer diameter on the back of the front stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE = STEPPED)

OUTERDIA4 Float, The outer diameter on the front of the front stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE = STEPPED)

FILLETRAD1 Float, The fillet radius at the corner of the two stepped sections
of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE = STEPPED)
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Table 6.5 The Segment menu (cont’d)

Item Description

EDGERAD1 Float, The outer edge radius on the back side of the shaft segment
((IF OUTERSHAPE = CYLINDRICAL OR OUTERSHAPE =
CONICAL)

EDGERAD2 Float, The outer edge radius on the front side of the shaft segment
((IF OUTERSHAPE = CYLINDRICAL OR OUTERSHAPE =
CONICAL)

OUTERCURVATURE Float, The curvature of the outer surface of the shaft segment.
Curvature is inverse of radius. A negative value creates a concave
surface and positive creates a convex surface (IF OUTERSHAPE
= CYLINDRICAL OR OUTERSHAPE = CONICAL)

INNERSHAPE Switch, The shape of the inner surface of the shaft segment

INNERDIA Float, Inner diameter of the shaft segment (IF INNERSHAPE =
CYLINDRICAL)

USECONEANGLEINNER Boolean, Whether to specify cone angle and apex to define inner
conical surface (IF INNERSHAPE = CONICAL)

INNERDIA1 Float, The inner diameter on the back side of the shaft segment
(IF USECONEANGLEINNER = FALSE)

INNERDIA2 Float, The inner diameter on the front side of the shaft segment
(IF USECONEANGLEINNER = FALSE)

INNERCONEANGLE Float, The cone angle of the inner conical shaft surface (IF
USECONEANGLEINNER = TRUE)

INNERCONEAPEX Float, The cone apex of the inner conical shaft surface (IF
USECONEANGLEINNER = TRUE)

LENGTH2 Float, The length of the inner stepped portion of the shaft seg-
ment on the back side of the segment (IF INNERSHAPE =
STEPPED)

INNERDIA1 Float, The inner diameter on the back of the back stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF INNERSHAPE = STEPPED)

INNERDIA2 Float, The inner diameter on the front of the back stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF INNERSHAPE = STEPPED)

INNERDIA3 Float, The inner diameter on the back of the front stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF INNERSHAPE = STEPPED)

INNERDIA4 Float, The inner diameter on the front of the front stepped section
of the shaft segment (IF INNERSHAPE = STEPPED)

FILLETRAD1 Float, The fillet radius at the corner of the two stepped sections
of the shaft segment (IF INNERSHAPE = STEPPED)
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Table 6.6 The Segment menu (cont’d)

Item Description

EDGERAD3 Float, The inner edge radius on the back side of the shaft segment
((IF INNERSHAPE = CYLINDRICAL OR INNERSHAPE =
CONICAL)

EDGERAD4 Float, The inner edge radius on the front side of the shaft segment
((IF INNERSHAPE = CYLINDRICAL OR INNERSHAPE =
CONICAL)

INNERCURVATURE Float, The curvature of the inner surface of the shaft segment.
Curvature is inverse of radius. A negative value creates a concave
surface and positive creates a convex surface (IF INNERSHAPE
= CYLINDRICAL OR INNERSHAPE = CONICAL)

AXIALHOLES Boolean, If turned on, axial hole(s) can be modeled on the shaft
segment (IF OUTERSHAPE = CYLINDRICAL)

NHOLES Integer, The number of holes to model (IF AXIALHOLES =
TRUE)

HOLEDIA Float, Diameter of the axial hole(s) (IF AXIALHOLES = TRUE)

HOLEPITCHDIA Float, Pitch diameter of the axial hole(s) (IF AXIALHOLES =
TRUE)

ANGLEFIRSTHOLE Float, Angular position (degrees) of the first axial hole (IF AXI-
ALHOLES = TRUE)

PARTIAL Boolean, If enabled, a partial shaft will be modeled

THETABEGIN Float, The start angle (degrees) for the partial shaft (IF PARTIAL
= TRUE)

THETAEND Float, The end angle (degrees) for the partial shaft (IF PARTIAL
= TRUE)

DOBACKCURVATURE Boolean, If enabled, a spherical surface can be modeled on the
back side of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE AND IN-
NERSHAPE = CYLYNDRICAL OR CONICAL)

BACKSPHERICALRADIUS Float, The spherical radius for the back side spherical surface (IF
DOBACKCURVATURE = TRUE)

DOFRONTCURVATURE Boolean, If enable, a spherial surface can be modeled on the
front side of the shaft segment (IF OUTERSHAPE AND IN-
NERSHAPE = CYLYNDRICAL OR CONICAL)

FRONTSPHERICALRADIUS Float, The spherical radius for the front side spherical surface (IF
DOBACKCURVATURE = TRUE)

ELEMTYPE Switch, Type of finite element used
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Table 6.7 The Segment menu (cont’d)

Item Description

NRADIAL Integer, No. of finite elements in the radial direction of the seg-
ment

NAXIAL Integer, No. of finite elements in the axial direction of the seg-
ment

NCIRC Integer, No. of finite elements in the circular direction of the
segment

ODCONSTRAINED Boolean, Whether the OD is constrained

ODTYPE Switch, The type of constraint to place on the outer surface (IF
ODCONSTRAINED = TRUE)

UROUTER Float, Pre-defined displacement of outer surface nodes in the ra-
dial direction (IF ODTYPE = RIGID)

UTHETAOUTER Float, Pre-defined displacement of outer surface nodes in the ro-
tational direction (IF ODTYPE = RIGID)

UZOUTER Float, Pre-defined displacement of outer surface nodes in axial
direction (IF ODTYPE = RIGID)

ODRACE Boolean, Whether the OD is a part of race

OD DO PRESSFIT Boolean, Whether to specify a press-fit at the OD race interface
(IF ODRACE = TRUE)

OD INTERFERENCEPRESSFIT Float, Interference value for the press-fit. A negative value cre-
ates a clearance. (IF ODDO PRESSFIT = TRUE)

CIRCORDEROUTER Integer, Fourier order in the circular direction (IF ODCON-
STRAINED OR ODRACE = TRUE)

AXIALORDEROUTER Integer, Fourier order in the axial direction (IF ODCON-
STRAINED OR ODRACE = TRUE)

IDCONSTRAINED Boolean, Whether the ID is constrained

IDTYPE Switch, The type of constraint to place on the inner surface (IF
IDCONSTRAINED = TRUE)

URINNER Float, Pre-defined displacement of inner surface nodes in the ra-
dial direction (IF IDTYPE = RIGID)
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Table 6.8 The Segment menu (cont’d)

Item Description

UTHETAINNER Float, Pre-defined displacement of inner surface nodes in the
theta direction (IF IDTYPE = RIGID)

UZINNER Float, Pre-defined displacement of inner surface nodes in the ax-
ial direction (IF IDTYPE = RIGID)

IDRACE Boolean, Whether the ID is a part of race

ID DO PRESSFIT Boolean, Whether to specify a press-fit at the ID race interface

ID INTERFERENCEPRESSFIT Float, Interference value for the press-fit. A negative value cre-
ates a clearance. (IF IDDO PRESSFIT = TRUE)

CIRCORDERINNER Integer, Fourier order in the circular direction (IF IDCON-
STRAINED OR IDRACE = TRUE)

AXIALORDERINNER Integer, Fourier order in the axial direction (IF IDCON-
STRAINED OR OIDRACE = TRUE)

OUTSIDECONTACT Boolean, Makes outside surface a contact surface

INSIDECONTACT Boolean, Makes inside surface a contact surface

BACKCONTACT Boolean, Makes back surface a contact surface

FRONTCONTACT Boolean, Makes front surface a contact surface

YOUNGSMOD Float, Young’s modulus of the shaft segment (IF UNIFORMMA-
TERIAL[ishaft] = FALSE)

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the shaft segment (IF UNIFORMMA-
TERIAL[ishaft] = FALSE)

DENSITY Float, Density of the shaft segment (IF UNIFORMMATE-
RIAL[ishaft] = FALSE)

RAYLEIGHALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the shaft segment (IF UNI-
FORMMATERIAL[ishaft] = FALSE)

RAYLEIGHBETA Float, Damping constant beta for the shaft segment (IF UNIFOR-
MMATERIAL[ishaft] = FALSE)
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Figure 6.11 Positioning a sun gear on a rotor.

Figure 6.12 Positioning a ring gear on a rotor.

6.5 Modeling the Sun and Ring gear

The SUN command in Figure 6.4 leads to the sun gear menu shown in Figure 6.13. The RING command in
Figure 6.4 leads to the ring gear menu shown in Figure 6.14. The AXIALPOSN parameter defines the axial
position (Z-coordinate) of the gear tooth. This is the distance of the midface cross-section of the gear from
the rotor origin, measured along the rotor axis, as shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. It may be either positive
or negative. The number of suns or rings attached to a rotor isentered in NSUNS or NRINGS, respectively.
The sun and the ring lumped parameters are explained in Table6.9.

There are 4 submenus (BASE, SPACEERR, TOOTH and RIM) under the sun and RING menus, as shown
in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14.

6.5.1 Sun and ring gear base

The BASE command in Figure 6.13 leads to the sun gear base menushown in Figure 6.15. The ring gear
base menu is same as that of the sun.
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Figure 6.13 The Sun gear menu.

Figure 6.14 The Ring gear menu.
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Table 6.9 Sun/Ring lumped parameters

Item Description

LUMPMASS Float, Lumped mass added at the center
of the sun/ring in addition to the mass of
the tooth and rim model

LUMPMOMINERTIA Float, Lumped polar moment of inertia
Jz added at the center of the sun/ring in
addition to theJz of the tooth and rim
model

LUMPALPHA Float, The damping constant for the
lumped mass and moment of inertia

Figure 6.15 The Sun gear base menu.

The sun or ring gear base is the cylindrical surface where thegear can be attached to a shaft, carrier, or
another gear in the rotor. It can also attach to a ’connector’. At this cylindrical surface, the finite element
nodal degrees of freedom are replaced by the coefficients of fourier series in the circular direction and a
polynomial series in the axial direction. The circular order and the axial order of the fourier series are
CIRCORDER and AXIALORDER, respectively. The CIRCORDER andAXIALORDER values for the
base of the gear should be equal to the corresponding values applied at the races of all other shafts, gears and
connectors which attach to it.

6.5.2 Modeling the tooth profile for sun and ring

The TOOTH command in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 leads to the tooth data menu for the sun and ring gear
respectively. Figure 6.16 shows the Sun tooth menu and Figure 6.17 shows the Ring tooth menu. Table 6.10
describes the parameters common to the sun and ring tooth menus. Table 6.11 describes the parameters
specific to the sun tooth menu and Table 6.12 describes the parameters specific to the ring tooth menu.

6.5.2.1 Modeling the gear tooth with a numerical profile The NUMERICAL PROFILEYPE allows for
the tooth to be defined from a data file containing a numerical description of the transverse cross section of
the tooth profile. The Y axis should lie along the tooth center. For an external gear (Figure 6.18), the X
coordinate of all points is positive. For internal gears (Figure 6.19), it is negative. The first line in the file
contains the number of points. Each subsequent line of the file containsX, Y ,XN , YN for one point, starting
at the root and proceeding to the tip. (X, Y ) are the coordinates of the point on the transverse section.(XN ,
YN ) is a 2D unit vector normal to the point in the transverse plane. It points out from the tooth.XN > 0 for
an external gear, andXN < 0 for an internal gear.
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Figure 6.16 The tooth data menu for the sun gear.
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Figure 6.17 The tooth data menu for the ring gear.
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Table 6.10 Parameters common to sun and ring teeth

Item Description Condition

NTEETH Integer, The number of teeth on gear

NFACEELEMS Integer, The number of elements across
face

COORDORDER Integer, Limit on order of coord axodes

DISPLORDER Integer, Limit on displ. order of axodes.

PLANE Switch, The plane used to define DP.,
P.A. and thickness. This switch can be
set to one of the two options: NORMAL
or TRANSVERSE

NORMALDIAMPITCH Float, The normal gen. diametral pitch if(PLANE=NORMAL)

NORMALPRESSANGLE Float, The normal gen. press. angle
(Deg)

if(PLANE=NORMAL)

NORMALTHICK Float, Normal thickness of the gear
tooth

if(PLANE=NORMAL)

XVERSEDIAMPITCH Float, The xverse gen. diametral pitch if(PLANE 6=NORMAL)

XVERSEPRESSANGLE Float, The xverse gen. press. angle
(Deg)

if(PLANE 6=NORMAL)

XVERSETHICKNESS Float, Transverse thickness of the gear
tooth

if(PLANE 6=NORMAL)

FACEWIDTH Float, The face width of the gear

HAND Switch, The hand of the gear
(Left/Right)

HELIXANGLE Float, The helix angle of the gear

ROOTDIA Float, Root dia.of the gear

RIMDIA Float, Rim diameter of the gear if(RIMTYPE=NONE)

YOUNGSMOD Float, Young’s modulus for the gear

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the gear

DENSITY Float, Density for the gear

TPLFILE String, Template file name for gear

Table 6.11 Parameters for defining an sun tooth

Item Description Condition

RACKTIPRAD Float, Rack tip radius for the gear

OUTERDIA Float, Outer dia. of the gear

INNERDIA Float, Inner dia. of the gear if(RIMTYPE = NONE)
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Table 6.12 Parameters for defining ring tooth

Item Description Condition

FILLETRAD Float, Fillet radius for the gear

INNERDIA Float, Inner dia. of the gear

OUTERDIA Float, Outer dia. of the gear if(RIMTYPE = NONE)

Figure 6.18 The numerical profile data convention for an external gear tooth.
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Figure 6.19 The numerical profile data convention for an internal gear tooth.

6.5.3 Surface modifications

The MODFN command in the tooth data menus (Figures 6.16 and 6.17) leads to the menu shown in Fig-
ure 6.20. This menu is used to specify surface modifications.Nine simple surface modifications can be
specified directly in this menu: linear and quadratic tip relief, linear and quadratic root relief, continuous/flat
lead crown and lead slope modifications, and profile crown andslope modifications. If the SAMEMODS
item is checked, then the same modifications are applied on both sides of the tooth.
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Figure 6.20 The tooth modification menu.

Profile crown is applied using the parameters shown in Table 6.13 and Figure 6.21.

Table 6.13 Profile crown modification parameters

Item Description

PROFILECROWN Boolean, Whether to apply the profile
crown modfn.

MAGPROFILECROWN Float, Magnitude of the profile crown
modification. Positive makes the profile
convex.

LOWPOINTROLLANGPROFILECROWN Float, Roll angle closer to the root be-
tween which the profile crown is mea-
sured.

HIGHPOINTROLLANGPROFILECROWN Float, Roll angle closer to the tip be-
tween which the profile crown is mea-
sured

ENDPOINTROLLANGPROFILECROWN Float, The roll angle at the root of the
profile where the crown modification
ends. The profile crowns extends up to
the tip on the other side.

PEAKPOINTROLLANGPROFILECROWN Float, This is the roll angle at which pro-
file crown is maximum.
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Figure 6.21 Profile crown modification
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Profile slope is applied using the parameters shown in Table 6.14 and Figure 6.22.

Table 6.14 Profile slope modification parameters

Item Description

PROFILESLOPEMOD Boolean, Whether to apply the profile
crown modfn.

MAGPROFILESLOPE Float, Magnitude of the slope applied in
the profile direction. A positive value
makes the tooth thinner at tip.

LOWPOINTROLLANGPROFILESLOPE Float, Roll angle closer to the root be-
tween which the profile slope is mea-
sured.

HIGHPOINTROLLANGPROFILESLOPE Float, Roll angle closer to the tip be-
tween which the profile slope is mea-
sured

ENDPOINTROLLANGPROFILESLOPE Float, The roll angle at the root of
the profile where the slope modification
ends.
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Figure 6.22 Profile slope modification
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Linear tip relief is applied using the parameters shown in Table 6.15 and Figure 6.23. The modification
magnitude is a linear function of the involute roll angle.

Table 6.15 Linear tip modification parameters

Item Description

LINEARTIPMOD Boolean, Whether to apply the linear tip
modfn.

ROLLLINEARTIPMOD Float, Roll angle at start of the linear tip
modfn.

MAGLINEARTIPMOD Float, Magnitude of the linear tip modfn.

Figure 6.23 Linear tip modification
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Linear root relief is applied using the parameters shown in Table 6.16 and Figure 6.24. The modification
magnitude is a linear function of the involute roll angle.

Table 6.16 Linear root modification parameters

Item Description

LINEARROOTMOD Boolean, Whether to apply the linear
flank modfn.

ROLLSTARTLINEARROOTMOD Float, Roll angle at start of the linear
flank modfn.

ROLLENDLINEARROOTMOD Float, Roll angle at the end of the linear
flank modfn.

MAGLINEARROOTMOD Float, Magnitude of the linear flank
modfn.

Figure 6.24 Linear root modification
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Quadratic tip relief is applied using the parameters shown in Table 6.17 and Figure 6.25. The modification
magnitude is a quadratic function of the involute roll angle.

Table 6.17 Quadratic tip modification parameters

Item Description

QUADTIPMOD Boolean, Whether to apply the quadratic
tip modfn.

ROLLQUADTIPMOD Float, Roll angle at start of the quadratic
tip modfn.

MAGQUADTIPMOD Float, Magnitude of the quadratic tip
modfn.

Figure 6.25 Quadratic tip modification
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Quadratic root relief is applied using the parameters shownin Table 6.18 and Figure 6.26. The modifica-
tion magnitude is a quadratic function of the involute roll angle.

Table 6.18 Quadratic root modification parameters

Item Description

QUADROOTMOD Boolean, Whether to apply the quadratic
flank modfn.

ROLLSTARTQUADROOTMOD Float, Roll angle at start of the quadratic
flank modfn.

ROLLENDQUADROOTMOD Float, Roll angle at the end of the
quadratic flank modfn.

MAGQUADROOTMOD Float, Magnitude of the quadratic root
modfn.

Figure 6.26 Quadratic root modification
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Table 6.19 Crown modification parameters

Item Description

LEADCROWN Boolean, Whether to apply the lead
crowning.

MAGLEADCROWN Float, Magnitude of the lead crown.

Lead crown modifcation is applied using the parameters shown in Table 6.19 and Figure 6.27. The mod-
ification magnitude is a quadratic function the surface coordinateζ. ζ varies from−1 to +1 along the face
width of the tooth.

MAGLEADCROWN

Facewidth * ε

Facewidth

Figure 6.27 Crown modification
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Table 6.20 Flat lead crown modification parameters

Item Description

FLATLEADCROWN Boolean, Whether to apply the lead
crowning.

ZETA1FLATLEADCROWN Float, Start of the flat section.

MAG1FLATLEADCROWN Float, Magnitude of the crowning with
flat, at the Zeta=-1 end of the face width.
A positive value makes the lead more
convex.

ZETA2FLATLEADCROWN Float, End of the flat section.

MAG2FLATLEADCROWN Float, Magnitude of the crowning with
flat, at the Zeta=-1 end of the face width.
A positive value makes the lead more
convex.

Flat lead crown modifcation is applied using the parametersshown in Table 6.20 and Figure 6.28. The
magnitude is specified at the two ends of the tooth surface (ζ = -1 andζ = 1). The flat section is defined by a
ζ range specified by the user.

Figure 6.28 Flat lead crown modification
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Table 6.21 Lead slope modification parameters

Item Description

LEADSLOPE Boolean, Whether to apply the lead
slope.

MAGLEADSLOPE Float, Magnitude of the lead slope.

lead slope modifcation is applied using the parameters shown in Table 6.21 and Figure 6.29. The modifi-
cation magnitude is a linear function the surface coordinate ζ. ζ varies from−1 to +1 along the face width
of the tooth.

Figure 6.29 Lead slope modification
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The PROFILETABLE command in the tooth data menu of Figure 6.20 leads to the menu shown in Fig-
ure 6.30. This menu is used to specify an arbitrary profile modification in tabular form. Table 6.22 and
Figure 6.31 show the meaning of the parameters in this menu. The modification is specified at an arbi-
trary number of roll angle values. In between these roll angle values, the profile modification is linearly
interpolated.

Figure 6.30 The tabular profile modifications menu.

Table 6.22 Tabular profile modification parameters

Item Description

TABLEPROFMOD Boolean, Whether to use a profile modfn
table.

NROLLS Integer, The number of roll angles used
in the profile modfn. table

IROLL Integer, The roll angle number in the
profile modfn. table

ROLLANGLE Float, Vector, indexed by IROLL, Roll
angle in the profile modfn. table

MAGNITUDE Float, Vector, indexed by IROLL, Mag-
nitude of modification in the profile
modfn. table
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Similarly, an arbitrary lead modification can be specified intabular form. The LEADTABLE command
in the tooth data menu of Figure 6.20 leads to the menu shown inFigure 6.32. Table 6.23 and Figure 6.33
show the meaning of the parameters in this menu. The modification is specified at an arbitrary number ofζ
values. The surface coordinateζ varies from−1 to +1 along the face width of the tooth. In between theseζ
values, the lead modification is linearly interpolated.

Figure 6.32 The tabular lead modifications menu.

Table 6.23 Tabular lead modification parameters

Item Description

TABLELEADMOD Boolean, Whether to use a lead modfn
table.

NZETAS Integer, The number zetas used in the
lead modfn. table

IZETA Integer, The zeta number in the lead
modfn. table

ZETA Float, Vector indexed by IZETA, Zeta
value in the lead modfn. table

MAGNITUDE Float, Vector indexed by IZETA, Magni-
tude of modification in the lead modfn.
table
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TABULAR LEAD MODIFICATION

Modification

+ve: Material removed
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Figure 6.33 Tabular lead modification
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A surface modification that is an arbitrary function of both the roll angle andζ can be specified using
the topographic modification option. The TOPOMOD command inthe tooth data menu of Figure 6.20 leads
to the menu shown in Figure 6.34. Table 6.24 shows the meaningof the parameters in this menu. The
modification is specified at an arbitrary number ofζ and roll angle values. The magnitude is specified for
each pair of these values. Bilinear interpolation is used between them.

Figure 6.34 The topographical modifications menu.

6.5.4 Tooth numbering

Each individual tooth of the sun and ring gear is assigned a tooth number. Figures 6.35 and 6.36 show the
numbering schemes used for external and internal gears, respectively. In these figures, theZ axis is pointing
out of the plane of the drawing.

Additionally, the two sides of each tooth are also labeled, SIDE1 and SIDE2 as shown in Figures 6.35 and
6.36.

6.5.5 Spacing errors for sun/ring gear

The SPACEERR command in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 leads to the spacing error menu shown in 6.37. The
spacing error is an angular amount by which the two surfaces of individual teeth on the sun/ring gear can be
rotated from their nominal positions. A positive rotation always follows the right hand rule about theZ axis.
The spacing error can be entered for any tooth in this menu.

6.5.6 Modeling the Rim

The purpose of including a rim model is to apply the correct boundary condition to the tooth model. This
is important because the boundary conditions can have a significant effect on the load and stress distribu-
tion [17].
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Figure 6.35 The tooth and side numbering scheme for the sun gear

Figure 6.36 The tooth and side numbering scheme for an ring gear

Figure 6.37 The spacing error menu.
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Table 6.24 Topographical surface modification parameters

Item Description

TOPOMOD Boolean, Whether to use topographic
modfns.

NZETAS Integer, The number zetas used in the to-
pographic modfn. table

IZETA Integer, The zeta number in the topo
modfn. table

ZETA Float, Vector indexed by Zeta value in
the topo. modfn. table

NROLLS Integer, The number roll angles used in
the topo. modfn. table

IROLL Integer, The roll angle number in the
topo. modfn. table

ROLL Float, Vector indexed by IROLL, Roll
angle in the topo. modfn. table

MAGNITUDE Float, Array indexed by IZETA and
IROLL, Magnitude of modification in
the topo. modfn.

Figure 6.38 The menu for specifying rim data.

The RIM command in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 leads to the rim data menu shown in Figure 6.38. The default
rim type is NONE. For this default case, no data is necessary.

The other rim options are SIMPLE and WEBBED.
Figure 6.39 shows the sun and ring gear rim menus as they appear for the SIMPLE rim. Table 6.25 and

Figures 6.40 and 6.41 explain the meaning of the input parameters.
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(a) Sun gear (b) Ring gear

Figure 6.39 The menu for a simple rim
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Figure 6.40 A Sun gear with a simple rim
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Figure 6.41 A ring gear with a simple rim
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Table 6.25 Simple rim parameters

Item Description Condition

RIMDIA Float, Rim diameter of the gear

INNERDIA Float, Inner dia. of the gear only for sun gear

OUTERDIA Float, Outer dia. of the gear only for ring gear

WIDTH Float, Width in the axial direction of
rim.

OFFSET Float, Offset in the axial direction of
rim.

CIRCORDER Integer, Fourier series order in the circu-
lar direction

AXIALORDER Integer, Polynomial order in the face di-
rection

ELEMTYPE Switch, Type of finite element.
Available options are LINEAR,
QUADRATIC and CUBIC

NDIVSRADIAL Integer, Number of elements in the ra-
dial direction

NTHETA Integer, Number of elements in the cir-
cular direction

NDIVSWIDTH Integer, Number of elements in the axial
direction
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(a) Sun gear (b) Ring gear

Figure 6.42 The menu for a webbed rim

Figure 6.42 shows the menus as they appear for the WEBBED rim, for external and internal gears, re-
spectively. Table 6.26 explains the meaning of the input parameters. The WEBBED rim is composed of an
arbitrary number of ‘segments’. The position of the first segment cannot be changed. Each of the remaining
segments can be placed in four different positions relativeto the previous segment, as shown in Figures 6.43
through 6.50
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Table 6.26 Webbed rim parameters

Item Description

RIMDIA Float, Rim diameter of the gear

NTHETA Integer, Number of elements in the cir-
cular direction

ELEMTYPE Switch, Type of finite element.
Available options are LINEAR,
QUADRATIC and CUBIC

CIRCORDER Integer, Fourier series order in the circu-
lar direction

AXIALORDER Integer, Polynomial order in the face di-
rection

NSEGMENTS Integer, Number of segments used to de-
fine the rim

SEGMENT Integer, Segment number for which data
is being displayed

RA Float, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Radial coordinate at side A.

RB Float, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Radial coordinate at side B.

ZA Float, Vector indexed by SEGMENT, Z
coordinate at side A.

ZB Float, Vector indexed by SEGMENT, Z
coordinate at side B.

POSITION Switch, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Relative position of the rim segment.

NETA Integer, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Number of elements in theη direction
direction

NZETA Integer, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Number of elements in theζ direction
direction
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Figure 6.43 A Sun gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located ahead of segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.44 A Sun gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located behind segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.45 A Sun gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located inside segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.46 A Sun gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located outside segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.47 A ring gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located ahead of segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.48 A ring gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located behind segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.49 A ring gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located inside segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.50 A ring gear with a webbed rim, showing segmenti located outside segmenti− 1
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Figure 6.51 The tooth DEFECTS menu.

6.5.7 Modeling Tooth Defects

The DEFECTS menu is located within the TOOTH menu and is shownin Figure 6.51. Within this menu,
the user can model two defects: pits and cracks. To model a crack, ENABLECRACK must be turned on
for the CRACK menu to appear. The CRACK menu, shown in Figure 6.52, contains the required inputs for
modeling a crack. The user specifies the number of elements oneach side of the crack, the crack clearance,
and the grid size for each element. Figure 6.53 shows a schematic for a crack with NELEMSSIDE1=4,
NELEMS SIDE2=4, and NELEMGRIDS=4. The clearance is the distance ofthe crack opening and is
consistent across the length of the crack. Contact is created at the interface between the two surfaces.

Pits can be modeled within the defects menu by selecting ENABLEPITS and setting NPITS to the desired
number of pits to model. The pit input parameters are enteredwithin the PIT menu shown in Figure 6.54.
IPIT selects the pit number for which the remaining information is displayed. ITOOTH sets the tooth on
which to model the pit and SIDE selects the side of the tooth. SPROFCENTER and TFACECENTER sets
the center location of the pit on the surface using the s and t tooth surface coordinate system. SPROFWIDTH
and TFACEWIDTH sets the width of the pit in the s and t directions. DEPTH sets the pit depth. Figure 6.55
shows a graphical view of the pit inputs.
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Figure 6.52 The CRACK defect menu.
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Figure 6.53 The crack defect menu inputs.
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Figure 6.54 The pit defect menu.
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Figure 6.55 The pit defect menu inputs.
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Table 6.27 INSPECTIONFILE menu parameters

Item Description

FILETYPE Inspection file type. Four supported
formats are KLINGLENBERGCSV,
GLEASON XML, KLINGLEN-
BERG MKA and QUINDOSCSV

MODEL UNITS The force and length unit system use for
model inputs. Available option New-
ton mm, Newtonm and Lbf inch

FLIP MOD SIDE This flag will switch the side mapping
of the modification from the inspection
file.

FLIP ZETA This flag will switch the axial direction
when applying the modification.

TOPOMOD When turned ON, TOPOMOD is loaded
from the inspection file

PROFILEMOD When turned ON, PROFILETABLE is
loaded from the inspection file

LEADMOD When turned ON, LEADTABLE is
loaded from the inspection file

SELECTTOOTH Enable to select the tooth number of the
modification chart when multiple charts
exists

TOOTHNO Tooth number of the modification chart
to be loaded

6.5.8 Load Inspection Files

The INSPECTIONFILE menu allows user to import tooth modification charts from data files generated from
gear inspection machines. The program currently supports four file formats.The INSPECTIONFILE menu
is shown below in the Figure 6.56. The Transmission3D will read the inspection file and update appropriate
modification inputs under MODFN menu. Based on the file type, one will be able to load LEADTABLE,
PROFILETABLE or TOPOCHART from the inspection file. The reader can handle different modification
data for each side of the tooth.When the modification charts are available at more than one tooth , the user
can select the chart by providing the inspection tooth number from the file. If tooth number is not provided,
first data set is loaded by default.The menu inputs are explained in Table 6.27.After setting the inputs,click
on LOADINSPECTIONFILE button to load the modification data from the file to Transmission3D session
file.

6.5.8.1 File Type

KLINGLENBERGCSV- This file type contains topography chart of single tooth measured from Klin-
glenberg machine. The values are stored in comma separated format. The file has header information
containing size of the chart , roll and lead positions. The file contains deviation values from the tooth
surface, i.e positive value will increase the tooth thickness and negative values decrease the tooth thick-
ness. When loading data into TOPOMOD , sign of the values is flipped to represent the modifications
in Transmission3D. The left side in the file is loaded into SIDE2 and right side is loaded into SIDE1.
The zero axial position in the file is aligned to ZETA=-1 and the lead axis coincides with tooth axis by
default.The TOPOMOD is shifted to be referenced at the mid facewith pitch point of the gear. This will
make the modification at ZETA=0 and at pitch diameter to be zero. The amount of the shift for each
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Figure 6.56 INSPECTIONFILE menu inputs.
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Figure 6.57 Inspection file side and lead mapping to Transmission3D tooth for externalgear

Figure 6.58 Inspection file side and lead mapping to Transmission3D tooth for internal gear
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side is reported to the log information window. If the pitch diameter lies outside the tooth surface, the
reference point is assumed at the mid point along the profile and facewidth direction.

GLEASONXML - This file contains inspection information in XML format. This is generated from
GLEASON inspection machine. The file contains lead chart, profile chart and gear data. When loading
the file, gear data from the inspection file is validated with TOOTH menu inputs. If a mismatch is found
in the data ,an error will be raised. The file contains lead chart at various roll angles and profile charts at
multiple lead position on the same tooth. TOPOMOD is generated by computing the deviations at the
intersection of profile and lead charts of the same tooth.

KLINGLENBERGMKA - This file type is also generated from Klinglenberg inspection machine. This
is formatted data file can contain lead chart, profile chart , topograph charts at multiple tooth along with
gear data. When loading the file, gear data from the inspectionfile is validated with TOOTH menu
inputs. If a mismatch is found in the data ,an error will be raised.The user can select the chart to be
loaded from the inspection file by setting PROFILEMOD, LEADMOD and TOPOMOD checkboxes.
Since the file can contain information for multiple teeth , SELECTTOOTH option can be used to select
the tooth number of the inspection chart. After reading the file, a summary of charts available in the
file will be written to the log information window.The default side mapping and lead direction are
shown in Figure 6.57. The sign convention for the inspectionfile is tooth thickness will be reduced for
a positive value on the left flank, and a negative value on the right flank.When loading the data into
Transmission3D , the sign will be switched to positive valuebeing material removed and negative value
is material added to the tooth for both sides.

QUINDOSCSV - This file type contains only profile or lead chart for a singleside of the tooth. It is
generated by QUINDOS gear inspection program. It is assumedthe file units is in mm and degree and
saved in comma separated format. It contains table of deviation,Roll Angle/Lead position for multiple
tooth. For lead charts, sign of the lead positions are ignored while reading the file. It is assumed the data
in the file is deviation and the sign needs to be flipped when applying as modification in Transmission3D.
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Figure 6.59 The Bevel gear menu.

Figure 6.60 Positioning of the bevel gear with respect to the rotor when AXISDIRECTION=SAME.

6.6 Modeling Bevel gears

The straight bevel gear is added to the ROTOR by selecting theENABLEBEVEL option in the ROTOR
menu(Figure 6.4). The inputs in the BEVEL menu shown in Figure 6.59.NBEVELS sets the number of
bevel gears in the rotor.AXIALPOSN and AXISDIRECTION defines axial distance of the crossing point
from the rotor origin and axis orientation of the bevel gear with respect to the rotor axis,as depicted in
Figures 6.60 and 6.61.CIRCORDER and RADIALORDER defines thefourier orders of base surface, in the
circular and face width directions, respectively. The basesurface is where the tooth mesh attaches to other
components of the rotor. Components of the rotor that attachto tooth base surface must share the same value
for the fourier interpolation orders.ENABLETOEINTERFACEand ENABLEHEELINTERFACE boolean
flags will turn on races at toe/front and heel/back end of the tooth mesh respectively.The fourier order of the
races is same as the base surface.
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Figure 6.61 Positioning of the bevel gear with respect to the rotor when AXISDIRECTION = OPPOSITE.

6.6.1 Tooth

The TOOTH menu contains the data needed to describe the gear geometry, blank dimensions and finite
element mesh of the bevel gear. There is two TOOTH inputs templates, SIMPLE and WEBBED. The SIM-
PLE uses OUTERCONEDISTANCE and FACEWIDTH to define the blank whereas WEBBED requires
MOUNTINGDISTANCE and BEVELDEPTH. SIMPLE type tooth menu isshown in Figure 6.63. The in-
puts of this menu are described individually in Tables 6.28 and shown in the schematic 6.62. Using SIMPLE
toothtype, only TOEWEB can be included in the tooth mesh.

Table 6.28: Simple tooth type inputs

Item Description

NTEETH Integer, Number of teeth on the pinion/gear

NFACEELEMS Integer, Number of elements across the face width of
the pinion/gear

COORDORDER Integer, Limit on the order of coordinate axodes for the
pinion/gear

DISPLORDER Integer, Limit on displ order of axodes

TOOTHTYPE Switch, Controls the style of tooth inputs

PROFILETYPE Switch, Controls the type of profile to generate tooth
surface

THICKNESS Float, The circular distance on the pitch cone at the
mean point,between the two sides as measured in the
plane of rotation

SPECIFYTHICKNESSCONEDIST Boolean, Allows to control cone distance at which
thickness is defined

THICKNESSCONEDIST Float, Distance along the pitch cone from the crossing
point at which thickness is defined

OUTERCONEDIST Float, Distance from the apex of the pitch cone to the
back end of the tooth

FACEWIDTH Float, Face width of the tooth
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Table 6.28: Simple tooth type inputs (continued)

Item Description

FACEANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the face cone and
axis(Deg)

FACEAPEX Float, Face apex beyond crossing point distance

PITCHANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the pitch cone and
axis(Deg)

FRONTANGLE Float,Angle between the element of the front cone and
the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation(Deg)

BACKANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the back cone and
the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation(Deg)

YOUNGSMOD Float, Youngs modulus for the pinion/gear

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the pinion/gear

DENSITY Float, Density of the pinion/gear

ALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the pinion/gear

BETA Float, Damping constant beta for the pinion/gear

TPLFILE Switch, Template file for the pinion/gear(Refer to ap-
pendix for details)

The WEBBED inputs is shown in Figure 6.65. The inputs different from SIMPLE option are described in
Tables 6.29. The schematic for same is shown in Figure 6.64.In WEEBED tooth type, both TOEWEB and
HEELWEB can be included in the TOOTH mesh.

Table 6.29: Webbed tooth type inputs

Item Description

MOUNTINGDIST Float, Axial distance from the crossing point to a ref-
erence surface

BEVELDEPTH Float, Axial distance from reference surface to inter-
section of front cone and face cone of the bevel gear

OUTERDIAMETER Float, Diameter at the crown point. Crown point refers
to the intersection of face cone and back cone of the
gear

OUTERANGLE Float, Angle between the element of back cone and
axis of gear. It can be positive and negative. Zero de-
gree creates cylindrical surface

SPECIFYOUTERDIAMETERDISTANCE Boolean, If turned ON, OUTERDIAMETER can be
defined at any point along the back cone other than the
corwn point

OUTERDIAMETERDISTANCE Float, Axial distance from crossing point to a point on
back cone where OUTERDIAMETER is defined

For both the tooth types,tooth profile can be defined by two different methods, OCTOID and POINT-
CLOUD.

Octoid profile is a generated tooth form using a straight sided conical cutter as described by Bucking-
ham [18]. The inputs defining the conical cutter and root are defined in the SIDE menus shown in
Figure 6.66. The cutter inputs are BLADEANGLE and EDGERADIUS (Figure 6.67).BLADEANGLE
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Figure 6.62 Bevel TOOTHTYPE=SIMPLE schematic

Figure 6.63 The Simple Bevel gear tooth menu.
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Figure 6.64 Bevel TOOTHTYPE=WEBBED schematic

Figure 6.65 The Simple Bevel gear tooth menu.
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Figure 6.66 Tooth SIDE menu

Figure 6.67 Conical Cutter - Octoid Profile

is the pressure angle of the straight sided cutter and EDGERADIUS is cutter tip radius which generates
the root fillet.ROOTANGLE and ROOTAPEX will determine the rootline of the gear. The above inputs
are independent for two sides for the gear. SIDE naming SIDE1and SIDE2 follows the right hand
convention as shown in Figure 6.68.

PointCloudis user defined surface using cartesian coordinates(X,Y,Z)of a theoretical tooth slot without
web surfaces.This provides capability to generate a tooth mesh using any non-standard tooth profiles.
The surface coordinates has to be in a structured grid formatwill all slices containing the same number
of points. The spacing between points in the profile directions has to be uniform for all the slices. A
recommended resolution of 25 rows/slices of data along the facewidth direction with each row contain-
ing 100 points along the profile/cross section. The mesh generator uses a Bi-cubic spline representation
to fit a surface over the given data set. The interpolated surface will pass over all data points and doesn’t
use a smoothing or closest-fit approach. This is ideally suited when a tooth surface is defined from any
analytical equations. When using pointcloud data with numerical noise, the accuracy of surface normal
(first derivative) and curvature (second derivative of position vecotr) is affected. This can be observed
in the contact pressure/pattern results of the model.

6.6.1.1 Toe Web The toe web feature defines the web surface at the toe/front end of the tooth. This
changes the root line of the gear from a theoretical root angle. ISTOEWEB boolean can turned ON to include
the feature in tooth model. The parameters needs to describethe toe web are TOEWEBDIA, TOEWEBFIL-
LETRAD,TOEWEBANGLE as shown in Figure 6.69. These inputs aredescribed in Table 6.30
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Figure 6.68 Bevel gear tooth and side numbering conventions

Table 6.30 Toe Web Parameters

Item Description

TOEWEBDIA Float, Diameter of the web surface at the intersection of toe
web and frontcone.

TOEWEBANGLE Degree,It is draft angle in degrees of the web surface. It is
measured relative to the rotational axis of the gear. A zero
degree will generate a cylindrical web surface. A positive
value will generate conical surface with increasing diameter
along the facewidth direction.

TOEWEBFILLETRAD Float,It is the fillet radius at the intersection of toe web and
gear tooth surface.
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Figure 6.69 Toe Web
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Table 6.31 Heel Web Parameters

Item Description

HEELWEBTHICKNESS Float,Axial distance from the reference surface to the heel
web at the intersection with back cone.

HEELWEBANGLE Degree,It is draft angle in degrees of the web surface. It is
measured relative from perpendicular to the rotational axis
of the gear. A zero degree will generate a flat web surface.

HEELWEBFILLETRAD Float,It is the fillet radius at the intersection of heel web and
gear tooth surface.

Figure 6.70 Heel Web

6.6.1.2 Heel Web The heel web (Figure 6.70) feature defines the web surface at the heel/back end of the
tooth. ISHEELWEB boolean flag is used to control this feature on the tooth mesh. The inputs defining heel
web are given in Table 6.31.

6.6.1.3 Secondary and Tertiary face cone These are blank inputs that changes face cone of the gear and
reduces effective tooth surface. Secondary face cone (Figure 6.71) will modify the face cone at the intersec-
tion of face cone and backcone of the tooth.Secondary face isdefined by BACKSECFACEDIAMETER and
BACKSECFACEANGLE. An angle of zero will create a cylindrical surface. Tertiary face cone will chop
the tooth at front end of the tooth. It is defined by TERTIARYFACEAPEXDISTANCE and TERTIARY-
FACEANGLE as shown in Figure 6.72.Each one is independentlycontrolled by boolean flags DOSEC-
ONDARYFACECONE or DOTERTIARYFACECONE. All the inputs are expalined below.
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Figure 6.71 Secondary Face Cone

Figure 6.72 Tertiary Face Cone
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⋄ BACKSECFACEDIAMETER is the diameter at the intersection offace cone and secondary face cone
as shown in .

⋄ BACKSECFACEANGLE is the cone angle of the secondary face surface relative to the axis of the gear.

⋄ TERTIARYFACEAPEXDISTANCE defines the axial distance from the crossing point to the intersec-
tion of tertiary face cone with primary face cone.

⋄ TERTIARYFACEANGLE is cone angle of the tertiary face measured relative to the gear axis.

6.6.1.4 Base Cone Base cone defines the surface where tooth mesh ends in Transmission3D. The material
below base surface is modeled using rotor shaft segments. AUTOBASECONE flag in TOOTH menu decides
whether base surface is auto computed or user defined. When turned ON , it is internally calculated based on
geometry and blank inputs.If turned OFF, the base surface parameters are controlled by the user.

The type of base surface for a tooth mesh is dependent on whichwebs are included. For a tooth with both
toe and heel web , the base surface is always of type Base5. Base5 is made of there independent cones and de-
fined using BASECYLINDERDIAMETER, BASECONEANGLE and BASECONEAPEX. For a tooth with
only heel web and no toe web, the base surface is of type Base4.Base4 is defined by BASECONEANGLE
and BASECONEAPEX. MOUNTINGDISTANCE will locates back conical surface for both types.

For a tooth with no heel web, the base surface type can be selected using BASESURFACETYPE drop-
down when AUTOBASECONE is turned OFF. Base1 is CYLINDER, Base2 is CONE and Base3 is UNION.
Based on the selected type appropriate inputs will be displayed for each option.

When AUTOBASECONE is turned ON, the base input parameters arenot displayed and auto decided by
the mesh generator. For a tooth with no webs , base surface type will be auto set as CONE , with only toe
web it is Base 3/UNION and when there is heel web it will be Base4 or Base5 as explained above.

The TOOTH mesh must be connected at all the base surfaces to rest of the rotor. During PREPROC, if the
program fails to find the matching race to any of the base surfaces it will throw an error”Failed to connect
the bevel to rotor”. The fourier interpolation order for the races on this surface are defined in the BEVEL
menu.

For most models , SHAFT segments are defined to connect with base surface of a tooth mesh.Since base
surfaces of bevel gear can be intricate, ADDBASESHAFT macrois provided inside TOOTH menu to create
the connecting shafts.When clicked, the macro will add a shaft segment to connect with each base surface of
the tooth .This macro will add shaft segments each time it is clicked and will not replace any existing shafts.
The user has to delete old mismatched segments to avoid duplication. When manually modeling the SHAFT
segments, the user can make use of the (R,Z) values of the baseintersections points from the information
window after GENERATE step.

Note: When AUTOBASECONE=TRUE, base surface geometry will change with blank parameter changes.
All shaft segments connected to tooth base must be updated when updating TOOTH inputs.

6.6.1.5 PointCloud To include non-standard tooth profiles one can utilize the POINTCLOUD option. The
TOOTH menu with POINTCLOUD profile type selected is shown in Figure??. Changing to this profile type
will remove tooth thickness, root angle and cutter inputs.As mentioned previously, pointcloud is defined as
structured grid of points with size of NROWS x NCOLS.The data size are inputs in the POINTCLOUD menu
(Figure 6.74).IROW refers to cross section along the face width and ICOL to a point in the particular cross
section.The surface coordinates x, y, and z are entered intothe DATA menu (Figure 6.74). The ROWDATA
must arranged in increasing order of pitch cone distance starting from toe/front end of the tooth. For each
cross section, COLDATA must be sequenced from point 1 at tip of SIDE1 and last point at tip of SIDE 2. The
ROWDATA and COLDATA sequencing is show in 6.75.If the data is not arranged as described the program
will have issue fitting B-spline surface and generating tooth profile.

The requirements for point cloud data

1. Data should be in grid format

2. Coordinates must be for a tooth slot without any web geometry

3. Origin of data should be positioned at the pitch apex/crossing point
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Figure 6.73 Bevel gear tooth and side numbering conventions

Figure 6.74 The Point Cloud menus.
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Figure 6.75 Point cloud data structure

Figure 6.76 Data origin and axis orientation of point cloud data

4. Axis orientation for the data is shown in Figure 6.76

5. First point in a row/slice should start at tip of SIDE1

6. The ROWDATA are arranged in increasing order of pitch cone distance

The recommended size for point cloud data set is 25 rows with 100 points on each row. It will be dauting
to manually enter the data for all the points. To import the coordinates intoTransmission3D, follow the below
process based on the user interface one is working on.

For GUIDE users,the recommendation is to write the coordinates in a multyx script file format. The tem-
plate file is shown in Figure 6.77. Here every input parameterin the GUIDE server menu will be documented
to a text file. A button click is emulated by just providing thetext on a button. A text input is done by pro-
viding a label followed by the value. Each input command can be space separated or given in independent
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NROWS 25

NCOLS 100

ROWDATA

IROW 1

COLDATA

ICOL 1 X 5.000 Y 1.5000 Z 25.000

ICOL 2 X ...... Y ...... Z .......

ICOL 3 X ...... Y ...... Z .......

:

:

EXIT

IROW 2

COLDATA

ICOL 1 X 5.500 Y 1.3000 Z 28.000

ICOL 2 X ...... Y ...... Z .......

ICOL 3 X ...... Y ...... Z .......

:

:

EXIT

:

:

:

IROW 100

COLDATA

ICOL 1 X 6.000 Y 1.7000 Z 30.000

ICOL 2 X ...... Y ...... Z .......

ICOL 3 X ...... Y ...... Z .......

:

:

EXIT

EXIT

EXIT

Figure 6.77 Multyx script template for importing point cloud data

lines.To run the script file, click onExecute Scriptbutton on Home ribbon and select coordinates script file in
the pop up dialog box. The script is dependent on which menu you are currently in . For the given template,
the user must be in the POINTCLOUD menu when executing the script.

For iSys users, point coordinates is written to a text file as rows of (X,Y,Z) with the header containing
NROWS and NCOLS. The text file can be drag and dropped on the POINTCLOUD menu in the iSys inter-
face. The program will read through the file and populate all the inputs accordingly. If it fails to read the file,
an error is displayed in log window.

6.6.1.6 Fillet Type For the bevel gears with web surfaces, two different approaches are used to fillet the
surface intersection of web, root and tooth profile.

In our first approach the fillet is generated using an algorithm for parametric blend surfaces. Here the line
of intersection for web and slot surface offset by fillet radius is determined. This is the path for center of
fillet sphere as it rolls along the surfaces maintaining tangency between them. Once we have the path of the
center line, the boundary curves on the two surfaces are calculated. Any point on the boundary curve is at
a distance of fillet radius from the surface to the center linealong the surface normal at that point. With the
two boundary curves computed, the fillet surface is now represented using cubic Hermite polynomial. This
will make sure the fillet surface is tangent to the boundary surfaces (web and slot surface) at the boundary
curves. The entire fillet surface is represented by single analytical surface in this method. This approach
is used seperately at the toe and heel ends to generate separate fillet surfaces. The fillet radius is given by
TOEWEBFILLETRADIUS at the toe web and HEELWEBFILLETRADIUS atthe heel end. In this method
the fillet radius for sections of the root cone not modified by the webs are untouched. The fillet shape from
the pointcloud or octoid generation will be used without anychanges. When viewing the line of intersection
of web surface with slot, it will resemble an U shape. A singlefillet radius is used along the entire line of
intersection here. This approach is called SINGLESTEP in FILLETTYPE dropdown.
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25

100

29.1207 8.0405 37.2958

28.9109 7.83069 37.2957

28.6989 7.62304 37.2957

28.4847 7.41761 37.2957

28.2684 7.21447 37.2958

28.0499 7.01371 37.2958

:

:

:

:

51.036 -12.6065 68.1738

51.3333 -12.9737 67.9773

51.6256 -13.3457 67.7819

51.9128 -13.7222 67.5877

52.195 -14.103 67.3946

52.4722 -14.488 67.2026

Figure 6.78 Sample Point cloud file for iSys user interface

In our next approach,the fillet generation is staged in two steps. First the modified root line with webs is
defined for the entire facewidth of the gear. A rootline is generated in the R-Z plane. A circular fillet of radius
TOEWEBFILLETRADIUS and HEELWEBFILLETRAIDUS are defined at the intersection of toe/heel web
with the root cone. Once we have the newly modified rootline, the root surface is created by revolving the
rootline about the gear axis. Next a blend surface is createdbetween new root surface and the tooth slot.
Here the intersection line will be along the facewidth. The fillet radius between slot surface and root surface
is controlled by FLANKFILLETRADIUS. This is referd as TWOSTEP in FILLETTYPE dropdown. When
you select this approach, FLANKFILLETRADIUS will be dispalyed.

Note:Older version without FILLETTYPE dropdown uses SINGLESTEP approach.

6.6.2 Surface Modifications

The MODIFIICATIONS menu under SIDE1/SIDE2 menu contains the inputs to apply tooth surface modi-
fications. The modifications of the tooth are applied independently on two sides of the tooth. There are six
surface modifications in this menu: linear and quadratic tiprelief,profile crown ,lead crown ,lead slope and
topographic modification.Each one is included in the tooth mesh by turning on their respective boolean flags.
The total surface modification for each side is a cumulative sum of all modifications applied.

6.6.2.1 Profile Crown This is parabolic modification of the tooth along the profile direction. The pro-
file crown is defined at a particular cone distance measured along the face cone of the gear.At this cone
distance the profile crown is defined by MAGPROFILECROWN, PEAKDISTPROFILECROWN and END-
DISTPROFILECROWN. All the three input parameters of the profile crown are linearly varying with the
cone distance measured along the face cone of the gear. The linear variation is set such that the parameters
are zero at the face apex and increase with the cone distance.

MAGPROFILECROWN - It is the amount of modification at the tip and end point of the gear. A positive
value implies removal of material.

PEAKDISTPROFILECORWN - It is the distance measured perpendicular to the face cone along the
profile direction. It is the point at which the parabolic crown modification is set to zero.

ENDDISTPROFILECROWN - It is the distance measured perpendicular to the face cone along the
profile at which the profile crown modification ends. The modification at this point is equal to the
MAGPROFILECROWN. Any point below this will have the constantmodification equal to the profile
crown magnitude. Make sure this point is below your potential contact region for the entire facewidth
of the tooth.
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6.6.2.2 Lead Crown This is parabolic modification cross the entire facewidth ofthe tooth. The inputs are
MAGLEADCROWN and ZETALEADCROWN. MAGLEADCROWN is magnitude ofmodification at ends
of the tooth. The parabolic modification is applied across the zeta axis of the tooth mesh, where ZETA=-1
represents the front cone and ZETA=+1 represents the back cone. ZETALEADCROWN parameter specifies
where the mdofication is set to zero along the zeta axis.

6.6.2.3 Lead Slope It is a linear modification across the entire facewidth of thetooth. The inputs are
MAGZETA1 and MAGZETA2. MAGZETA1 define magnitude of modification at ZETA=-1 and MAGZETA2
is modification value at ZETA=+1. The lead slope magnitude iscalculated by linearly varying the magnitude
between the end along the ZETA axis.

6.6.2.4 Tip Relief There are two types of tip reliefs modification, linear tip relief and quadratic tip relief.
The inputs are similar to both the modifications. Based on thetype, modification at the tip is modeled with
linear or quadratic curve. The modification inputs are defined at three different sections of the tooth. The
program will interpolate magnitude of tip relief and tip modification start along the cone distance by fitting
quadratic curve between the three sets of data. The inputs needed for tip relief at any section are,

MAG1LINEAR/MAG1QUADRATIC - Magnitude of modification at tip of the tooth.

TIPDIST1LINEAR/TIPDIST1QUADRATIC - It is a distance from tip where the modification starts.

APEXDIST1LINEAR/APEXDIST1QUADRATIC - Apex distance is the distance from face apex which
defines the location along facewidth.

The same set of inputs are defined at two more cone distance along the facewidth to generate a varying tip
relief on the tooth.

6.6.2.5 Topographic modification This is surface modificaiton of the entire tooth surface which is ob-
tained from an inspection machine. The four accepted file formats are ZEISSCOORDS,DEVIATION1,DEVIATION2
and KLINGELNBERGCOORDS.

6.6.3 The Bevel gear rim

The RIM command in Figure 6.59 leads us to the Rim data menu forthe bevel as shown in Figure 6.80. The
RIMTYPE item can be either NONE or WEBBED. If it is set to NONE, then the base of the tooth finite
element model will be constrained as the race surface.

The WEBBED rim is specified by sequence of segments as shown in Figure 6.79. The first segment is
closest to the tooth, and the last segment is the farthest. Each segment ‘i’ has two endpoints. Depending on
the POSITION of the rim segment, there are four different ways in which it attaches to the previous segemt
(Figures 6.43 to 6.46) Table 6.32 shows the meaning of the parameters in this menu.
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Figure 6.79 The Bevel gear rim dimensions.
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Figure 6.80 The Bevel gear rim menu.
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Table 6.32 The bevel gear rim parameters

Item Description

RIMTYPE Switch, Options are NONE and
WEBBED

ELEMTYPE Switch, Type of finite element.
Available options are LINEAR,
QUADRATIC and CUBIC

YOUNGSMOD Float, Youngs modulus for the bevel
gear

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the bevel gear

DENSITY Float, Density of the bevel gear

RALEIGHALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the
bevel gear

RALEIGHBETA Float, Damping constant beta for the
bevel gear

NTHETA Integer, The is the number of finite el-
ements used in the circular direction of
the rim

NSEGS Integer, Number of segments used to de-
fine the rim

ISEG Integer, Segment number for which data
is being displayed

NDIVSETA Integer, Vector indexed by ISEG, Num-
ber of elements along theη direction of
the segment.

NDIVSZETA Integer, Vector indexed by ISEG, Num-
ber of elements along theζ direction of
the segment.

POSITION Switch, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Relative position of the rim segment.

RA Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Radial
coordinate at side A.

ZA Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Z coor-
dinate at side A.

RB Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Radial
coordinate at side B.

ZB Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Z coor-
dinate at side B.
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Figure 6.81 A rotor with an attached hypoid gear.

6.7 Modeling Hypoid Gears

Transmission3Dcan include models of Hypoid gears by selecting the ENABLEHYPOIDS option within the
ROTOR menu. Figure 6.81 shows a rotor with an attached hypoidgear model. This hypoid model, shown
by itself in Figure 6.82, consists of two parts, a gear tooth model (Figure 6.83) and a rim mesh (Figure 6.84).
The HYPOID menu (Figure 6.85) is used to model the hypoid geartooth and rim.

NHYPOIDS is the number of hypoid gears on the rotor. The HYPOID item selects the individual hypoid
gear for which the remaining data is displayed. AXIALPOSN and AXISDIRECTION position the hypoid
gear with respect to the rotor origin and axis, as shown in figures 6.86 and 6.87.

A typical hypoid gear tooth can be modeled using one of the twofollowing methods:(1) By modeling
the gears directly within theGuidemenus similar to those found within theHypoidFaceMilledor Hypoid-
FaceHobbedpackages, or (2) By importing a mesh file generated by theHypoidFaceMilledor HypoidFace-
Hobbedpackages.
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Figure 6.82 The hypoid model

Figure 6.83 The hypoid gear tooth mesh

Figure 6.84 The hypoid rim mesh, showing the ‘Base’ and ‘Race’ surfaces of the hypoid model.

Figure 6.85 The Hypoid gear menu.
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Figure 6.86 Positioning of the bevel gear with respect to the rotor when AXISDIRECTION is set to SAME.

Figure 6.87 Positioning of the bevel gear with respect to the rotor when AXISDIRECTION is set to OPPOSITE.
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Figure 6.88 The hypoid pinion data menu.

6.7.1 FACMILLED and FACEHOBBED Tooth Types

The FACEMILLED and FACEHOBBED tooth types allows us to modelthe hypoid pinion and gear within
the menu structure. Figure 6.88 shows the HYPOID menu for theface milled or face hobbed types. The menu
has 5 submenus- SPAFILE (file name and unit system), COMMON(common design and blank data), CON-
CAVE(concave side data), CONVEX(convex side data) and RIM(rim data). Selecting the FACEMILLEDGEAR
or FACEHOBBEDGEAR allows us to model a hypoid gear, while FACEMILLEDPINION and FACE-
HOBBED PINION options are available for modeling the pinion. The gear menus are similar to the pinion
menus except for the feature TYPE input, which decides whether the gear type is Generated or Formate. For
a Formate gear the ratio of rolls(ratio of number of teeth on the imaginary gear to the number of teeth on the
gear being cut) is zero in the Special Analysis File. For a Generated type this value is non-zero.
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Figure 6.89 The hypoid gear data menu.
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Figure 6.90 The common design and blank data menu.

6.7.1.1 Common Design and Blank Data The COMMON command in Figure 6.88 leads to the common
design and blank data menu shown in Figure 6.90. The common design and blank data for the gear is similar
to that of the pinion. The various parameters for this menu are explained in Table 6.33 through Table 6.37.

The ADDBASESHAFT command automatically generates a shaft that connects to the hypoid base sur-
face. The default shaft has a cylindrical inner surface shape, but can be modified as needed. The shaft will
appear within the rotor shaft menu with an index of one greater than the previous number of shafts in the
rotor.

By default the thickness will be assumed to be defined at the ‘mean point’ (the intersection of the mid-face
cone) with the pitch cone. This is the normal chordal tooth thickness (measured along the normal plane).
The normal chordal tooth thickness is related to the transverse thickness by the following relationship.

Normal chordal tooth thickness= Transverse chordal tooth thickness× cos(spiral angle)

If the SPECIFYMSRPT item is turned on, then the thickness canbe specified at a point at an arbitrary
‘measuring addendum’ distance from the tip at mid-face as shown in Figure 6.91. The special analysis file
does not include the measuring addendum or tooth thickness information. These inputs can be obtained from
the Gleason summary sheet. Figure 6.92 shows how the data looks in the summary sheet.

If SPECIFYMEANCONE is enabled, then the MEANCONEDIST can bespecified. Otherwise, the tooth
mid-face is used to specify the mean cone. The OTUERCONEDISTinput is used to specify the distance
from the pitch apex to the heel side of the tooth.
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Table 6.33 Common design and blank parameters

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

NTEETH Integer, Number of teeth on the pinion/gear Pinion-Record#1,Item#1 & Gear-
Record#1,Item#2

HAND The hand of the hypoid

NFACEELEMENTS Integer, Number of elements across the face width of the pin-
ion/gear

COORDORDER Integer, Limit on the order of coordinate axodes for the pin-
ion/gear

DISPLORDER Integer, Limit on displ order of axodes

SPIRALANGLE Float, Angle between the tooth trace and an element of the
pitch cone(Deg)

Pinion-Record#1,Item#10 & Gear-
Record#8,Item#4

USE CMMTHICKNESS Boolean, If this flag is turned on, then the thickness value
in the CMM data files will be used. The ZEISS and KLIN-
GELNBERG formats have a provision to contain the tooth
thickness expressed as an angle. A CMM (TOPOMOD) file
must be used for both sides, and the thickness value must be
found in one of the two files, otherwise an error message will
be emitted.

USE SPRD BLD THICKNESS Boolean, If this flag is turned on, then the mesh generate will
assume that both sides of the tooth are cut at the same time,
and use that assumption to calculate the tooth thickness. An
error message will be emitted if the machine settings for the
two sides do not match.

SPECIFYMSRPT Boolean, If this flag is turned on, then the thickness can be
specified at a point at an arbitrary ’measuring addendum’
distance from the tip at mid-face. Otherwise the thickness
will be assumed to be defined at the ’mean point’ (the inter-
section of the mid-face cone) with the pitch cone.

MEASADDENDUM Float, The normal chordal tooth thickness at a point on the
gear midface which is at a specified ’measuring addendum’
distance from the tip. (IF SPECIFYMSRPT = TRUE)

TYPE THICKNESS Switch, Whether to specify thickness in the normal or trans-
verse direction (IF USE CMMTHICKNESS&USE SPRD
BLD THICKNESS = FALSE)

NORMAL THICKNESS Float, Mean normal tooth thickness (IF TYPE THICKNESS
= NORMAL)

Pinion-Record#47,Item#7 & Gear-
Record#47,Item#8

TRANSVERSE THICKNESS Float, Mean transverse thickness (IF TYPE THICKNESS =
TRANSVERSE)
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Table 6.34 Common design and blank parameters

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

SPECIFYMEANCONE Boolean, If this flag is turn on, then the mean cone distance
can be specified. Otherwise the mid-face location of the
tooth will be used for the mean cone distance.

OUTERCONEDIST Float, Distance from the apex of the pitch cone to the outer
ends of the tooth

Pinion-Record#3,Item#9 & Gear-
Record#3,Item#10

FACEWIDTH Float, Face width of the tooth Pinion-Record#1,Item#6 & Gear-
Record#1,Item#5

FACEANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the face cone and
axis(Deg)

Pinion-Record#5,Item#6 & Gear-
Record#7,Item#6

BACKANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the back cone and the
plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation(Deg)

Pinion-Record#5,Item#9 & Gear-
Record #7,Item#9

FRONTANGLE Float,Angle between the element of the front cone and the
plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation(Deg)

Pinion-Record#5,Item#10 & Gear-
Record #7,Item#10

PITCHANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the pitch cone and
axis(Deg)

Pinion-Record#5,Item#5 & Gear-
Record#7,Item#5

PITCHAPEX Float, Pitch apex beyond crossing point distance Pinion-Record#5,Item#15 & Gear-
Record#7,Item#15

FACEAPEX Float, Face apex beyond crossing point distance Pinion-Record#4,Item#3 & Gear-
Record#4,Item#4

ROOTAPEX Float, Root apex beyond the crossing point distance Pinion-Record#5,Item#12 & Gear-
Record#7,Item#12

HO Float, The distance from the apex of the pitch cone to the
outer ”heel” end of the tooth. When it is zero, use the nom-
inal outer cone distance. Using this parameter allows you
to control the effective face of the pinion without having to
readjust the tooth thickness in the analysis file.

HI Float, The distance from the apex of the pitch cone to the
outer ”heel” end of the tooth. When it is zero, use the nom-
inal outer cone distance. Using this parameter allows you
to control the effective face of the pinion without having to
readjust the tooth thickness in the analysis file.

SECONDARYFACE Boolean, Allows you to model a secondary face cone.

REFERENCE SECFACE The method used for controlling the intersection between the
secondary face cone and primary face cone. This can be
measured either from the crossing point, mounting surface or
by specifying the outer diameter. (IF SECONDARYFACE =
TRUE)
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Table 6.35 Common design and blank parameters

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

LSECONDARYFACE This distance from the mounting surface to the intersection
of the face cone and the secondary face cone (IF REFER-
ENCE SECFACE = MOUNTINGSURFACE OR CROSS-
INGPOINT)

ALPHASECONDARYFACE This is the cone angle, in Degrees, for the secondary face
cone. (IF REFERENCE SECFACE = MOUNTINGSUR-
FACE OR CROSSINGPOINT)

OUTERDIA This is the outer dia when the secondary face cone is of type
OUTERDIA. (IF REFERENCE SECFACE = OUTERDIA)

TERTIARYFACE Boolean, Allows you to model a tertiary face cone.

REFERENCE TERTIARYFACE The method used for controlling the intersection between the
tertiary face cone and primary face cone. This can be mea-
sured either from the crossing point, mounting surface or
by specifying the outer diameter. (IF TERTIARYFACE =
TRUE)

LTERTIARYFACE This distance from the mounting surface to the intersection
of the face cone and the tertiary face cone (IF REFERENCE
TERTIARYFACE = MOUNTINGSURFACE OR CROSS-
INGPOINT)

ALPHATERTIARYFACE This is the cone angle, in Degrees, for the tertiary face cone.
(IF REFERENCE TERTIARYFACE = MOUNTINGSUR-
FACE OR CROSSINGPOINT)

ENABLEHEELINTERFACE Boolean, Allows you to turn on the heel surface race.

REF HEELINTERFACE The method used for controlling the nodes connected to the
race surface on the heel cone of hypoid tooth. It can be lim-
ited by either using the diameter or axial distance from the
crossing point. (IF ENABLEHEELINTERFACE = TRUE)

HEELINTERFACEDIA Race diameter at heel cone of the hypoid tooth mesh. All
nodes below the diameter up to the base cone will be at-
tached to the fourier race. (IF REFHEELINTERFACE =
DIAMETER)
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Table 6.36 Common design and blank parameters

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

HEELINTERFACEAXIALPOSN The axial distance from the crossing point. All
nodes on heel cone between base cone and this dis-
tance will be attached to the fourier race. (IF
REF HEELINTERFACE=AXIALDISTANCE)

ENABLETOEINTERFACE Boolean, Allows you to turn on the toe surface race.

REF TOEINTERFACE The method used for controlling the nodes connected to the
race surface on the toe cone of hypoid tooth. It can be lim-
ited by either using the diameter or axial distance from the
crossing point. (IF ENABLETOEINTERFACE=TRUE)

TOEINTERFACEDIA Race diameter at toe cone of the hypoid tooth mesh. All
nodes below the diameter up to the base cone will be at-
tached to the fourier race. (IF REFTOEINTERFACE = DI-
AMETER)

TOEINTERFACEAXIALPOSN The axial distance from the crossing point. All nodes on toe
cone between base cone and this distance will be attached to
the fourier race. IF REFTOEINTERFACE = AXIALDIS-
TANCE)

RADIALORDER This the order of the polynomial series used for dis-
placement interpolation in the radial direction at the con-
ical interface between the tooth model and rotor model
at front and back interface (IF ENABLEHEELINTER-
FACE—ENABLETOEINTERFACE = TRUE)

BASESURFACETYPE Switch, Kind of surface to be used as the base sur-
face(CYLINDER/CONE)

BASECYLINDERDIAME Float, Diameter of the cylinder used as the base of the tooth
mesh(IF BASESURFACETYPE = CYLINDER)

BASECONEANGLE Float, Angle(Deg) between the element of the base cone and
the axis(IF BASESURFACETYPE = CONE)

BASECONEAPEX Float, Inner cone apex beyond crossing point distance(IF
BASESURFACETYPE = CONE)

ISRACERIGID Boolean, Whether the bearing race is a rigid surface

AXIALORDER Integer, Polynomial order in the face direction
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Table 6.37 Common design and blank parameters

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

CIRCORDER Integer, Fourier series order in the circular direction

YOUNGSMOD Float, Youngs modulus for the pinion/gear

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the pinion/gear

DENSITY Float, Density of the pinion/gear

ALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the pinion/gear

BETA Float, Damping constant beta for the pinion/gear

TPLFILE Switch, Template file for the pinion/gear(Refer to appendix
for details)

MESHFILE String, Mesh file name for the pinion/gear

Figure 6.91 Thickness measurement at an arbitrary point.

Figure 6.92 Tooth thickness and measuring addendum information in Gleason summary sheet.
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Figure 6.93 The Facemilled/Facehobbed Common Parameters.

The face angle, back angle, front angle, spiral angle and pitch angle values are given in radians in the
Special Analysis File. The user should convert them in to degrees before entering them in their respective
menus. The pitch apex, face apex, and root apex values are also found in the SPA file and should be converted
to the model length units.

The Rayleigh damping model assumes that the damping matrix Cfor a finite element is related to the mass
matrix M and stiffness matrix K by the linear relationship C=alpha*M + beta*K. The variables ALPHA and
BETA in the common data menu are the values of alpha and beta respectively in the above equation.The
MESHFILE which contains the element connectivity and the geometrical information is created by the pro-
gram. Figure 6.93 shows the common menu parameters.

Figures 6.94 through 6.96 show the secondary and tertiary face cone inputs. The secondary cone can be
specified with an OUTERDIA, or with the distance from the MOUNTINGSURFACE or CROSSING POINT
and a cone angle. The tertiary face cone can only be specified with the distance from the MOUNTINGSUR-
FACE or CROSSING POINT and a cone angle.
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Figure 6.94 The Secondary Face Cone with CYLINDRICAL reference.
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Figure 6.95 The Secondary Face Cone with CROSSINGPOINT or MOUNTINGSURFACE reference.
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Figure 6.96 The Tertiary Face Cone with CROSSINGPOINT or MOUNTINGSURFACE reference.
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Figure 6.97 The Concave tooth side data menu.

Figure 6.98 The Convex tooth side data menu.

Figure 6.99 Machine parameters

6.7.1.2 Concave and Convex Side Data The CONCAVE and CONVEX command in the pinion menu
leads to the concave and convex side data menus shown in Figures 6.97 & 6.98 . There are four submenus-
MACHINE, CUTTER, MODIFICATIONS, and SPACEERR. All four data submenus are similar for both
the concave and convex side data except that the data comes from a different part of the Special Analysis
File. For the generated type gear the data menus for concave and convex side gear tooth are similar to those
for the pinion. They are slightly different for the formate type gear.

Machine Settings for the Pinion The MACHINE command in Figures 6.97 & 6.98 leads to the details of
the face milling operation settings used for the manufacturing of the hypoid pinion/gear shown in Figure 6.99.
Table 6.38 explains all the machine parameters in this menu.
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Table 6.38 Machine parameters for concave and convex tooth side for the pinion

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

RADIALSETTING Float, Distance between the cradle axis
and the cutter axis when they are parallel

Concave side-Record#15,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#1

TILTANGLE Float, Tilt of the cutter axis with respect
to the direction of the cradle axis(Deg)

Concave side-Record#15,Item#2 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#2

SWIVELANGLE Float, Direction of the cutter spindle tilt
with respect to the gear being gener-
ated(Deg)

Concave side-Record#15,Item#3 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#3

BLANKOFFSET Float, Offset between the work spindle
axis and the cradle axis

Concave side-Record#15,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#4

ROOTANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the
root cone and its axis(Deg)

Concave side-Record#15,Item#5 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#5

MACHCTRBACK Float, Axial distance from the root apex
of the gear to the spindle mounting sur-
face

Concave side-Record#15,Item#6 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#6

SLIDINGBASE Float, Position of the sliding base with
respect to the machine plane

Concave side-Record#15,Item#7 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#7

CRADLEANGLE Float, Angular position of the cradle
axis with respect to the gear generated

Concave side-Record#16,Item#9 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#9

RATIOROLL Float, Ratio of the number of teeth on
the imaginary gear to the number of
teeth on the gear being cut

Concave side-Record#15,Item#13 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#13

2C Float, Modified roll 2nd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#15,Item#14 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#14

6D Float, Modified roll 3rd order coefficient Concave side-Record#15,Item#15 & Convex
side-Record#18,Item#15

24E Float, Modified roll 4th order coefficient Concave side-Record#16,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#1

120F Float, Modified roll 5th order coefficient Concave side-Record#16,Item#2 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#2

H1 Float, Helical motion 1st order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#16,Item#3 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#3

H2 Float, Helical motion 2nd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#16,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#4

H3 Float, Helical motion 3rd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#16,Item#5 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#5

V1 Float, Vertical motion 1st order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#16,Item#6 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#6

V2 Float, Vertical motion 2nd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#16,Item#7 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#7

V3 Float, Vertical motion 3rd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#16,Item#8 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#8
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Figure 6.100 Machine parameters for formate gear

The values for Tiltangle, Swivelangle, Rootangle, and the Cradleangle are given in radians in the Special
Analysis File. The user should convert them in to degrees before entering them in to their respective menus.

Machine Settings for the Generated Type Gear All the parameters for the machine details specifications
for the generated type gear are similar to those of the pinion(Figure 6.99), except for the record numbers in
the Special Analyis File. Table 6.39 explains all the parameters for the Machine menu for the generated type
gear. Again,the values for Tiltangle, Swivelangle, Rootangle, and the Cradleangle are given in radians in the
Special Analysis File. The user should convert them in to degrees before entering them in to their respective
menus.

Machine Settings for the Formate Type Gear Figure 6.100 shows the machine parameters for the concave
side of the formate type gear. The parameters for the convex side are similar to those of the concave side.
The Root angle value is given in radians in the Special Analysis File. The user should convert it in to degrees
before entering it in the Rootangle menu. Table 6.40 explains all the machine parameters associated with the
manufacturing of the formate gear.
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Table 6.39 Machine parameters for concave and convex tooth side for the generated type gear

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

RADIALSETTING Float, Distance between the cradle axis
and the cutter axis when they are parallel

Concave side-Record#25,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#1

TILTANGLE Float, Tilt of the cutter axis with respect
to the direction of the cradle axis(Deg)

Concave side-Record#25,Item#2 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#2

SWIVELANGLE Float, Direction of the cutter spindle tilt
with respect to the gear being gener-
ated(Deg)

Concave side-Record#25,Item#3 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#3

BLANKOFFSET Float, Offset between the work spindle
axis and the cradle axis

Concave side-Record#25,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#4

ROOTANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the
root cone and its axis(Deg)

Concave side-Record#25,Item#5 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#5

MACHCTRBACK Float, Axial distance from the root apex
of the gear to the spindle mounting sur-
face

Concave side-Record#25,Item#6 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#6

SLIDINGBASE Float, Position of the sliding base with
respect to the machine plane

Concave side-Record#25,Item#7 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#7

CRADLEANGLE Float, Angular position of the cradle
axis with respect to the gear generated

Concave side-Record#26,Item#9 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#9

RATIOROLL Float, Ratio of the number of teeth on
the imaginary gear to the number of
teeth on the gear being cut

Concave side-Record#25,Item#13 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#13

2C Float, Modified roll 2nd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#25,Item#14 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#14

6D Float, Modified roll 3rd order coefficient Concave side-Record#25,Item#15 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#15

24E Float, Modified roll 4th order coefficient Concave side-Record#26,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#1

120F Float, Modified roll 5th order coefficient Concave side-Record#26,Item#2 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#2

H1 Float, Helical motion 1st order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#26,Item#3 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#3

H2 Float, Helical motion 2nd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#26,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#4

H3 Float, Helical motion 3rd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#26,Item#5 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#5

V1 Float, Vertical motion 1st order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#26,Item#6 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#6

V2 Float, Vertical motion 2nd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#26,Item#7 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#7

V3 Float, Vertical motion 3rd order coeffi-
cient

Concave side-Record#26,Item#8 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#8
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Table 6.40 Machine parameters for the formate gear

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

HORIZONTAL Float, Horizontal setting of the cutter Concave side-Record#28,Item#2 & Convex
side-Record#24,Item#2

VERTICAL Float, Vertical setting of the cutter Concave side-Record#28,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#24,Item#1

ROOTANGLE Float, Angle between the element of the
root cone and its axis(Deg)

Concave side-Record#28,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#24,Item#4

MACHCTRBACK Float, Axial distance from the root apex
of the gear to the spindle mounting dis-
tance

Concave side-Record#28,Item#3 & Convex
side-Record#24,Item#3
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Figure 6.101 Cutter specifications for the pinion

Cutter Specifications for the Pinion The CUTTER command in Figures 6.97 & 6.98 leads to the cutter
menu shown in Figure 6.101. Table 6.41 gives the Special Analysis File details for the Cutter menu.

Cutter point radius is the radius of the cutter in a plane perpendicular to the cutter axis of rotation and
passing through the tips of the blades. The special analysisfile gives the blade angle(angle between the
cutting edge of the cutter and the cutter axis of rotation) inradians. The user should convert that value in to
degrees before entering it in to the BLADEANGLE menu. The value to be entered should always be positive.
The sign for this item in the Special Analysis File can be disregarded.

Use new cutter If the USENEWCUTTER flag in Figure 6.101 is checked, then the menu will update to
display the new cutter options, Figure 6.102. The new cuttermenu has three sets of options: Type, Toprem
Option and Flankrem Option. The default type of cutter is theSTRAIGHT type and the default type of
Toprem and Flankrem is NONE.

A cutter can have any combination of Toprem and Flankrem options. For both the choices are NONE,
STRAIGHT and BLENDED. If a STRAIGHT Toprem or Flankrem is chosen then two new parameters
(TOPREM DEPTH or FLANKREM DEPTH and TOPREMANGLE or FLANKREMANGLE) are added
to the cutter menu. Figures 6.103 and 6.105 show the concave side cutter profile for STRAIGHT Toprem and
Flankrem on a STRAIGHT blade type. If a BLENDED Toprem or Flankrem is chosen then two new parame-
ters (TOPREMDEPTH or FLANKREM DEPTH and TOPREMBLEND RADIUS or FLANKREM BLEND RADIUS)
are added to the cutter menu. Figures 6.104 and 6.106 show theconcave side of the cutter profile with the
appropriate parameters on a STRAIGHT blade type.

If the CURVED type cutter is selected then a parameter calledRHO is added to the cutter menu. RHO
is the spherical radius of the blade. If the STRAIGHT Toprem or Flankrem option is selected then a new
parameter called DEDENDUM is added to the cutter menu. DEDENDUM is the distance from the mean
point to the cutter tip, measured along the cutter axis (Z) direction. Figures 6.107 and 6.109 show the concave
side cutter profile for STRAIGHT Toprem and Flankrem on a CURVED blade type. Figures 6.108 and 6.110
show the concave side of the cutter profile for BLENDED Topremand Flankrem on a CURVED blade type.
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Figure 6.102 Cutter specifications with USENWCUTTER flag checked
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Figure 6.103 Cutter description for Straight Blade with Straight Toprem (New Cutter)
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Figure 6.104 Cutter description for Straight Blade with Blended Toprem (New Cutter)
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Figure 6.105 Cutter description for Straight Blade with Straight Flankrem (New Cutter)
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Figure 6.106 Cutter description for Straight Blade with Blended Flankrem (New Cutter)
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Figure 6.107 Cutter description for Curved Blade with Straight Toprem (New Cutter)
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Figure 6.108 Cutter description for Curved Blade with Blended Toprem (New Cutter)
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Figure 6.109 Cutter description for Curved Blade with Straight Flankrem (New Cutter)
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Figure 6.110 Cutter description for Curved Blade with Blended Flankrem (New Cutter)
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Table 6.41 Cutter specifications for concave and convex tooth side of a pinion

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

POINTRADIUS Float, Radius of the cutter Concave side-Record#17,Item#5 & Convex
side-Record#20,Item#5

BLADEANGLE Float, Cutter blade angle(Deg) Concave side-Record#17,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#20,Item#4

EDGERADIUS Float, Radius of the cutter edge(Tip ra-
dius)

Concave side-Record#16,Item#15 & Convex
side-Record#19,Item#15

TYPE Switch, Type of cut-
ter(STRAIGHT/TOPREM)

Concave side-Record#17,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#20,Item#1

Use old cutter The default type of cutter is the STRAIGHT type, but if the TOPREM type is used then
two more parameters (TOPREMANGLE and TOPREMLENGTH) are added to the cutter menu. TOPRE-
MANGLE (Special Analysis File Record#17, Item#1 for Concave side and Record#20, Item#1 for Convex
Side) is the angle that the modified part of the cutter makes with the unmodified part. When it is zero mod-
ification has no effect. A positive angle implies that the material is being added to the tip of the cutter. The
value of this angle given in the Special Analysis File is in radians. The user should convert in to degress
before entering it in the TOPREMANGLE menu. TOPREMLENGTH(Record#17, Item#2 for Concave side
and Record#20, Item#2 for Convex side) is the distance from the cutter point of the start of the modified part
of the cutter.

If the Special Analysis File Record shows a non-zero value for the TYPE item(Refer to the Table 6.41
for details) then the Cutter type is TOPREM or else it is STRAIGHT type or CURVED type. Figures 6.111
and 6.112 show the various terms associated with the modifiedcutter for Concave side and Convex side
respectively.

If the CURVED type cutter is selected then a parameter calledRHO ( Special Analysis File Record#15,
Item#12 for Concave side and Record#18, Item#12 for Convex Side) is added to the cutter menu. RHO is
the spherical radius for the curved blade. If the Special Analysis File Record shows a non-zero value for the
RHO item then the cutter type is CURVED or else it is STRAIGHT.A CURVED type cutter for concave and
convex side tooth is shown in Figure 6.113 and Figure 6.114 respectively.
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Figure 6.111 Cutter description for Concave side (Old Cutter)
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Figure 6.112 Cutter description for Convex side (Old Cutter)
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Figure 6.113 Curved cutter description for Concave side (Old Cutter)

Figure 6.114 Curved cutter description for Convex side (Old Cutter)
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Cutter Specifications for the generated type gear The CUTTER menu for the generated type gear is
similar to that of the pinion cutter menu (Figure 6.101) except for the Special Analysis File details. Table 6.42
explains all the parameters associated with the Cutter menufor the generated type gear.

Table 6.42 Cutter specifications for concave and convex tooth side of a generated type gear

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

POINTRADIUS Float, Radius of the cutter Concave side-Record#25,Item#8 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#8

BLADEANGLE Float, Cutter blade angle(Deg) Concave side-Record#27,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#23,Item#4

EDGERADIUS Float, Radius of the cutter edge(Tip ra-
dius)

Concave side-Record#26,Item#15 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#15

TYPE Switch, Type of cut-
ter(STRAIGHT/TOPREM)

Concave side-Record#27,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#23,Item#1

The special analysis file gives the blade angle(angle between the cutting edge of the cutter and the cutter
axis of rotation) in radians. The user should convert that value in to degrees before entering it in to the
BLADEANGLE menu. The default type of cutter is the STRAIGHT type, If the TOPREM type is used then
two more parameters (TOPREMANGLE and TOPREMLENGTH) are added to the cutter menu. TOPRE-
MANGLE (Special Analysis File Record#27, Item#1 for Concave and Record#23, Item#1 for Convex Side)
is the angle that the modified part of the cutter makes with theunmodified part. When it is zero, modification
has no effect. A positive angle implies that the material is being added to the tip of the cutter. The value of
this angle given in the Special Analysis File is in radians. The user should convert it in to degrees before
entering it in the TOPREMANGLE menu. TOPREMLENGTH(Record#27, Item#2 for Concave side and
Record#23, Item#2 for Convex side) is the distance from the cutter point of the start of the modified part
of the cutter. If the Special Analysis File Record shows a non-zero value for the TYPE item(Refer to the
Table 6.42 for details) then the Cutter type is TOPREM or elseit is STRAIGHT type or CURVED type. If
the CURVED type of cutter is used then a parameter called RHO pops up in the cutter menu. RHO (Special
Analysis File Record#25, Item#12 for Concave and Record#21, Item#12 for Convex Side) is the spherical
radius for the curved blade. If this value is zero then the cutter type is STRAIGHT or else it is CURVED.
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Figure 6.115 Cutter specifications for the formate gear

Table 6.43 Cutter specifications for concave and convex tooth side of a formate typegear

Item Description Special Analyis File Details

POINTRADIUS Float, Radius of the cutter Concave side-Record#25,Item#8 & Convex
side-Record#21,Item#8

BLADEANGLE Float, Cutter blade angle(Deg) Concave side-Record#27,Item#4 & Convex
side-Record#23,Item#4

EDGERADIUS Float, Radius of the cutter edge(Tip ra-
dius)

Concave side-Record#26,Item#15 & Convex
side-Record#22,Item#15

POINTWIDTH Float, Difference between the point radii
of the outside and inside blades of an al-
ternate blade cutter

Concave side-Record#28,Item#10 & Convex
side-Record#24,Item#10

TYPE Switch, Type of cut-
ter(STRAIGHT/TOPREM)

Concave side-Record#27,Item#1 & Convex
side-Record#23,Item#1

Cutter Specifications for the formate type gear If you select the gear type as formate gear then the
CUTTER command in the Concave/Convex menus leads to the menushown in Figure 6.115. Table 6.43
explains all the terms associated with this menu.

6.7.1.3 Surface Modifications MODIFICATIONS command in Figure 6.97 leads to the Surface modi-
fication menu shown in Figure 6.116. The modifications for Spiral, Pressure and Cone angles all lead to
increases in the their respective angles, shown in Figure 6.117. The sign convention for each of the an-
gles is positive as shown in the figure. Note, the DELTACONE ANGLE parameter is dependent upon the
the DELTA PRESSUREANGLE and DELTA SPIRAL ANGLE inputs, therefor a DELTACONE ANGLE
value should not be input if also entering values for the remaing two parameters. Table 6.44 provides a more
detailed description of each of the 3 angle modifications.

The LINEARTIPRELIEF flag controls whether or not linear tip relief will be applied and expands the
menu to Figure 6.118. Tip relief is specified in three locations and for each location the Magnitude, Tip
Distance and Distance from the face cone axis must be specified. The QUADRATICTIPRELIEF flag controls
whether or not quadratic tip relief will be applied and has similiar menu and inputs to linear tip relief. A
graphical depiction of the inputs is shown in Figure 6.120.
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Figure 6.116 Surface Modification menu

Figure 6.117 Angle Modifications

The DOTOPOMODFN flag controls whether or not surface modifications based on numerical data (such
as from CMM) will be applied. If you check the DOTOPOMODFN boxthen the Surface Modifications menu
applied on the Gear Concave side shown in Figure 6.119 becomes available. The Surface Modifications menu
applied on the Convex side of the tooth is similar to that on the Concave side. The TOPOMODTYPE specifies
which type of modification file is to be used. The data file name containing the surface modifications should
be entered in the ZEISSFILE textbox. SCALEFACTOR allows forthe data points within the modification
file to by multiplied by this scale factor. If the file is in inches and your analysis is in mm, you can provide
a scale factor of 25.4. The order of this polynomial in the profile direction is PROFORDER and that in the
face width direction is FACEORDER. The USE CMMTOLERANCE control allows the user to screen the
measured data points by specifying a tolerance.

The Surface Modifications menu for the gear tooth is similar to that of the pinion.
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Table 6.44 Angle Modification Descriptions

Item Description

DELTA SPIRAL ANGLE Increase in spiral angle. This angle is in Degrees. Provide a non-zerovalue to
this variable to indtroduce a surface modification which will increase the effective
spiral angle.

DELTA PRESSUREANGLE Increase in pressure angle. This angle is in Degrees. Provide a non-zero value to
this variable to indtroduce a surface modification which will increase the effective
pressure angle.

DELTA CONE ANGLE Increase in cone angle. This angle is in Degrees. Provide a non-zero value to this
variable to indtroduce a surface modification which will increase the effective
cone angle.

Figure 6.118 Linear Tip Relief menu
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Figure 6.119 Surface Modification applied on the gear concave side

MAG

TIPDIST
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Figure 6.120 Hypoid tip relief input parameters.
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Figure 6.121 Hypoid menu for CALYXMESH tooth type.

6.7.2 CALYXMESH Tooth Type

Selecting the CALYXMESH tooth TYPE within the HYPOID menu allows us to import a calyx mesh file
(.msh) generated byHypoidFaceMilledor HypoidFaceHobbed. Figure 6.121 shows the HYPOID menu
with this tooth type selected. The HYPOID menu is identical to the HYPOID menu for the FACEMILLEDPINION
or FACEHOBBEDPINION, with the exception of the SPAFILE menu being absent in the CALYXMESH
case.

The COMMON menu is shown in Figure 6.122. All of the COMMON menu parameters shown are also
present in the COMMON menu for the FACEHOBBED and FACEMILLEDtypes described in the following
section, with the exception of the MESHFILENAME input and REGENERATE flag. MESHFILENAME is
simply the filename of theHypoidFaceMilledor HypoidFaceHobbedmesh file (.msh) file to be imported.
When the REGENERATE flag is turned ON, the mesh will be regenerated.This allows you to have different
material properties and base cone definition than that used in the original mesh file. Regenerating the gear
tooth also allows the user to automatically generate an ideal base cone for the hypoid tooth mesh template. If
the flag is turned off, the original mesh is used and the base cone parameters must be calculated and entered
manually.

The CONCAVE and CONVEX menus do not contain the MACHINE and CUTTER sub-menus, but are
otherwise identical to those of the FACEMILLED and FACEHOBBED types. The menus are shown in
Figures 6.123 and 6.124.
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Figure 6.122 Common menu for CALYXMESH tooth type.

Figure 6.123 Concave menu for CALYXMESH tooth type.

Figure 6.124 Convex menu for CALYXMESH tooth type.
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Figure 6.125 The Hypoid gear RIM menu.

6.7.3 The Hypoid gear rim

Thr RIM command in the HYPOID menu (Figure 6.85) leads to the RIM menu shown in Figure 6.125. This
is very similar to the bevel rim menu.

The RIMTYPE item can be either NONE or WEBBED. If it is set to NONE, then the base of the tooth
finite element model will be used as the race surface.

The WEBBED rim is specified by sequence of segments as shown forthe bevel gear in Figure 6.79. The
first segment is closest to the tooth, and the last segment is the farthest. Each segment ‘i’ has two endpoints.
Depending on the POSITION of the rim segment, there are four different ways in which it attaches to the
previous segemt (Figures 6.43 to 6.46) Table 6.45 shows the meaning of the parameters in this menu.

6.7.4 Hypoid Assembly Errors
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Table 6.45 The hypoid gear rim parameters

Item Description

RIMTYPE Switch, Options are NONE and
WEBBED

ELEMTYPE Switch, Type of finite element.
Available options are LINEAR,
QUADRATIC and CUBIC

YOUNGSMOD Float, Youngs modulus for the hypoid
gear

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the hypoid gear

DENSITY Float, Density of the hypoid gear

RALEIGHALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the
hypoid gear

RALEIGHBETA Float, Damping constant beta for the hy-
poid gear

NTHETA Integer, The is the number of finite el-
ements used in the circular direction of
the rim

NSEGS Integer, Number of segments used to de-
fine the rim

ISEG Integer, Segment number for which data
is being displayed

NDIVSETA Integer, Vector indexed by ISEG, Num-
ber of elements along theη direction of
the segment.

NDIVSZETA Integer, Vector indexed by ISEG, Num-
ber of elements along theζ direction of
the segment.

POSN Switch, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Relative position of the rim segment.

RA Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Radial
coordinate at side A.

ZA Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Z coor-
dinate at side A.

RB Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Radial
coordinate at side B.

ZB Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Z coor-
dinate at side B.

The hypoid assembly errors are available as an output from the model analysis. Figure 6.126 shows the
methodology used in determining the magnitude of the assembly errors E, P, G, andα. The output file
EPGALPHA.DAT is automatically created in thecalyxtmp subfolder of the working directory as shown
in Figure 6.127. The file format of the assembly error file is shown in Figure 6.128. Figures 6.129 through
6.132 show the definition and sign convention of the E, P, G andα assembly errors for both left-hand and
right-hand gears.

The hypoid assembly errors generated byTransmission3Dcan be used to reduce the computation time
of a large model by simplifying it to just the hypoid pair. Note, however, the assembly error values are
most likely not directly comparable with experimental assembly error values because the sampling location
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Figure 6.126 Calculation of E, P, G,α values.

Figure 6.127 Locating the assembly error output file.

is usually different. The E, P, G, alpha values inTransmission3Dare taken from the base surface of the gear.
This is not often the case in an experimental setup.
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Figure 6.128 Format of the assembly error output file.

Figure 6.129 Left-handed gear sign convention for E assembly error parameter.
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Figure 6.130 Left-handed gear sign convention for P, G, andα assembly error parameters.

Figure 6.131 Right-handed gear sign convention for E assembly error parameter.

Figure 6.132 Right-handed gear sign convention for P, G, andα assembly error parameters.
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6.8 Modeling the Carrier

The CARRIER command in the rotor menu of Figure 6.4 leads to the carrier menu shown in Figure 6.133.
A carrier is a structure meant for carrying pinions in a planetary system or bevel differential system. The
carrier attaches to other components in the rotor through ’Shaft Races’. It connects to pinions through ’Pinion
Races’.

Each rotor can carry any number of such carriers. The number of carriers is specified in the NCARRIERS
item. The CARRIER item selects the particular carrier for which the remaining data is displayed. The TYPE
item can be set to either RIGID, COMMANDFILE, FECARRIERNASTRAN or FECARRIERABAQUS.
The RIGID and COMMANDFILE carrier types are legacy options and are not currently recommended.
Sections 6.8.1 and 6.8.2 explain the RIGID and COMMANDFILE carrier types for users with older mod-
els using these methods. The current recommended method formodeling a carrier is using the FECAR-
RIER NASTRAN or FECARRIERABAQUS types to import a finite element carrier model inNastran
(.bdf) or Abaqusfile format (.bdf).
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Figure 6.133 The carrier menu shown when TYPE is RIGID.

6.8.1 Rigid Carrier

Figure 6.134 shows a schematic of a rigid carrier. The rigid carrier can contain ’Carrier Races’ by se-
lecting the ENABLERACES flag. With this box selected, the RACE sub-menu containing the carrier race
inputs becomes active. The carrier can be constrained to therotor reference frame by selecting the CON-
STRAIN RIGID REGION box. The rigid carrier can also contain any number of pinions, each with a num-
ber of identical copies of those pinions, or groups. The NPINIONS and NGROUPS fields are used to specify
the number of pinions and groups, respectively, when the ENABLEPINIONS flag is enabled. The RACE,
PINION, and GROUP menus for the rigid carrier type are nearlyidentical to those for the FECARRIER
carrier type. For the RIGID carrier type, only cylindrical races are allowed. A detailed description of these
menus is provided in Section 6.8.2.

The LUMPEDMASS parameter can be used to apply an additional mass to the center of the carrier. The
lumped mass can be either PLANARSYMMETRIC, or NONPLANARSYMMETRIC. For a PLANARSYM-
METRIC lumped mass, the z-coordinate of the mass is zero so that the transverse moment of inertia is exactly
half of the polar moment of inertia. For a NONPLANARSYMMETRIC lumped mass, the transverse moment
of inertia is greater than half of the polar moment of inertia. So, for LUMPTYPE=PLANARSYMMETRIC,
only the polar moment of inertia must be specified. For LUMPTYPE=NONPLANARSYMMETRIC, both
the polar and transverse moments of inertia need to be entered. The location of the lumped mass can be moved
from the carrier center using the LUMPAXIALOFFSET, LUMP RADIALOFFSET, and LUMPTHETAOFFSET
parameters. LUMPALPHA specifies the viscouse damping coefficient proportional to the lumped mass.

6.8.2 Flexible Carrier created outside Transmission3D: The COMMANDFILE Option

When a detailed model of the Carrier is created outside ofTransmission3D, it can be imported by specifying
the COMMANDFILE type.

The carrier shown in Figure 6.136 was created as a NASTRAN bulk data file, and then converted to
a Calyx command file usingcvtbdf utility. This carrier contains several races and a set of straight bevel
pinions.

Figure 6.135 shows the CARRIER menu as it appears when using aCOMMANDFILE type of carrier.
CMDFILENAME is the name of theCalyx command file that contains all the information regarding the
carrier. A further shift in the axial direction can be applied to the entire carrier through the AXIALSHIFT
item.

The ENABLEPINIONS flag should be turned on if the carrier has pinions.
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Figure 6.134 A rigid carrier and its races.
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Figure 6.135 The carrier menu as seen when TYPE is set to COMMANDFILE.

Figure 6.136 A carrier created outside ofTransmission3Dand imported using the CMDFILETYPE.
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Figure 6.137 The carrier menu inputs when the FECARRIERNASTRAN type is selected.

6.8.3 Flexible Carrier created outside Transmission3D: The FECARRIER Option

The recommended method for importing a carrier model created using an external FEA software package is
the FECARRIER carrier TYPE. There are two choices when usingthis method: FECARRIERNASTRAN
and FECARRIERABAQUS. The two methods differ only in the file extensions allowed. The acceptable file
extentions for each type are the Nastran (.bdf) and Abaqus (.inp) extensions.

The CARRIER menu for the FECARRIER type is shown in Figure 6.137 and a description of each of the
menu items is provided in Table 6.46. The carrier submenus specific to the FECARRIER type are the FILE,
PAIRS, RACE, INTERNALRACE, CONTACTSURFACE, and CONTACTPAIRS menus.
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Table 6.46 The carrier menu inputs for the FECARRIER type.

Item Description

CARRIER Integer, Carrier number

TYPE Switch, Type of model to be used for the carrier

NFECARRIERFILES Integer, The number of FE files to import for the carrier

REMOVEOPTIONALNODES Boolean, Removes mid nodes of quadratic elements

NODETOLERANCE Float, Sets the tolerance for compatible nodes on race surfaces

BALANCECUTS Boolean, Balances the substructure heirarchy so that each termi-
nal branch has roughly the same number of elements

CUT MAXELEMS Integer, Sets the maximum number of elements for any single
substructure

MAXJOINTANGLE Float, Maximum angle for smoothing sharp edges. Any edges
angles less than this angle will be smoothed

AXIALSHIFT Float, The distance along the rotor axis to shift the carrier

DELTA TEMPERATURE Float, The change in temperature to be applied to the carrier for
thermal analysis

ENABLEPINIONS Boolean, Enables pinions on the carrier

USESECTORALSYMMETRY Boolean, Enables the user to utilize an axialsymmetric FE carrier
model by importing a single sector

NPINIONS Integer, The number of pinions

NGROUPS Integer, The number of groups. This is also the number of sectors
if USESECTORALSYMMETRY is enabled

THETASTARTSECTOR Float, The angle where the first surface of the sector is located
following the RH rule about the rotational axis

NRACES Integer, The number of axialsymmetric races to include

ENABLEINTERNALRACES Boolean, Enables the ability to include races not axially symmet-
ric

NINTERNALRACES Integer, The number of non-axialsymmetric races to model

ENABLECONTACTSURFACES Boolean, The axial shift to be applied to the model defined in the
command file.(Active if TYPE=COMMANDFILE)

NCONTACTSURFACES Integer, The number of contact surface pairs, not including gear
pairs

ENABLEPAIRS Boolean, Whether or not the carrier has pinions

NPAIRS Integer, The number of gear contact pairs
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Figure 6.138 The file submenu of the FE carrier menu.

Figure 6.139 The gear pairs submenu of the FE carrier menu.

6.8.3.1 The File Menu The FILE menu, shown in Figure 6.138, is where the FE model fileinformation
is entered. The FILENAME is the filename of the FE file with the appropriate file extension for the selected
type. SUBTREENAME sets the name of the FE mesh file component to be used for naming mesh files and
within the model tree in iGlass. The preferred cutting direction sets the axis to use to break up the component
mesh for importing. The most efficient axis to select is always the axis of symmetry. The FILE field sets the
file index. If multiple housing files are being imported, changing the FILE number shows the menu inputs
for the specified file number.

6.8.3.2 The Pairs Menu The PAIRS menu (Figure 6.139) is active only when the ENABLEPAIRS box is
selected. The menu allows the user to model the carrier gear pair contact inputs differently for each pinion
group by unselecting the SAMEGRID ALLGROUPS check box. If the contact grids will be identical for
all groups, the pair information can be entered into either the EDIT>PAIRS menu or this menu with the
SAMEGRID ALLGROUPS box selected. Refer to the ’Pairs’ section for a description of each input.

6.8.3.3 The RACE Menu The RACE submenu appears when the ENABLERACES box is selected in
the CARRIER menu. The race menu is used to input the race information for any races that are axially
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Figure 6.140 The race submenu for the cylindrical race type.

symmetric (i.e. cylindrical, conical, or spherical races with the same rotational axis as the rotor). NRACES
sets the number of races to be included.

Figures 6.140, 6.141, and 6.142 show the menu inputs for eachrace type. To define a cylindrical race
surface on the carrier, the DIA of the race surface, AXPOSN1,and AXPOSN2 must be defined. To de-
fine a conical race surface, the ZAPEX (position of cone apex relative to the carrier origin), CONEDIST1,
CONEDIST2, and CONEANGLE must be defined. The cone angle is the half cone angle from the rotational
axis. CIRCORDER and AXIALORDER set the circular and axial Fourier series orders for interpolation
between elements. Each of the three race types allows the user to specify a ’NodeSet’ (Abaqus) or ’Set’
(Nastran) by selecting the SPECIFYNODESET box. The NODESET parameter defines the NodeSetSet
number fromAbaqusNastranthat contains the nodes that define the race surface. Figure 6.143 shows a
NastranBDF file with a SET control card defined. The SPECIFYNODETOLERANCE box allows the user
to specify a node tolerance for the race that overrides the global NODETOLERANCE specified within the
CARRIER menu.

A spherical race is defined by sphere center point, radius, and angular extent of the race inside and outside.
The OFFSET parameter defines the sphere center relative to the carrier origin. The SPHERICALRADIUS
sets the radius of the race. The curvature is the inverse of the spherical radius. MINORANGLE and MA-
JORANGLE define the inner and outer diameters of the spherical race as angles of rotation about the sphere
center.

6.8.3.4 The INTERNALRACE Menu Selection of the ENABLEINTERNALRACE box activates the IN-
TERNALRACE submenu of the carrier menu. Internal races are surfaces on the carrier where the user would
like to attach a component, but the race surface axis of symmetry with the carrier rotational axis. Often this
need arises when the carrier is made up of multiple components which are not connected to each other prior
to exporting from the external FEA software. The internal race menus are similar to the RACE menu inputs
mentioned above, with the exception that the race referenceframe origin and orientation must be defined
since it is different from the carrier reference frame. The X, Y, & Z inputs position the reference frame
origin, while the AX, AY, and AZ inputs define the unit vector in the direction of the rotational axis. All
remaining inputs are as described in the previous section.
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Figure 6.141 The race submenu for the conical race type.

Figure 6.142 The race submenu for the spherical race type.
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Figure 6.143 SET control card in Nastran BDF file.

Figure 6.144 The race submenu for the cylindrical internal race type.
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Figure 6.145 The race submenu for the conical internal race type.
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Figure 6.146 The contact surface menu when the surface type is set to plane.

6.8.3.5 The CONTACTSURFACE Menu Contact surfaces can be modeled on the carrier by selecting the
ENABLECONTACTSURFACE box. When enabled, the CONTACTSURFACE submenu appears within the
carrier menu. Two types of contact surfaces are able to be modeled: a planar surface, or a cylindrical surface.
The contact surface menu arrangements for each of the two types is shown in Figures 6.146 and 6.147.
The SOLIDID is the component ID exported from the FEA software on which the contact surface is being
modeled. To model contact between two components within thesame FE file, each component must have
a separate ID so that the surfaces are distinguishable. If only one component exists, or if only one contact
surface is being modeled on the carrier then the INCLUDEALLSOLIDS box may be selected. The origin of
the contact surface is set for both surface types with the XPOS, YPOS, and ZPOS inputs.

The planar contact surface is modeled by defining a vector in the direction normal to the plane surface and
a vector in the direction the plane’s x-axis. The plane size is then set along the defined x-axis and the y-axis,
which is perpendicular to both the normal and x-axis. The normal vector is described by the 3 component
inputs AXNORMAL, AYNORMAL, and AZNORMAL, and the x-axis vector is similarly described by the
AX XAXIS, AY XAXIS, and AZ XAXIS. The minimum and maximum distances of the plane from the
origin along the x and y axis are determined by the XMIN, YMIN,XMAX, and ZMAX inputs.

The cylindrical contact surface is modeled by entering the RADIUS of the cylindrical surface, as well as
defining the z-axis of symmetry and x-axis in a similar mannerto the planer surface. The cylindrical surface
also requires the user to select whether to model the contacton the inside (CYLINDERTYPE=INTERNAL)
or outside (CYLINDERTYPE=EXTERNAL) of the cylinder. Lastly, the length of the cylinder is set by
entering the axial position of each end relative to the origin (AXPOS1 and AXPOS2).

6.8.3.6 The CONTACTPAIRS Menu The contact pairs menu becomes active when the ENABLECON-
TACTPAIRS box is selected. This menu is used to define contactbetween two contact surfaces created
within the CONTACTSURFACES menu. The contact pair menu inputs are shown in Figure 6.148. The
surfaces to pair are SURFACE1 and SURFACE2. The maximum distance between the two surfaces to be
considered ’in contact’ is set by the SEPTOL input. NCONTACTDIVS sets the contact grid resolution from 1
to 4 and EXTRACLEARANCE is an additional clearance applied to the two surfaces. A negative clearance
can be applied if a preload is desired.
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Figure 6.147 The contact surface menu when the surface type is set to cylinder.

Figure 6.148 The FE carrier contact pairs menu.
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Figure 6.149 The menu for specifying the helical pinion data.

6.9 Pinions

If the ENABLEPINIONS flag is checked, then the carrier can carry pinions. Within the carrier menu (Figure
??), NPINIONS is the number ofdifferentpinion gears. The PINION button in the carrier menu leads to the
pinion menu. The item PINION selects the individual pinion for which the remaining data is displayed. The
TYPE of the pinion can be either HELICAL or BEVEL. The detailsfor modeling each of these types are
provided in the subsequent sections.

6.9.1 Helical Pinions

The PINION menu for the HELICAL pinion type is shown in Figure6.149. With the CARRIERTYPE set
to FECARRIER and TYPEHOLE set to COMPOUND, the PINHOLE submenu is visible. This menu is
used to model the race(s) for the carrier-pin interfaces. The SIMPLE TYPEHOLE option is obsolete and
exists solely for compatibility with models using the old CARRIERHOLES menu. The TYPEPIN and
TYPE PINIONSHAFT inputs should be set to compound, as the SIMPLE pin and pinion shaft types are also
obsolete. With the compound pin and pinion shaft options areselected, the PINSHAFT and PINIONSHAFT
submenus appear within the pinion menu. The BEARING menu also appears under this condition, and this
should be used to model the pinion bearing instead of the connectors menu. Washers can be modeled to
provide a contact surface between the carrier and side(s) ofthe pinion by selecting the ENABLEFRONT-
WASHER or ENABLEBACKWASHER boxes. Selection of one or both of these options results in the
corresponding washer submenu(s) becoming active. The DECKsubmenu contains the inputs for the pinion
decks, rim, tooth, and pinion errors. Table 6.47 provides a description of each of the helical pinion menu
inputs.

6.9.1.1 Pin Hole Races The PINHOLE submenu of the pinion menu is active when the carrier type is
FECARRIER and TYPEHOLE is set to COMPOUND. This menu allows the user to define therace surfaces
on an arbitrary number of carrier holes. The hole diameters are entered into the DIAMETER field, and the
hole front/back sides are defined with the Z1 and Z2 inputs (with Z1<Z2). The circular and axial orders of
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Table 6.47 The Pinion menu for Helical Pinions

Item Description

PINION Integer, Pinion number

RADPOSN Float, Radial position of the pinion on the carrier

THETAPOSN Float, Angular postion of the pinion group

TYPE PIN Switch, The type of pin shaft (Use Compound)

NPINSHAFTS Integer, The number of pin shafts

TYPE PINIONSHAFT Switch, The type of pinion shaft (Use Compound)

NPINIONSHAFTS Integer, The number of pinion shafts

ENABLEFRONTWASHER Boolean, Allows for modeling of washer on the back (-z) side of
pinion

ENABLEBACKWASHER Boolean, Allows for modeling of washer on the front (+z) side
of pinion

NDECKS Integer, Number of decks in the pinion

NBEARINGS Integer, Number of pinion bearings

LUMPMASS Float, Lumped mass at the pinion center

LUMPMOMINERTIA Float, Lumped polar moment of inertiaJz at the pinion center

LUMPALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the lumped mass

Table 6.48 The Carrierholes Menu Inputs

Item Description

DIAMETER Float, Diameter of the pin hole.

Z1 Float, The axial distance from the carrier origin to the back of
the pin hole.

Z2 Float, The axial distance from the carrier origin to the front of
the pin hole.

CIRCORDER Integer, Circular order of the carrier hole race.

AXIALORDER Integer, Axial order of the carrier hole race.

the the Fourier series coefficients are entered. A brief description of each of the carrierholes menu inputs is
provided in Table 6.48.

6.9.1.2 Pinion Decks A helical pinion can be built from a number of decks stacked inthe axial direction.
Each deck has its own involute geometry, but all decks move together as a single component. A carrier with
two pinions, each with one deck is shown in Figure 6.150. For this system, NPINIONS is 2, and NDECKS
is 1 for each of those two pinions.

An example of a2 deck pinion is shown in Figure 6.151. For this carrier, NPINIONS is 1, but NDECKS
is 2.

Figure 6.152 is an example of a pinion with3 decks arranged in the axial direction. Again, NPINIONS is
1 and NDECKS is 3.

The DECK command in Figure 6.149 leads to the pinion deck menuas shown in Figure 6.153. The
DECK item in this menu selects the individual deck for which subsequent data and sub-menus are displayed.
CIRCORDER and AXIALORDER are the Fourier series orders for the base surface of the deck. ENABLE-
FRONTDORSET and ENABLEBACKDOFSET allow the user to model a race surface on the front and/or
back of the pinion deck, respectively. Selecting one or bothof these activates the FRONTSHOULDER-
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Figure 6.150 A planetary system schematic showing a carrier with two pinions each with a single deck.

Figure 6.151 A planetary system schematic showing a carrier with one pinion consisting of2 decks
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Figure 6.152 A planetary system schematic showing a carrier with one pinion consisting of3 decks

Figure 6.153 The menu for specifying the deck data.

DIA/BACKSHOULDERDIA inputs. These diameters define the maximum diameter of the race interface on
the respective deck surface.

There are6 submenus in the DECK menu: TOOTH, RIM, SPACEERR, RUNOUT, SKEW, and LEAD-
ERROR.

Figure 6.154 shows a pinion with2 decks. Figure 6.155 shows two pinions with1 deck.
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Figure 6.154 A pinion with 2 decks.

Figure 6.155 Two pinions with 1 deck.
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Figure 6.156 The helical pinion tooth menu.

6.9.1.3 Modeling the Pinion tooth The TOOTH command in Figure 6.153 leads to the Pinion tooth
menu as shown in Figure 6.156. An axial position for each deckis specified in the AXIALPOSN item. It
is measured at the mid face cross section of the deck of the pinion, relative to the rotor origin. In a multiple
deck pinion each deck can be placed at a different phase anglewith respect to the pinion axis. This angle
is specified in PHASEANGLE. When it is zero for all decks, the tooth center lines at the mid-face cross
sections of tooth no. 1 of all decks line up with one another. Tables 6.49 and 6.50 explains all the parameters
associated with the Pinion tooth menu. The tooth modification menu for the pinion tooth is similar to that of
the sun/ring gear tooth modification menu.
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Table 6.49 Pinion tooth menu (1 of 2)

Item Description Condition

AXIALPOSN Integer, Axial position of the pinion deck, mea-
sured at the midface cross section

PHASEANGLE Float, The phase angle (Deg) of the various decks
in the multiple decks pinion

NTEETH Integer, The number of teeth on deck of the pinion

NFACEELEMS Integer, The number of elements across the face
width of the pinion deck

COORDORDER Integer, Limit on order of coord axodes for the pin-
ion deck

DISPLORDER Integer, Limit on displ. order of axodes for the
pinion deck

PROFILETYPE Switch, Type of profile to use for the pinion. SIM-
PLE creates a simple hobbed involute geometry,
NUMERICAL allows the user to specify the pro-
file through a data file. FORMGROUND is simi-
lar to simple, but the edge radius is applied to the
grinding wheel instead of to the hob.

SYMMETRICTOOTH Boolean, Makes basic tooth geometry symmet-
ric. Disabling activates the TOOTHSIDE sub-
menu, where the tooth menu inputs related to tooth
symmetry can be entered separately for each side.
Tooth modifications can be assymetric regardless
of this input.

PLANE Switch, The plane used to define DP., P.A. and
thickness. This switch can be set to one of the two
options: NORMAL or TRANSVERSE

NORMALDIAMPITCH Float, The normal gen. diametral pitch if(PLANE=NORMAL)

NORMALPRESSANGLE Float, The normal gen. press. angle (Deg) if(PLANE=NORMAL)
if(SYMMETRICTOOTH=TRUE)

NORMALTHICK Float, Normal thickness of the gear tooth if(PLANE=NORMAL)

XVERSEDIAMPITCH Float, The xverse gen. diametral pitch if(PLANE 6=NORMAL)

XVERSEPRESSANGLE Float, The xverse gen. press. angle (Deg) if(PLANE 6=NORMAL)
if(SYMMETRICTOOTH=TRUE)

XVERSETHICK Float, Transverse thickness of the gear tooth if(PLANE 6=NORMAL)

FACEWIDTH Float, The face width of the pinion deck
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Table 6.50 Pinion tooth menu (2 of 2)

Item Description Condition

HAND Switch, The hand of the pinion deck (Left/Right)

HELIXANGLE Float, The helix angle of the pinion deck

RACKTIPRAD Float, Rack tip radius for the pinion deck if(SYMMETRICTOOTH=TRUE)

PROTUBERANCE Boolean, If this flag is enabled, then a protuber-
ance can be specified on the hob.

if(SYMMETRICTOOTH=TRUE)

OUTERDIA Float, Outer dia. of the pinion deck

ROOTDIA Float, Root dia.of the pinion deck

RIMDIA Float, Rim dia. of the pinion deck if(RIMTYPE 6=NONE)

INNERDIA Float, Inner dia of the pinion deck if(RIMTYPE=NONE)

DOCHAMFER Boolean, If this flag is enabled, then chamfer will
be generated at the tooth tip.

if(SYMMETRICTOOTH=TRUE)

YOUNGSMOD Float, Young’s modulus for the pinion deck

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the pinion deck

DENSITY Float, Density of the pinion deck

ALPHA Float, The Raleigh damping model assumes that
the damping matrix C for a finite element is is re-
lated to the Mass matrix M and stiffnes matrix K
by the linear relationship C=alpha*M+beta*K The
variable ALPHA is the value of alpha.

BETA Float, The Raleigh damping model assumes that
the damping matrix C for a finite element is is re-
lated to the Mass matrix M and stiffnes matrix K
by the linear relationship C=alpha*M+beta*K The
variable BETA is the value of beta.

THERMAL EXPANSION Float,

DELTA TEMPERATURE Float,

TEMPLATE String, Template file name for pinion deck
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Figure 6.157 The Simple type pinion rim menu.

6.9.1.4 Modeling the Pinion Rim The RIM command in Figure 6.153 leads to the Pinion rim menu.
Figures 6.157 and 6.158 show the SIMPLE and WEBBED type rim menus respectively. The rim parameters
for both the SIMPLE and WEBBED rim menus are similar to those used for the Sun gears. Figure 6.159
shows webbed rims for the2 decks of a pinion.

6.9.1.5 Modeling Pinion Washers Washers can be included on the front or back side of the pinionby
selecting the ENABLEFRONTWASHER or ENABLEBACKWASHER boxes in the pinion menu, respec-
tively. The front and back washer menu inputs appear as shownin Figure 6.160. The AXIALPOSN input
sets the axial distance from the carrier origin to the washer-carrier interface. The THICKNESS, INNERDIA,
and OUTERDIA inputs define the washer geometry. The race at the washer-carrier interface is automatically
created when the interface location is defined within the washer menu. The washer-pinion shaft contact pair
must be defined within the pairs menu to model the contact.

6.9.1.6 The Pin and Pinion Shafts The carrier pin and pinion shaft are modeled within the PIN and PIN-
IONSHAFT submenus respectively. We provide the details formodeling both within this section since both
processes are nearly identical. The PIN and PINIONSHAFT menu inputs are shown in Figure 6.161. The
AXIALPOSNSHAFT input sets the starting point for the first segment of the shaft. NSEGMENTS defines
the number of segments to use to model the shaft. ENABLEBACKINTERFACE and ENABLEFRONTIN-
TERFACE enable race surfaces on the back and/or front end(s)of the shaft, respectively. If enabled, the
CIRCORDER and RADIALORDER Fourier series coefficients are specified for the race surface within the
shaft menu.

The SEGMENT menu for TYPESEG=DEFINEGEOMETRY is shown in Figure 6.162. The menu struc-
ture for this pin or pinion shaft type is identical to the segment menu for a typical rotor shaft segment. For a
description of the inputs, refer to the rotor shaft menu section.

An FE pin or pin shaft segment can be imported by selecting FEMESH NASTRAN or FEMESHABAQUS
from the TYPESEG dropdown menu. Doing so changes the SEGMENTmenu structure so that it appears
similar to the one shown in Figure 6.163. The front and back diameter inputs set the inside and outside diame-
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Figure 6.158 The Webbed type pinion rim menu.

Figure 6.159 Example of a pinion with a webbed rim for each deck.
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Figure 6.160 The washers menu for helical pinions.
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Figure 6.161 The helical pinion pinshaft menu.

ters of the front/back of the shaft segment so that a race surface can be created to connect the segment to other
segments/shafts. CIRCORDER and RADIALORDER sets the Fourier series coefficients for front/back race
interfaces. The front side inputs are hidden when the segment is the last of a shaft and the back side inputs are
hidden similarly when the segment is the first. If the ENABLEBACKINTERFACE option is enabled in the
PINSHAFT/PINIONSHAFT menu, the back side diameter inputs are shown for the first segment. Similarly,
if ENABLEFRONTINTERFACE is enabled, the front side diameter inputs are visible for the last segment.
When ENABLEFRONTINTERFACE or ENABLEBACKINTERFACE are enabled, the orders are entered
within the shaft menu, so the CIRCORDER and RADIALORDER inputs corresponding to these connecting
surfaces are hidden within the segment menu.

Races can be added to the inner and outer surfaces of the shaftsegment by selecting ENABLERACES.
The number of races the user would like to add is then entered within the NRACES input field. The RACE
submenu contains the inputs for desribing the additional races. These inputs are described in Table 6.51.

The FILE submenu (Figure 6.164) contains the inputs relatedto theNastranor ABAQUSfinite element
files. The FE file is entered within the FILENAME input field. For Nastranfiles, the.bdf file extension
should be used, while the.inp extension is accepted forABAQUSfiles. SUBTREENAME is the label used
for creating subfolders within the calyxtmp folder inside the model working directory.
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Figure 6.162 The helical pinion/pin shaft segment menu for the DEFINEGEOMETRY segment type.

Figure 6.163 The helical pinion/pin shaft segment menu for the FEMESH segment type.
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Table 6.51 Pin/Pinion Shaft Segment Race Menu Inputs

Item Description Condition

RACE Integer, The race number to edit

TYPE Switch, The race type

DIA Float, Diameter of the race surface if(TYPE=CYLINDRICAL)

AXPOSN1 Float, Axial position of the back side of the race,
entered within the segment reference frame.

if(TYPE=CYLINDRICAL)

AXPOSN2 Float, Axial position of the front side of the race,
entered within the segment reference frame.

if(TYPE=CYLINDRICAL)

ZAPEX Float, Axial position of the cone apex of the race,
entered within the segment reference frame.

if(TYPE=CONICAL)

CONEDIST2 Float, Distance from apex to smaller end of conical
race surface.

if(TYPE=CONICAL)

CONEANGLE Float, Distance from apex to larger end of conical
race surface.

if(TYPE=CONICAL)

CIRCORDER Float, Root dia.of the pinion deck

AXIALORDER Float, Rim dia. of the pinion deck

Figure 6.164 The helical pinion/pin shaft segment file menu.
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Figure 6.165 The pinion spacing error menu.

6.9.1.7 Modeling a Pinion Bearing The pinion BEARING menu is used to model the pinion bearing
when the pin shaft and pinion shaft are both compound type shafts. There are 3 types of bearings available
to the user: STIFFNESS, JOURNAL, or ROLLERS. The menu for each of these bearing types is identical
to those described within the connectors section of this manual. For more detailed information on how to
model the pinion bearing, refer to the connectors section.

6.9.1.8 Pinion, Pin, and Gear Errors Within the pinion menu, pin shaft and pinion tooth errors canbe
modeled. The options available currently are: pin posistion error, tooth spacing error, runout, skew, and lead
error. These errors are described within the section titled’Modeling Manufacturing Errors’. Please refer to
this section for details on the related menu inputs.
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Figure 6.166 The PINION menu.

Figure 6.167 The pinion LOAD menu with AXIALCONSTRAINT enabled.

6.9.1.9 Modeling Pinion Loads The PINION (Figure 6.166) menu contains a LOAD sub-menu which
can be used to specify an axial loaddisplacement, and additional torque for each group independently. Within
the PINION menu, the AXIALCONSTRAINT box dictates whether the LOAD menu allows for specification
of axial load or displacement. If the pinion axial motion is constrained, a displacement can be provided as
shown in Figure 6.167. If the axial motion of the pinion is left unconstrained, then an axial force can be
specified as shown in Figure 6.168. The IGROUP parameter can be changed to enter specific values for each
group.
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Figure 6.168 The pinion LOAD menu with AXIALCONSTRAINT disabled.
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6.9.2 Bevel Pinions

These are straight bevel gear modeled as pinions in a carrierfor axle models. Switch the TYPE to BEVEL in
PINION menu, to include the straight bevels in your carrier.The pinion inputs for the bevel type is shown in
Figure 6.170. AXIALPOSN and PHIPOSN locate the pinion relative to the carrier origin as shown in Figure
6.169. THETAPOSN locates the pinion about the carrier axis (when THETAPOSN is zero, the pinion axis
align with the X axis of the carrier). The bevel pinions can bemodeled with spherical washer at the back. The
WASHER sub-menu is visible when ENABLEWASHER checkbox is turned ON. TYPEPINIONSHAFT
drop down sets the approach to model the material below pinion tooth mesh. When set to SIMPLE, RIM
menu is used to model the material below tooth. This can be used for pinions when tooth base is either
conical or cylinder. If the bevel pinion contain webs, and base geometry contains more than one surface,
TYPE PINIONSHAFT is set to COMPOUND to connect with intricate base geometry.

Based on carrier type few of the pinion options are enabled ordisabled. The following sub-menus are
visible when using imported FE carrier.

PINRACE - This menu defines the race on imported cross-pin to connect with the pinion bearing.

CLEARANCEPINCARRIER - This menu is used to define a clearanceconnection between the im-
ported cross-pin and carrier.

Figure 6.169 The location AXIALPOSN and orientation PHIPOSN of a bevel pinion in a carrier.
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Figure 6.170 Bevel pinion menu
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6.9.2.1 Tooth The TOOTH menu inputs for bevel pinion is similar to ROTOR− >BEVEL− >TOOTH
menu as described in section 6.6.1.

The additional feature that is allowed in bevel pinion is spherical surface at the back cone. If ISHEEL-
SPHERICALBEVEL is turned on , this allow the elements on back/heel cone of the tooth mesh to align with
the spherical surface. The inputs needed are location of thesphere origin from the crossing point in the R and
Z plane.DIMC refers to distance in the radial direction fromthe crossing point. DIMD is the axial distance to
the sphere origin from the crossing point.The spherical radius is calculated internally as the shortest distance
from the back cone to the sphere origin. This make sure the spherical surface is tangential to the back cone
of the tooth mesh.

The following inputs have a different meaning in pinion tooth menu compared to bevel tooth menu,

BACKANGLE - Angle between the element of back cone and plane perpendicular to the axis of rota-
tion(Deg)

BACKFACEDIST - Axial distance from the crossing point to a reference point on back cone of the tooth

BACKFACEDIAMETER - Diameter at a reference point on back cone of the tooth

OUTERDIAMETER - Diameter at the intersection of face cone and secondary face cone of the gear

OUTERANGLE - Cone angle of the secondary face surface relative to axis of the gear

The tooth surface modifications are defined under SIDE1/SIDE2 menu independently.

Figure 6.171 Pinion tooth menu

6.9.2.2 Rim Rim is used to complete the tooth blank below the base cone of the tooth mesh. Since the
tooth mesh is generated from a template,the ideal depth below root cone must be equal to the tooth height.
Any volume below that is modeled using this menu when TYPEPINIONSHAFT is SIMPLE. The rim types
are NONE,WEBBED and SPHERICAL. NONE is used if no rim is modeled or when TYPEPINONSHAFT
is set to COMPOUND.

The WEBBED rim is specified by sequence of segments as shown in Figure 6.175. The first segment is
closest to the tooth, and the last segment is the farthest. Each segment ‘i’ has two endpoints. Depending on
the POSITION of the rim segment, there are four different ways in which it attaches to the previous segment
(Figures 6.43 to 6.46) Table 6.52 shows the meaning of the parameters in this menu.

SPHERICAL will be most used type for bevel pinions in an axle model. The spherical rim menu is shown
in Figure 6.176. The spherical rim will connect to tooth baseon the outside and be cylindrical at the inside.
The front/inside and back/outer ends of the mesh are at the given spherical radius. The sphere center point is
located at the bevel pinion crossing point by default. The axial and radial position of the sphere center can
be shifted by specifying a non-zero RCENTEROFFSET and ZCENTEROFFSET. All the inputs are shown
in the schematic 6.177
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Figure 6.172 The simple bevel pinion schematic.

Figure 6.173 The webbed bevel pinion tooth menu.

6.9.2.3 Pinion Shafts This sub menu is visible when TYPEPINIONSHAFT is COMPOUND.The menus
are similar to other shaft segment menus in Transmission3D.It can be used to model a sequence of cylin-
drical/conical shaped meshes that connect to the pinion TOOTH mesh. The versatility of this menu enables
one to model complicated bore geometry than a simple cylinder from RIM menu. The pinion shafts are posi-
tioned relative to pinion origin.For tooth mesh with webs, the base geometry will be combination of cone and
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Figure 6.174 The webbed bevel pinion schematic.

cylinder. In that model, PINIONSHAFT is used to model the blank below tooth mesh.To generate spherical
back for washer contact, use FRONTCURVATURE for a segment toapply the required radius.

Currently there is no macro like ADDBASESHAFT in the ROTOR− >BEVEL menu. Once tooth mesh
inputs are complete, click on GENERATE to get the base cone (R,Z) dimensions. The outer shape of shaft
segment must match with those dimensions to connect with thetooth base surface. If the pinion tooth fails
to connect with the shaft segments it will arise an error during pre-processing of the model.

In Transmission3D, pinion are modeled as separate bodies with independent rigid bodies of motion.Each
body in the model needs a separate nodal constraints to solvethe finite element model. When modeling
RIM, constraints are applied internally at the pinion bore race location still allowing it to deflect and connect
with the bearings. When using pinion shaft, there can be multiple internal surfaces. A shaft segment with a
constraint at either inside or outside must be specified by the user.

6.9.2.4 Spherical Washer The WASHER submenu allows to model a spherical washer to holdthe bevel
pinion in axial direction using contact modeling. When including spherical washer, AXIALCONSTRAINT
in PINION menu must be turned off. This allows the pinion to float freely in the axial direction and transfer
forces to the carrier at spherical washer contact. There aretwo type of washers, SINGLESIDED and DOU-
BLESIDED. In a single sided washer, it is glued to the carrieron one side and contact surface with the pinion
on other. In a double sided washer, the contact surface is modeled on both sides of the washer by splitting it
into two with THICKNESS1 and THICKNESS2. The schematic for the inputs are in Figure 6.179 and the
menu in Figure 6.178

When a spherical rim is modeled along with a washer, contact interface between them is defined internally.
If pinion shaft is used, the contact between washer and corresponding shaft segment must be defined in the
PAIR menu.In the pair menu use WASHERPINIONSHAFT type to define the contact pair. For bevel pinion
with spherical washer,washer type will be FRONT in the PAIR menu.
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Figure 6.175 Bevel gear rim dimensions.
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Figure 6.176 Spherical rim menu.

Figure 6.177 Spherical rim schematic.
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Figure 6.178 The spherical washer menu.

Figure 6.179 Spherical washer schematic
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Table 6.52 The bevel gear rim parameters

Item Description

RIMTYPE Switch, Options are NONE and
WEBBED

ELEMTYPE Switch, Type of finite element.
Available options are LINEAR,
QUADRATIC and CUBIC

YOUNGSMOD Float, Youngs modulus for the bevel
gear

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio for the bevel gear

DENSITY Float, Density of the bevel gear

RALEIGHALPHA Float, Damping constant alpha for the
bevel gear

RALEIGHBETA Float, Damping constant beta for the
bevel gear

NTHETA Integer, The is the number of finite el-
ements used in the circular direction of
the rim

NSEGS Integer, Number of segments used to de-
fine the rim

ISEG Integer, Segment number for which data
is being displayed

NDIVSETA Integer, Vector indexed by ISEG, Num-
ber of elements along theη direction of
the segment.

NDIVSZETA Integer, Vector indexed by ISEG, Num-
ber of elements along theζ direction of
the segment.

POSITION Switch, Vector indexed by SEGMENT,
Relative position of the rim segment.

RA Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Radial
coordinate at side A.

ZA Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Z coor-
dinate at side A.

RB Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Radial
coordinate at side B.

ZB Float, Vector indexed by ISEG, Z coor-
dinate at side B.

6.9.2.5 Pin and Pin Race For imported carrier, the cross-pin or spider mesh will be part of the carrier
mesh file or separate mesh file. The PINRACE submenu, shown in Figure 6.180, is used to define the race
surface to attach a bearing to the cross pin mesh. RHO1 and RHO2 define the axial distance of the race from
pinion crossing point. OUTERDIAPIN defines diameter of the cross pin.The schematic of the inputs are in
Figure 6.181

For rigid carriers non stiffness pinion bearings, the crosspin is meshed internally. The diameter, material
properties and finite element mesh of the pin is defined under PIN menu (Figure 6.182). The axial distance
of cross pin comes from RHO1 and RHO2 in PINION menu.
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For rigid carrier with stiffness bearings, no cross pin meshin generated. The diameter of bearing race is
given by CARRIERDIARACE input in PINION menu. This input is ignored for any other combination of
inputs in the model.

Figure 6.180 Bevel pinion PINRACE menu

Figure 6.181 Bevel pinion PINRACE schematic

Figure 6.182 Bevel pinion PIN menu

6.9.2.6 Clearance Pin and Carrier Figure 6.183 shows the CLEARANCEPINCARRIER submenu, which
becomes active when the ENABLE CLEARANCE PIN CARRIER optionis selected. This allows to model
clearance condition between a cross pin and carrier pin hole.The inputs in the menu are described in Figure
6.184. The clearance connection is modeled using a contact interface and low stiffness connection layer. The
contact model will transfer the radial forces at this interface. The connection layer with low Young’s Mod-
ulus will restrain the pin from sliding out of the carrier pinhole. Three layers of finite elements are created
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internally at the interface that attaches to the cross pin and pin hole.To avoid bad elements , we recom-
mend creating a carrier with larger pin hole than your nominal values from the drawing. The recommended
diametral gap between the imported cross pin and carrier would be>= 0.4 * pin diameter.

Figure 6.183 CLEARANCEPINCARRIER menu

6.9.3 Bearing

6.9.4 Pinion groups

As the name suggests a pinion group consists of a number of pinions, each pinion may in turn have a number
of decks. A group of such pinions is placed on the carrier at a particular angle with respect to the carrier axis.
A carrier can be said to consist of a number of such groups. Allthese groups (mounted on the same carrier)
are similar in all respects except for the location of the group on the carrier. Each group has one copy of
each pinion type. Since each group has a number of pinions andeach pinion has a number of decks, a very
complicated model of the carrier can be built using theTransmission3Dpackage.

The GROUP command in Figure?? leads to the group menu shown in Figure 6.185. The number of
groups is specified in the PINION menu. An individual group may be selected by the GROUP item. The axial
shift of the pinion group with respect to the carrier is specified by AXPOSN. A value of0.0 will leave each
deck of pinion at the position AXPOSNPOSN requested in the Deck Tooth menu (Figure 6.156).A non-zero
value will shift the decks by that amount. THETA defines the angular position of the pinion group in degrees.
If this value is0.0, each pinion in the group will be at its nominal angular position specified by THETAPOSN
in the Pinion menu (Figures 6.149). Otherwise the angular position of each pinion will be advanced by this
angular amount in degrees, following the right hand rule about the carrier Z-axis. Figures 6.186 and 6.187
show two pinions with2 and3 groups respectively.
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Figure 6.184 CLEARANCEPINCARRIER schematic

Figure 6.185 The menu for specifying the group data.
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Figure 6.186 Two pinions with2 groups.

Figure 6.187 Two pinions with3 groups.
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6.9.5 Permissible Angular Locations of Pinion Groups

6.9.5.1 Simple planetary system In a simple planetary system with a sun and a ring gear, we can always
orient the sun and the ring gear so that the first pinion can be assembled as shown in Figure 6.188. With this
pinion in place, there are only a few specific angular locations where it is possible to place the other pinions.
LetΦ denote one of the angular positions where it is possible to place another pinion.

If we hold the ring gear fixed and rotate the sun and carrier, byanglesθs andθc (θc = Φ) respectively, so
thatPinion1 moves to the location occupied byPinion2, then the teeth of the sun gear in the new position
should coincide with the teeth of the sun gear in its originalposition.

Figure 6.188 The angular position of pinions in a planetary system.

In other words, the sun gear rotaionθs should be an integer multiple of its angular pitch2π/Ns, i.e,
θs = n(2π/Ns). Heren can be any integer.

The rotations of the sun, pinion, carrier and ring are related by

(θs − θc)Ns = −(θp − θc)Np = −(θR − θc)NR (6.1)

Since the ring gear is fixed,θR = 0. Hence,

(θs − θc)Ns = −(θp − θc)Np = θcNR
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We need to determine the value ofΦ for which if θc = Φ andθs = n(2π/Ns), for any integer n. Therefore,

(θs − θc)Ns = θcNR

θs = θc.(Ns +NR)/Ns

2nπ/Ns = Φ.(Ns +NR)/Ns

Hence,

Φ =
2nπ

(Ns +NR)
(6.2)

6.9.5.2 One pinion with two decks For the example of a pinion with two decks (Figure 6.189), oneof
which contacts the sun, and the other the ring,

(θs − θc)Ns = −(θp − θc)Np1
(6.3)

(θp − θc)Np2
= (θR − θc)NR (6.4)

SetθR = 0, then

(θp − θc) = −θc.NR/Np2

Substituting for (θp - θc)

(θs − θc)Ns = θc.NR.Np1
/Np2

Setθc = Φ andθs = 2nπ/Ns. Hence,

Φ =
2nπ.Ns.Np2

Ns.Np2
+NR.Np1

, (6.5)

where n = 1,2, ....are allowable locations of the pinion groups

.
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Figure 6.189 One pinion with two decks.

6.9.5.3 Two pinions with one deck In this case (Figure 6.190),

(θs − θc)Ns = −(θp1
− θc)Np1

= (θp2
− θc)Np2

= (θR − θc)NR

(θs − θc)Ns = (θR − θc)NR

Hence,

Φ =
2nπ

(NR −Ns)
(6.6)
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Figure 6.190 Two pinions with one deck.



CHAPTER 7

HOUSINGS

Housings can be modeled within the HOUSING menu when the ENABLEHOUSINGS box selected in the
EDIT menu. The housing type is selected from the TYPE drop-down. A number of housing types are
available, but the CONDENSED, EXTERNALFE, or RIGID types are currently recommended. The COM-
MANDFILE, STIFFFILE, and MESHFILE types are legacy housingtypes no longer recommended for cre-
ation of new models. Of the three recommended types, the EXTERNALFE or CONDENSED types are
preferred over the RIGID type to ensure model accuracy.

7.1 External FE Housing Types

Figure 7.1 shows the HOUSING menu for the NASTRANEXTERNALFE housing type. The HOUSING
menu input fields for the ABAQUSEXTERNALFE are identical, except for the required file extension for
the finite element housing file to be imported. Nastran external housings must contain a.bdf extension,
while Abaqus files must use the.inp extension.

The housing reference frame can be constrained in any or all six degrees of freedom by selecting the UX-
CONSTRAINT, UYCONSTRAINT, UZCONSTRAINT, THETAXCONSTRAINT, THETAYCONSTRAINT,
and THETAZCONSTRAINT. For each degree of freedom that is constrained, a pre-specified displacement or
rotation of the housing body reference frame can be applied through the UX, UY, UZ, THETAX, THETAY,
and THETAZ fields. If any of these components are left unconstrained, a reaction force or moment can be
applied to the component.

The BALANCECUTS flag, when enabled, attempts to balance the substructure hierarchy such that each
terminal branch has the same number of elements. CUTMAXELEMS sets the maximum number of ele-
ments for each terminal branch in the hierarchy.

REMOVEMIDNODES allows the user to remove mid nodes from a quadratic mesh in order to make it
linear.

Transmission3D User’s Manual.
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Figure 7.1 The HOUSING menu for the EXTERNALFE housing type.
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Figure 7.2 The FILE menu for the EXTERNALFE housing type.

7.1.1 Housing Files

The FILENAME field is used to specify the external FE mesh file name. Multiple files can be imported by
selecting the ENABLEMULTIPLEHOUSINGFILES box and entering the number of files into the NHOUS-
INGFILES field. The file information for each file is entered into the FILE submenu shown in Figure 7.2.
The file number is changed with the IFILE field. For each file theFEFILENAME and SUBTREENAME
must be specified. The subtree name is used to label the file component for use in theiGlassresults viewer
file. The file component can be translated in the global x, y, and z-directions by entering non-zero values into
the XSHIFTFILE, YSHIFTFILE, and
or ZSHIFTFILE fields. DELTATEMPERATURE can be specified for the purposes of modeling thermal
expansion of the housing component. If a single file is imported, the XSHIFT, YSHIFT, and ZSHIFT fields
in the HOUSING menu can be used to shift the file component.
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7.1.2 Housing Races

The RACE menu contains the inputs for modeling races, or connection surfaces, that can be used to connect
other housings or connectors to the housing. At least one race is required when modeling an EXTERNALFE
housing type, so the RACE sub-menu is always active. Two types of housing races can be modeled: CYLIN-
DRICAL and CONICAL.

The cylindrical RACE menu, shown in Figure 7.3, is displayedwhen the race TYPE is set to CYLINDRI-
CAL. X, Y, and Z set the origin of the race, while AX, AY, and AZ set the orientation of the race reference
frame. The axial extent of the race is determined by the AXPOSN1 and AXPOSN2 parameters. SPECI-
FYNODE TOLERANCE allows the user to specify a separate tolerance for finding the nodes at each race
surface. If this option is not enabled, the node tolerance provided in the HOUSING menu will be used.
SPECIFYNODESET allows the user to select a predefined set of nodes from the external FE file to used for
the current race. Only nodes in the set will be connected. CIRCORDER and AXIALORDER set the Fourier
orders of interpolation for the races. These orders must match those of the mating surface.

When the race TYPE is set to CONICAL, the conical menu structure shown in Figure 7.4 is displayed
within the RACE menu. The X, Y, Z, AX, AY, and AZ parameters define the race origin and orientation
identically to the cylindrical race discussed above. The CONEANGLE defines the angle of the cone about
the rotational axis defined by the AX, AY, and AZ parameters, while the CONEDIST1 and CONEDIST2
parameters define the inner and outer cone radii. A planar race surface can be modeled with a CONEAN-
GLE=90 degrees. The SPECIFYNODETOLERANCE, SPECIFYNODESET, CIRCULARORDER, and
AXIALORDER inputs are identical to those described for the cylindrical race.
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Figure 7.3 The cylindrical RACE menu for the EXTERNALFE housing type.
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Figure 7.4 The conical RACE menu for the EXTERNALFE housing type.
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Figure 7.5 The planar CONTACTSURFACE menu for the EXTERNALFE housing type.

7.1.3 Housing Contact Surfaces

Selecting ENABLECONTACTSURFACES allows for the modeling of contact surfaces on the housing. The
CONTACTSURFACE sub-menu contains the input parameters required to model contact surfaces. The
SURFACETYPE drop-down sets the contact surface geometry toeither PLANE or CYLINDER. The menu
structures for the PLANE and CYLINDER contact surface typesare shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6, respec-
tively.

For each surface type, the INCLUDEALLSOLIDS box, if selected, will include the nodes of all solids on
the contact surface. If disabled, a SOLIDID can be specified to limit the nodes used for the contact surface
to a desired solid. The XPOS, YPOS, and ZPOS parameters set the origin location.

AXNORMAL, AYNORMAL, and AZNORMAL define the normal vector for the PLANE contact surface
type in the global reference frame. AXXAXIS, AY XAXIS, AZ XAXIS, define the x-axis of the planar
surface in the global reference frame. XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, andYMAX determine the planar surface
dimensions.
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Figure 7.6 The cylindrical CONTACTSURFACE menu for the EXTERNALFE housing type.

AX ZAXIS, AY ZAXIS, and AZ ZAXIS define the orientation of the Z-axis in the global reference frame
for the CYLINDER contact surface type. AXXAXIS, AY XAXIS, and AZ XAXIS define the orientation of
the cylinder X-axis. The CYLINDERTYPE option selects whether the contact surface is on the INTERNAL
or EXTERNAL surface of the cylinder. AXPOS1 and AXPOS2 set the axial extent of they cylindrical
surface.
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Figure 7.7 The HOUSING menu for the CONDENSED housing type.

7.2 The CONDENSED Housing Types

The NASTRANCONDENSED and AQBAQUSCONDENSED housing types are used to import a con-
densed stiffness model of a housing from eitherNastranor Abaqus. The condensed housing should be con-
strained within the external FE software and contain at least one master node to which the housing stiffness
is condensed.

Figure 7.7 shows the HOUSING menu for the NASTRANCONDENSED housing TYPE. The housing
reference frame can be constrained in any or all six degrees of freedom by selecting the UXCONSTRAINT,
UYCONSTRAINT, UZCONSTRAINT, THETAXCONSTRAINT, THETAYCONSTRAINT, and THETAZ-
CONSTRAINT. For each degree of freedom that is constrained,a pre-specified displacement or rotation
of the housing body reference frame can be applied through the UX, UY, UZ, THETAX, THETAY, and
THETAZ fields. If any of these components are left unconstrained, a reaction force or moment can be ap-
plied to the component.

The one difference between the NASTRANCONDENSED and ABAQUSCONDENSED menu structure
is in the file extension required for the condensed structureFILENAME. For aNastrancondensed structure,
the.pch extension is required, while a.mtx extension is required for anAbaqusfile. The STIFFMAT-
NAME and MASSMATNAME are the stiffness and mass matrix headings as they appear in the file and are
used byTransmission3Dto determine where to begin reading stiffness and mass matrix terms. A damping
matrix is optional, but can be read if the READDAMPMAT box is selected and a DAMPMATNAME head-
ing is provided. Alternatively, Raleigh damping coefficients can be provided using the RALEIGHALPHA
and RALEIGHBETA input fields. FORCESCALE FACTOR and LENGTHSCALE FACTOR can be used
to convert force and length units from the model file into theTransmission3Dmodel units. COORDXFM
is theCalyxexpression for the transformation from the fixed reference frame to the reference frame of the
condensed housing model. If a LENGTHSCALE FACTOR is applied then the length terms in the trans-
formation are in the length scale of the system model. The UNLOADEDDEFM box, when selected, allows
for the specification of an unloaded deformation scale factor for the housing nodes within the UNLOADED-
DEFM SCALEFACTOR field.
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Figure 7.8 The NODE menu for the CONDENSED housing type.

NNODES defines the number of master nodes contained within the condensed stiffness file. The NODE
sub-menu, shown in Figure 7.8 contains the inputs related tothe master nodes. Master nodes are nodes that
can connect to bearings, unless the CONSTRAIN box is selected, in which case the node will be constrained.
XNODE, YNODE, and ZNODE define the location of the node in the housing reference frame before ap-
plying the transformation. A displacement can be applied toeach node through the UXNODE, UY NODE,
UZ NODE, THETAX NODE, THETAY NODE, and THETAZNODE inputs. A force can be applied by
selecting the LOAD option in the HOUSING menu and entering values into the FXNODE, FY NODE,
FZ NODE, MX NODE, MY NODE, MZ NODE.



CHAPTER 8

CONNECTORS

If the ENABLECONNECTORS menu is turned on in the EDIT menu then the CONNECTOR command
pops up as shown in Figure 8.1. The CONNECTOR command leads tothe connector menu as shown in
Figure 8.2. A connector is used to connect two rotors, a rotorto ground, or a pinion to a carrier. A con-
nector can be a bearing or a spline. The available connector types are STIFFNESS, INTERNALSPLINED,
EXTERNALSPLINED, ROLLERS, JOURNAL, TRIPOD, THRUSTROLLER, and THRUSTSTIFFNESS.

8.1 Stiffness bearings

The default type of connector is the stiffness type bearing.For a stiffness type bearing the bearing is treated
as a stiffness connection between the two bearing races (Figure 8.3). Each race has an attached reference
frame. The race is treated as a rigid body, and the six degreesof freedom of the first bearing race and the six
degrees of freedom of the second bearing race are interrelated through a stiffness matrix.

The six degrees of freedom are the three translation degreesof freedomUx, Uy andUz, and three rotation
degrees of freedomθx, θyand andθz (Figure 8.4). The degrees of freedom represent the motion ofrace 1
relative to race 2. The components are measured in the reference frame attached to race 2.

The bearing may also generate internal reaction forces and moments. The six components of bearing
reaction consist of three forcesFx, Fy andFz, and the three momentsMx, My andMz (Figure 8.5). Again,
these reactions are those exerted by race 1 on race 2. The components are computed in the reference frame
of race 2.

The stiffness type bearing menu is shown in Figure 8.2. Table8.1 shows the terms used in the stiffness
bearing menu. You can specify a unique name for the connectorin the NAME item. The location of the
bearing origin is at XPOS, YPOS and ZPOS, and the orientationof its axis is specified through AX, AY and
AZ. Torsional stiffness and bending stiffness apply to rotation about this origin.

As shown in Figure 8.6, the axial extent of race1 is [AXPOSN1RACE1,AXPOSN2RACE1] and the axial
extent of race 2 is given by [AXPOSN1RACE2,AXPOSN2RACE2]. Usually the bearing origin lies at the
middle of the two race extents, but this need not always be thecase. The diameters for race 1 and race 2
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Figure 8.1 The edit menu with the connector command.

Figure 8.2 The menu for a stiffness type connector
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Figure 8.3 Bearing races

Figure 8.4 Bearing deformation

Figure 8.5 Bearing reaction
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Figure 8.6 Bearing race dimensions

are given by DIARACE1 and DIARACE2 menus. The race diametersthe axial extentS of the race are used
to mate the bearing race with a race on the rotor. The diameterof the bearing race must match exactly with
the diameter of the mating race on the rotor. The axial extentof the bearing race must overlap with the axial
extent of the mating race.

The radial, axial, bending and torsional stiffness values are specified in KR, KZ, KTHETAR and KTHETAZ.
Corresponding damping terms are specified in CR, CZ, CTHETARand CTHETAZ. If the unloaded defor-
mation option UNLOADEDDEFM is turned on then it is possible to specify a deformation [UX, UY, UZ,
THETAX, THETAY, THETAZ] for the unloaded state of the bearing. Table 8.2 describes the additional items
in the stiffness bearing menu exposed when UNLOADEDDEFM is turned on. If the LOAD option is turned
on then it is possible to specify an additional load [FX, FY, FZ, MX, MY, MZ] at the bearing. Table 8.3
describes the additional items exposed in the stiffness bearing menu when the LOAD option is turned on.
The additional items are also shown in Figure 8.7. The deformation and the load components are measured
in the race2 reference frame.

The stiffness between races in 5 degrees of freedom (all except rotation about connector axis) can be mod-
eled as infinitely stiff by selecting the UXCONSTRAINT, UYCONSTRAINT, UZCONSTRAINT, THETAX-
CONSTRAINT, THETAYCONSTRAINT and THETAZCONSTRAINT checkboxes. For each constraint
that is turned on, a new input is exposed that allows the user to define the initial displacement/rotation of the
non-reference race with respect to the reference race. It isrecommended to use these constraints rather than
simply entering a large connector stiffness value to achieve the most reliable results.

A bearing is meant to connect two members in the model. The first member is selected in MEM-
BER1TYPE. MEMBER1TYPE may be HOUSING, ROTOR or PINION. MEMBER2TYPE selects the sec-
ond member, If MEMBER1TYPE is PINION (Figure 8.8), then it isunderstood that the second member is
the carrier, and MEMBER2TYPE is not exposed. Otherwise MEMBER2TYPE is exposed, and it may be
GROUND, HOUSING or ROTOR.
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Table 8.1 The stiffness type bearing menu

Item Description

NCONNECTORS Integer, Number of connectors in the system

CONNECTOR Integer, Connector number

ACTIVE Boolean, Turns the connector on and off

NAME String, Name of the bearing

XPOS Float,X coordinate of the bearing

YPOS Float,Y coordinate of the bearing

ZPOS Float,Z coordinate of the bearing

AX Float,X component of the axis of the bearing

AY Float,Y component of the axis of the bearing

AZ Float,Z component of the axis of the bearing

TYPE Switch, Bearing type

KR Float, Radial stiffness of the bearing

KZ Float, Axial stiffness of the bearing

KTHETAR Float, Bending stiffness of the bearing

KTHETAZ Float, Torsional stiffness of the bearing

CR Float, Radial damping of the bearing

CZ Float, Axial damping of the bearing

CTHETAR Float, Bending damping of the bearing

CTHETAZ Float, Torsional damping of the bearing

UNLOADEDDEFM Boolean, Whether to enable unloaded defm. of the bearing

LOAD Boolean, Whether to enable an additional bearing load

MEMBER1TYPE Switch, Member1 type

IDROTOR1 Integer, Rotor ID

DIARACE1 Float, Diameter of race 1 of the bearing

AXPOSN1RACE1 Float, Axial coordinate of race 1

AXPOSN2RACE1 Float, Axial coordiante of race 1

ATTACH TO FRAME Boolean, Whether to make the stiffness connection to the reference
race of member 1

MEMBER2TYPE Switch, Member2 type

IDROTOR2 Integer, Rotor ID (If MEMBER2TYPE = ROTOR)

DIARACE2 Float, Diameter of race 2 of the bearing

AXPOSN1RACE2 Float, Axial coordinate of race 2

AXPOSN2RACE2 Float, Axial coordiante of race 2

UXCONSTRAINT Boolean, Constrains motion in the rotor x-direction

UYCONSTRAINT Boolean, Constrains motion in the rotor y-direction

UZCONSTRAINT Boolean, Constrains motion in the rotor z-direction

THTAXCONSTRAINT Boolean, Constrains motion in the rotorθx-direction

THETAYCONSTRAINT Boolean, Constrains motion in the rotorθy-direction
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Table 8.2 Stiffness bearing menu specific to the UNLOADEDDEFM option being turnedon

Item Description

UX Float, Unloaded deformationUx com-
ponent of bearing

UY Float, Unloaded deformationUy com-
ponent of bearing

UZ Float, Unloaded deformationUz com-
ponent of bearing

THETAX Float, Unloaded deformationθx compo-
nent of bearing

THETAY Float, Unloaded deformationθy compo-
nent of bearing

THETAZ Float, Unloaded deformationθz compo-
nent of bearing

Table 8.3 Stiffness bearing menu specific to the LOAD option being turned on

Item Description

FX Float, Load componentFx at the bear-
ing

FY Float, Load componentFy at the bearing

FZ Float, Load componentFz at the bearing

MX Float, Load componentMx at the bear-
ing

MY Float, Load componentMy at the bear-
ing

MZ Float, Load componentMz at the bear-
ing
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Figure 8.7 The additional menu items for a stiffness bearing with the unloaded deformation and load option turned on
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Figure 8.8 The menu for a stiffness type connector when MEMBER1TYPE is PINION

Table 8.4 Stiffness bearing menu specific to Pinion member type

Item Description

AXIALPOS Float, Axial position of the bearing with
respect to the rotor origin and axis.

IDROTOR Integer, Rotor ID

IDCARRIER Integer, Carrier ID

IDPINION Integer, Pinion ID

When MEMBER1TYPE is PINION, the bearing is positioned using the AXIALPOSN item. This is the
axial position of the bearing with respect to the rotor origin and rotor axis or the rotor on which the pinion is
mounted.

Table 8.4 describes the bearing menu specific to the Pinion member type.
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Table 8.5 CONTACT GRID Menu for Roller Bearing Connectors

Item Description

SEPTOL Float, Controls maximum separation be-
tween mating surfaces. Surfaces sepa-
rated by more than this distance will not
be considered in the contact analysis.

NPROFDIVS Integer, Variable controls the number of
contact patches or cells that will be used
to cover the contact zone between gear
teeth

ADAPTIVEGRID Boolean, If this flag is turned on, then
the contact grid will be sized adaptively
in the circumferential direction. The
DSPROF parameter is not needed in this
case.

DSPROF Float, Controls the width of the contact
zone in physical length units.

NFACEDIVS Integer, Controls the number of contact
patches or cells that will be used along
the length of the contact zone.

8.2 Roller bearings

A ROLLER bearing can be selected in the TYPE item, as shown in the CONNECTOR menu in Figure 8.9.
The connector can be disabled/enabled, similarly to other connectors and contact pairs by disabling/enabling
the ACTIVE box. The roller connector is modeled with two races, each of which have their own reference
frame. Each race is glued to it’s connecting member by a shared set of nodes at the race-member interface.
The two races are rigid bodies and their six degrees of freedom are related by the effective stiffness of roller
elements between them. The six degrees of freedom of each race’s reference frame, and the internal reaction
forces/moments use the same conventions mentioned previously for the STIFFNESS connectors.

The CONNECTORS menu for the roller bearing is shown in Figure8.9. The inputs in the roller bearing
connectors menu are identical to those of the stiffness bearing, with the exception of the stiffness, damp-
ing, unloaded deformation, and bearing load inputs. Selection of ROLLER from the TYPE dropbox in the
CONNECTORS menu enables a set of sub-menus specific to the ROLLER connectors. These sub-menus:
GEOMETRY, CAGE, CONTACTGRID, FEMODEL, MATERIAL, and RUNOUT are also shown in Figure
8.9.

The CONTACTGRID menu contains the fields required to define the contact grid size and tolerances for
the roller-race contact analysis. The FEMODEL menu is used to specify the type and number of elements to
be used for the mesh of the bearing roller elements and races.The MATERIAL menu contains the material
property definition parameters, and the RUNOUT menu can be used to define a bearing runout error. The
input parameter definitions for each of these submenus are provided in Tables 8.5 through 8.8.

The GEOMETRY menu contains the user inputs related to the roller geometry. Within this menu, the fol-
lowing roller geometry TYPE options are available: GENERAL, TAPERED, DOUBLETAPERED, SPHER-
ICAL, and BALL. The geometry menu inputs for each roller typeare discussed in detail in the following
subsections.
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Figure 8.9 CONNECTOR Menu for Roller Bearing Connector TYPE
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Table 8.6 FEMODEL Menu for Roller Bearing Connectors

Item Description

ELEMTYPE Switch, They type of elements to be
used for the splines.

NCIRCDIVS Integer, The number of circular divi-
sions for the roller bearing races.

NCIRCDIVS2 Integer, The number of circular divi-
sions for the rolling element.

NAXIALDIVS Integer, The number of axial divisions
for the roller bearing races.

NAXIALDIVS2 Integer, The number of axial divisions
for the rolling element.

Table 8.7 MATERIAL Menu for Roller Bearing Connectors

Item Description

SAMEMATERIAL Switch, If turned on, the same material
properties will be defined for the rollers
and two races. If turned off, separate
material properties can be defined for
the rollers and each of the two races.
The thermal expansion coefficient and
delta temperature inputs are always ap-
plied to all three componenets regard-
less.

POISSON Float, Poisson’s ratio.

DENSITY Float, Density.

RALEIGHALPHA Float, The Raleigh damping model as-
sumes that thedamping matrix C for a
finite element is is related to the Mass
matrix M and stiffness matrix K by the
linear relationship: C=alpha*M+beta*K
The variable ALPHA is the value of al-
pha.

RALEIGHBETA Float, Beta coefficient of the Raleigh
damping model.

THERMAL EXPANSIO... Float, Thermal expansion coefficient.

DELTA TEMPERATURE Float, The temperature increase, relative
to the temperature at which the dimen-
sions of the connector are specified.
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Table 8.8 RUNOUT Menu for Roller Bearing Connectors

Item Description

MAGRUNOUT1 Float, Magnitude of the high point of
runout error for the race 1.

ANGRUNOUT1 Float, Defines the orientation of the high
point of runout error for the race 1. A
value of zero degrees will mnove sec-
tor no.1 radially outward. This angle is
measured using the right hand rule about
the connector axis.

MAGRUNOUT2 Float, Magnitude of the high point of
runout error for the race 2.

ANGRUNOUT2 Float, Defines the orientation of the high
point of runout error for the race 2. A
value of zero degrees will mnove sec-
tor no.1 radially outward. This angle is
measured using the right hand rule about
the connector axis.
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Figure 8.10 The GENERAL roller GEOMETRY menu.

8.2.1 General Roller Bearings

The number of rollers is the first item in the GEOMETRY menu, shown in Figure 8.10. The nominal contact
angle is given by CONTACTANGLE. When CONTACTANGLE is zero, itbecomes a cylindrical bearing.
When it is nonzero, it can model a tapered roller bearing. The ROLLERCROWNCURVATURE can be
controlled to make it model a ball bearing. The CLEARANCE value is the range of radial motion allowed
between the two races in the radial direction. The radial space between an individual roller and the outer race
or the inner race will be one quarter of this clearance.

The length and the pitch diameters of the rollers are specified in the LENGTH and PITCHDIA respec-
tively. The roller diameter specified in ROLLDIA should be small enough to fit in the space between the
races. When the OFFSET is zero, the midsection of the roller coincides with the midsection of the overlap-
ping part of theZ extent of the two races in the bearing. The crowning curvature (inverse of the radius of
curvature) of the roller along its length ROLLERCROWNCURV. The crowning curvature of Race1 along its
length is given by RACE1CROWNCURV and that for Race2 is given by RACE2CROWNCURV.

ANGPOSNFIRSTROLLER is used to orient the first roller. are accordingly oriented so that they are all
evenly spaced. The GEOMETRY menu for the general roller bearing is shown in Figure 8.10. Table 8.9
explains all of the parameters used in the GENERAL roller type GEOMETRY menu. A schematic of the
general roller bearing is shown in Figure 8.11.

The CONSTRAINAXIALMOTION flag is visible only when a generalroller bearing is a pinion bearing.
This flag allows the user to introduce a large axial stiffnessbetween the inner and outer race in a situation
where the pinion is not constrained axially by a contact washer. The UZCONSTRAINTROLLER flag
introduces a large stiffness in the axial direction betweenthe roller and the inner race. This constraint is
required to constrain the roller in cases where the bearing geometry does not induce sufficient contact in
the axial direction to constrain the roller (i.e. needle, cylindrical roller, and tapered roller bearings). Figure
8.12 shows these two constraints, with k1 representing the CONSTRAINAXIALMOTION constraint, and
k2 representing the UZCONSTRAINTROLLER constraint.
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Table 8.9 Additional items for a GENERAL roller bearing TYPE connector.

Item Description

NROLLERS Integer, Number of rollers on the bearing

PITCHDIA Float, Pitch diameter of the rollers

CONTACTANGLE Float, Contact angle (Deg) at the rollers

UZCONSTRAINTROLLER Boolean, Applies a constraint between the roller and inner race in the
axial direction. Should be enabled for tapered rollers and disabled for
ball/deep groove bearings.

SAMELENGTHROWS Boolean, When turned on, the rollers in each row will be the same
length.

LENGTH Float, Length of the roller

ENDCROWNMOD Boolean, Enables the end crown modification for the roller. The end
crown modification is symmetric, and has a flat, unmodified length at
the middle of the roller length. A crowning radius is applied at the ends
of the roller length. Parameters are crown radius and flat length.

LOGMOD Boolean, turns on the logarithmic modification for the roller. It takes
only one parameter-the magnitude of the modification.

AEROMOD Boolean, Turns on the ’Aero’ modification for the roller. The aero
modification is symmetric, and has a flat unmodified length at the mid-
dle of the roller length. A crowning radius is applied at the ends of
the roller length. The slope is discontinuous at the end of the flat for
this modification. Parameters are crown radius, corner radius, and flat
length.

NROWS Integer, Number of rows of rollers.

CLEARANCE Float, The radial or axial clearance at the rollers, depending upon the
type selected.

ROLLDIA Float, The diameter of the rollers

ANGPOSNFIRSTROLL Float, The angular position (degrees) of the first roller. Setting this to
zero places the center of the first roller at the positive x-axis.

FIXEDCAGE Boolean, Enabling this feature causes the cage to remain stationary.
This can be useful if precise location of the rollers is required.

OFFSET Float, Axial offset of the roller

ROLLERCROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of the rollers

RACE1CROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of race 1 of the rollers

RACE2CROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of race 2 of the rollers

ROLLERCONSTRAINT Switch, Controls the type of constraint that is applied to the base of the
roller. RIGID: The base of the roller will be undeformed. FLEXIBLE:
The base will be allowed to deform using a Fourier series in the circular
direction and a plynomial series in the axial direction. Oly those terms
in the series corresponding to rigid body motion will be constrained.
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Figure 8.13 The TAPERED roller GEOMETRY menu.

8.2.2 Tapered Roller Bearings

8.2.2.1 General Tapered Roller Bearings The general TAPERED roller bearing GEOMETRY menu
shown in Figure 8.13 is very similar to the geometry menu for the general roller bearing. The tapered roller
bearing geometry menu input parameters represent the parameters typically listed on an engineering drawing
or data sheet of a tepered roller bearing. Figure 8.14 shows the tapered roller geomtry and schematic. The
LOCATION TYPE input allows the user to specify the bearing origin at either the THRUSTCENTER or at
the ROLLERCENTER. DISTTHRUSTCENTER specifies the distance between the thrust center point and
the point on the cup where the inner diameter is smallest. TheCUPINNERDIA is the inside diameter of the
cup at this point. CUPANGLE sets the half-cone angle of the cup. A positive cone angle places the bearing
on the positive Z side of the roller origin, where Z is the shaft axis. The remaining inputs fields are identical
to those described within the general roller bearing section. Table 8.11 provides a detailed description of
each of the tapered roller bearing geometry menu inputs.
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Table 8.10 Additional items for a TAPERED roller bearing TYPE connector.

Item Description Condition

NROLLERS Integer, Number of rollers on the bearing

LOCATION TYPE Switch, The method to be used to locate the bear-
ing. If ROLLERCENTER is selected, the location
of the center of the roller is considered to be the
location of the bearing. If THRUSTCENTER is
selected, the location of the bearing is its center of
thrust.

CONINCIDENTRACES Boolean, If turned on, the race mesh will align
with the roller mesh. If turned off, the AXIAL-
POSN from the CONNECTOR menu is used to
define the extent of the race mesh.

LENGTH Float, Length of the roller

ROLLERLARGEDIA Float, The diameter at the large end of the roller.

CUPINNERDIA Float, The diameter at the smaller end of the cup.

DIST THRUSTCENTER Float, The axial distance of the thrust center from
the axial section containing the smaller diameter of
the cup. This is always positive because the thrust
center can only lie on a specific side of the cup’s
smaller diameter.

CUPANGLE Float, The half cone angle of the cup. A positive
value implies that the apex of the cone lies on the
+ve Z side of the roller. The Z axis is the shaft
axis. This value is in Degrees.

DETAILEDTAPERED Enables the detailed tapered bearing. Includes
roller backside contact with cup shoulder and fillet
at cup shoulder. (See 8.2.2.2)

CLEARANCETYPE Switch, Selects whether to use radial or axial clear-
ance value.

RADIALCLEARANCE Float, The radial clearance at the rollers IF CLEARANCETYPE = RADIAL

AXIALCLEARANCE Float, The axial clearance at the rollers IF CLEARANCETYPE = AXIAL

ANGPOSNFIRSTROLL Float, The angular position (degrees) of the first
roller. Setting this to zero places the center of the
first roller at the positive x-axis.

FIXEDCAGE Boolean, Enabling this feature causes the cage to
remain stationary. This can be useful if precise lo-
cation of the rollers is required.

OFFSET Float, Axial offset of the roller

ROLLERCROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of the rollers

RACE1CROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of race 1 of the rollers

RACE2CROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of race 2 of the rollers

ROLLERCONSTRAINT Switch, Controls the type of constraint that is ap-
plied to the base of the roller. RIGID: The base
of the roller will be undeformed. FLEXIBLE: The
base will be allowed to deform using a Fourier se-
ries in the circular direction and a plynomial series
in the axial direction. Oly those terms in the series
corresponding to rigid body motion will be con-
strained.

ENABLEBACKDOFSETRACE1 If enabled, this allows for other pieces of the model
to connect to the -Z side of connector Race1.

IF COINCIDENTRACES = FALSE

ENABLEFRONTDOFSETRACE1 If enabled, this allows for other pieces of the model
to connect to the +Z side of connector Race1.

IF COINCIDENTRACES = FALSE
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Figure 8.15 The detailed TAPERED roller bearing GEOMETRY menu.

8.2.2.2 Detailed Tapered Roller Bearings The detailed tapered roller bearing allows the user to modela
TAPERED roller bearing TYPE with a more detailed inner bearing cup. The detailed tapered roller models
the contact between the back of the roller and the lip on the bearing cup to provide a more accurate repre-
sentation of a tapered roller bearing than the general tapered roller bearing provides. The detailed bearing
is modeled by selecting the DETAILEDTAPERED flag as shown in the GEOMETRY menu in Figure 8.15.
Selection of the flag activates the detailed tapered roller specific inputs shown in the schematic of Figure
8.16. In addition to the parameters discussed for the general tapered roller bearing type, the user must define
the parameters specific to the geometry of the bearing cup andthe stress relief fillet region. These parameters
are defined in Table 8.11.
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Table 8.11 Additional items for a detailed TAPERED roller bearing connector.

Item Description Condition

CONESHOULDERDIA The outer diameter of the cup shoulder. IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE

SHOULDERCONTACTANGLE The angle of the cup back shoulder. IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE

TOOLANGLE The angle of the tool to create the fillet at the cup
fillet.

IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE

TOOLBACKANGLE The angle created by the tool on the back-
side(shoulder) of the inner race fillet.

IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE

TOOLFRONTANGLE The angle created by the tool on the frontside of
the inner race fillet.

IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE

TOOLDEPTH The depth of the tool to create the fillet at the cup
fillet.

IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE

TOOLRADIUS The radius of the tool to create the fillet at the cup
fillet.

IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE

ROLLERBACKRADIUS The radius of the back side of the roller in contact
with the cup shoulder.

IF DETAILEDTAPERED = TRUE
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8.2.2.3 Tapered Roller Bearing Calcualtions The variables and parameters shown in the schematic of
Figure 8.18 are used byCalyx to generate the 3D mesh of the tapered roller bearing geometry. The input
parameters and calculated variables are shown on the following page, along with the procedure used to
calculate the unknown variables.
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Inputs:

LR = Roller Length

D1 = Cup Inner Dia

DLR = Roller Large End Dia

A = Distance, Thrust Center to Cup Inner Dia

α = Cup Half-Cone Angle

Calculated:

αr = Roller Half-Cone Angle

β = Contact Angle

αi = Inner Cone Angle

DP = Pitch Diameter

DR = Roller Mid-Section Diameter

Calculations:

OE = D1 / (2tanα) 

OF  =  OE  +  A  =  D1 / (2tanα)  +  A 

OB  =  OF * cosα  =  [D1 / (2tanα)  +  A] * cosα

BC  =  OB * tanαr

CD  =  BC / cosαr  =  (OB * tanαr) / cosαr  =  OB * sinαr / cos²αr 

DLR  =  2 * [CD  +  (LR / 2) * tanαr ] 

DLR  =  2 * [ (OB * sinαr / cos²αr )  +  (LR / 2) * tanαr ]

Everything in Eq (1) is known, except αr. Solve Eq (1) for αr.

Now Calculate:

OC  =  OB / cosαr

β  =  α  -  αr

αi  =  α  -  2αr

DP  =  2 * OC sinβ

DR  =  2 * OC tanβ

 

Eq (1)
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Figure 8.20 The DOUBLETAPERED roller GEOMETRY menu.

8.2.3 Double Tapered Roller Bearings

The DOUBLETAPERED roller bearing GEOMETRY menu is shown in Figure 8.20. The double tapered
roller geometry menu inputs are nearly identical to the single tapered roller inputs, with the exception of the
ORIENTATION and SPREADTHRUSTCENTERS input fields. The ORIENTATION switch selectsthe the
orientation of the roller rows. In the FACETOFACE orientation, the roller reaction force vectors make an ’X’
if looking at the bearing cross-section view. In the BACKTOBACK orientation, roller reaction force vectors
form an ’O’. Figures 8.21 and 8.22 show the shematics for the face to face and back to back orientations,
respectively. The SPREADTHRUSTCENTERS input is the axial distance between the two thrust centers
of the two rows of rollers. The double tapered roller bearingorigin is always at the geometric center of the
two rows of rollers since there are two thrust centers. The remaining inputs are identical to those described
in Table 8.11 for the tapered roller bearing.
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Figure 8.23 The SPHERICAL bearing GEOMETRY menu.

8.2.4 Spherical Roller Bearings

The fourth TYPE of roller bearing option available within the GEOMETRY menu is the SPHERICAL roller
bearing. The GEOMETRY menu with the spherical roller bearing type selected is shown in Figure 8.23.
ROLLERLARGEDIA specifies the diameter at the midpoint of theroller as shown in the schematic in Figure
8.24. The RADIUSINNERGROOVE and RADIUSOUTERGROOVE set theradii of the shperical grooves
between which the rollers sit. The outer groove is modeled with one, continuous groove, while the inner
groove is separate for each individual roller. The difference between the outer and inner groove radii must
at least be equal to the ROLLERLARGEDIA plus the RADIALCLEARANCE. The roller radius is specified
in the RADIUSROLLER input field. The curvature of the roller is the inverse of this value. ANGPOS-
NFIRSTROW and ANGPOSNSECONDROW set the starting angular position of the first rollers of each of
the two rows. A value of zero set the middle of the first roller coincident with the X axis. All of the spherical
bearing GEOMETRY menu inputs are summarized in Table 8.12.
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Table 8.12 Additional items for a SPHERICAL roller bearing TYPE connector.

Item Description

NROLLERS Integer, Number of rollers on the bearing

ROLLERLARGEDIA Float, The diameter at the large end of the roller.

LENGTH Float, Length of the roller

CONTACTANGLE Float, The angle of nominal contact of the rollers (degrees).

CUPINNERDIA Float, The diameter at the smaller end of the cup.

RADIUSINNERGROOVE Float, The radius of the roller groove at the inner bearing race.

RADIUSOUTERGROOVE Float, The radius of the roller groove at the outer bearing race.

RADIUSROLLER Float, The radius of the roller.

RADIALCLEARANCE Float, The radial clearance between the roller and inner and outer
grooves. The clearance value is the total space between the roller and
inner groove, plus the space between the roller and outer groove. The
radial position of the roller is calculated such that the space on both
sides of the roller is equal.

ANGPOSNFIRSROLLER Float, The angular position (degrees) of the first roller of row 1.

ANGPOSNSECONDROLLER Float, The angular position (degrees) of the first roller of row 2.

FIXEDCAGE Boolean, Enabling this feature causes the cage to remain stationary.
This can be useful if precise location of the rollers is required.

ROLLERCONSTRAINT Switch, Controls the type of constraint that is applied to the base of the
roller. RIGID: The base of the roller will be undeformed. FLEXIBLE:
The base will be allowed to deform using a Fourier series in the circular
direction and a plynomial series in the axial direction. Oly those terms
in the series corresponding to rigid body motion will be constrained.
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Figure 8.25 The BALL bearing GEOMETRY menu.

8.2.5 Ball Bearings

The ball bearing is selected by choosing BALL from the TYPE drop down menu. The ball bearing GEOM-
ETRY menu is shown in Figure 8.25. The ball bearing origin defined within the CONNECTORS menu can
be placed at either the ROLLERCENTER or the THRUSTCENTER using the LOCATIONTYPE switch
within the geometry menu. The DIABALL and LENGTH input parameters set the ball diameter and length,
respectively. The FE model cannot be a complete shpere, so itis modeled as a cylinder with a curvature. The
curvature is calculated as the inverse of the ball radius. The LENGTH parameter then specifies the actual
length of curved cylinder. The RADIUSINNERGROOVE and RADIUSOUTERGROOVE parameters set
the radii of the grooves of the inner and outer bearing races.The curvature of these grooves is the inverse of
the radii. The DIAMETERRACE inputs specify the diameters atthe four points shown in the ball bearing
schematics shown in Figures 8.26 and 8.27. The ANGLERACE parameters specify the angle the raceway
makes with the horizontal at the four same four points where the diameters are specified. The remaining
inputs are similar to those described for previous roller bearing types. Table 8.13 provides a description of
all of the ball bearing geometry menu inputs. .
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Table 8.13 Additional items for a BALL bearing TYPE connector.

Item Description

NROLLERS Integer, Number of rollers on the bearing

DIABALL Float, The diameter of the balls in the bearing.

LENGTH Float, The length of the ball perpendicular to the contact angle. Needed
because an actual sphere cannot be modeled.

CONTACTANGLE Float, The angle of nominal contact of the rollers (degrees).

PITCHDIA Float, The pitch circle diameter of the ball bearings.

RADISUINNERGROOVE Float, The radius of the roller groove at the inner bearing race.

RADIUSOUTERGROOVE Float, The radius of the roller groove at the outer bearing race.

DIAMETERRACE1 Float, The diameter of the inner raceway at location one.

DIAMETERRACE2 Float, The diameter of the inner raceway at location two.

DIAMETERRACE3 Float, The diameter of the outer raceway at location three.

DIAMETERRACE4 Float, The diameter of the outer raceway at location four.

ANGLERACE1 Float, The angle the raceway makes with the horizontal at location one.
Positive is away from the pitch diameter.

ANGLERACE2 Float, The angle the raceway makes with the horizontal at location two.
Positive is away from the pitch diameter.

ANGLERACE3 Float, The angle the raceway makes with the horizontal at location
three. Positive is away from the pitch diameter.

ANGLERACE4 Float, The angle the raceway makes with the horizontal at location four.
Positive is away from the pitch diameter.

RADIALCLEARANCE Float, The radial clearance between the roller and inner and outer
grooves. The clearance value is the total space between the roller and
inner groove, plus the space between the roller and outer groove. The
radial position of the roller is calculated such that the space on both
sides of the roller is equal.

ANGPOSNFIRSROLLER Float, The angular position (degrees) of the first roller of row 1.

FIXEDCAGE Boolean, Enabling this feature causes the cage to remain stationary.
This can be useful if precise location of the rollers is required.

ROLLERCONSTRAINT Switch, Controls the type of constraint that is applied to the base of the
roller. RIGID: The base of the roller will be undeformed. FLEXIBLE:
The base will be allowed to deform using a Fourier series in the circular
direction and a plynomial series in the axial direction. Oly those terms
in the series corresponding to rigid body motion will be constrained.
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Figure 8.28 The roller bearing MODIFICATIONS menu.

Figure 8.29 The ROLLER modifications menu.

8.2.6 Roller Bearing Modifications

Roller bearing modifications can be added within the MODIFICATIONS submenu of the GEOMETRY
menu. The roller, inner race, and outer race can be modified byselecting one of the three submenus shown
in Figure 8.28. The ROLLER modifications menu is shown in Figure 8.29. The OUTERRACE and IN-
NERRACE menus contain only the modification table option.
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8.2.6.1 End Crown Modification The end crown modification is enabled by selecting the ENDCROWN-
MOD box within the ROLLER modification menu. The end crown modification requires the two inputs
shown in the schematic in Figure 8.30, CROWNRADENDCROWN & FLATWIDTH ENDCROWN.

8.2.6.2 Logarithmic Modification The logarithmic modification is enabled by selecting the LOGMOD
box within the ROLLER modification menu. The schematic for the log mod is shown in Figure 8.31. The
governing equation for the logarithmic modification ism(z) = A ∗ ln[(1 − (2z/Leff )

2)], whereA is
MAG LOGMOD andLeff is the effective length, LEFFLOGMOD.

8.2.6.3 Aero Modification The aero modification is enabled by selecting the AEROMOD checkbox within
the ROLLER modification menu. The three input parameters, CROWNRAD AEROMOD, CORNERRADAEROMOD,
and FLATWIDTH AEROMOD are shown in the schematic of the aero modification inFigure 8.32.

8.2.6.4 Modification Table A custom modification can be applied by selecting the TABULARMOD
checkbox within the ROLLER, OUTERRACE, or INNERRACE modification menus. Selection of the TAB-
ULARMOD box brings up the NMODS, XROLLERCENTER, and SCALEFACTOR inputs, as well as
the MODIFICATIONTABLE menu. NMODS sets the number of data points to use. XROLLERCENTER
sets the center point of the modification data in the roller length direction. The defualt X value of 0 places
the center point of the modification at the roller center. If defined by a non-zero value, the SCALEFAC-
TOR input is used to scale the modification magnitude data by multiplying each magnitude by the factor. A
SCALEFACTOR of 1 or 0 results in unscaled magnitude values.

Figure 8.33 contains the modification table inputs: IMOD, X,and MAGNITUDE. IMOD is the instance
of the modifcation curve data point, X is the distance from the center point of the modification in the roller
length direction, and MAGNITUDE is the modification magnitude (material removed).
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Figure 8.33 The roller MODIFICATIONTABLE menu
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Table 8.14 Roller bearing cage menu

Item Description

LATERALCLEARANCE Float, Lateral clearance between the
roller and the cage

AXIALCLEARANCE Float, Axial clearance between the roller
and the cage

KR Float, Radial stiffnessKr between the
bearing cage and Race2

KZ Float, Axial stiffnessKz between the
bearing cage and Race2

KTHETAR Float, Bending stiffnessKθr between
the bearing cage and Race2

KTHETAZ Float, Torsional stiffnessKθz between
the bearing cage and Race2

CR Float, Radial dampingCr between the
bearing cage and Race2

CZ Float, Axial dampingCz between the
bearing cage and Race2

CTHETAR Float, Bending dampingCθr between
the bearing cage and Race2

CTHETAZ Float, Torsional dampingCθz between
the bearing cage and Race2

8.3 Roller bearing cage

The CAGE command in Figure 8.9 leads to the cage menu shown in Figure 8.34. An axial and lateral (in the
circular direction) clearance type constraint is imposed between the individual rollers. The amount of this
clearance is specified in AXIALCLEARANCE LATERALCLEARANCE, repectively.

A stiffness type connection is established between the cageand Race2 of the roller bearing. These stifn-
ness values can be specified through KR, KZ, KTHETAR and KTHETAZ. Corresponding damping values
are given by CR, CZ, CTHETAR and CTHETAZ.
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Figure 8.34 The Roller bearing cage menu
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Figure 8.35 The JOURNAL bearing CONNECTORS menu.

8.4 Journal Bearings

When the JOURNAL bearing TYPE is selected within the CONNECTORS menu, the menu appears as shown
in Figure 8.35. The journal bearing is modeled in a similar way to the roller bearing, except that instead of
roller elements between the two races, a clearance is definedand contact between the outer and inner race is
analyzed. The inputs in the journal bearing connectors menucan also be found in the connectors, material,
and femodel menus/submenus of the roller bearing model. TheCLEARANCE variable within the journal
connectors menu is the only additional variable not found inthe 3 roller bearing menus. CLEARANCE
defines the radial clearance of the journal bearing between the inner and outer races. The contact pair for the
contact analysis is automatically created and the grid is automatically defined.

The TAPERRACE1 and TAPERRACE2 parameters define the journaltaper error at race 1 and race 2,
respectively. The taper provided is per unit length and positive taper results in a smaller radius at the lower z
value end of the connector.
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8.5 Thrust Bearings

Transmission3Dcan model thrust bearings as either stiffness or roller typeconnectors. These two connectors
are labeled THRUSTSTIFFNESSBRG and THRUSTROLLERBRG within the TYPE switch in the CON-
NECTORS menu. The connectors menu input fields change depending upon the type selected. Each of the
two thrust bearings are described in the following two subsections.
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8.5.1 Thrust Stiffness Bearing

The thrust stiffness bearing CONNECTOR menu is shown in Figure 8.36. This connector type is similar to
the standard stiffness connector described earlier, but the races are annular rings about the shaft rotational
axis. The annular races are related by a stiffness matrix.

The thrust stiffness bearing connects two members in the same way as the standard stiffness connector
type. The MEMBER1TYPE can be either a HOUSING OR ROTOR and theMEMBER2TYPE can be
GROUND, HOUSING, or ROTOR.

The XPOS, YPOS, and ZPOS inputs define the origin of the thruststiffness connector, while the AX,
AY, and AZ inputs describe the direction of the unit vector oriented along the rotational axis of the shaft.
RACE1AXIALPOSN and RACE2AXIALPOSN sets the locations of the two races along the shaft rotational
axis relative to the connector origin. RACE1DIA1 and RACE2DIA1 sets the inner diameters of the first and
second races, respectively. The RACE1DIA2 and RACE2DIA2 inputs set the outer diameters for the 1st and
second annular races. The REVERENCERACE input allows the user to select either RACE1 or RACE2 to
be the reference.

The stiffness of the thrust stiffness connector can be defined using one of three matrices: STANDARD,
DIAGONAL, or FULL. The STANDARD checkbox enables the use of the standard stiffness matrix method.
Using the standard matrix, KX = KY = KR and KTHETAX = KTHETAY = KTHETAR. KR, KZ, KTHETAR,
and KTHETAZ are the required inputs for the standard stiffness matrix type. The DIAGONAL matrix is used
by not selecting the STANDARD checkbox, and then selecting DIAGONAL from the MATRIXTYPE in-
put field. The diagonal matrix consists of the 6 diagonal terms: KX, KY, KZ, KTHETAX, KTHETAY, and
KTHETAZ. The FULL stiffness matrix is modeled by selecting FULL from the MATRIXTYPE switch.
Upon selecting this option, the MATRIX submenu appears. TheMATRIX menu consists of the four in-
puts shown in Figure 8.37. A 6x6 matrix can be defined using these menu inputs if modeling off-diagonal
contributions is desired.

The damping contstant inputs available are in in the radial (CR), axial (CZ), radial rotational (CTHETAR),
and axial rotational (CTHETAZ) directions, similarly to the standard spring stiffness contstants. The UN-
LOADEDDEFM and LOAD checkboxes can be used to define deformation of the bearing in the unloaded
state and an external load at the bearing origin in the same way as described for the standard stiffness bearings
previously.
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Figure 8.36 The THRUSTSTIFFNESS bearing CONNECTOR menu.

Figure 8.37 The THRUSTSTIFFNESS bearing MATRIX menu.
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Figure 8.38 The THRUSTROLLER bearing CONNECTOR menu.

8.5.2 Thrust Roller Bearing

A roller thrust bearing can be modeled by selecting THRUSTROLLERBRG from the TYPE input in the
CONNECTOR menu. Figure 8.38 shows the CONNECTOR menu inputswith the THRUSTROLLERBRG
selected. The connector menu inputs for the thrust roller bearing are identical to the inputs described for the
thrust stiffness bearing, with the exception of the stiffness, damping, unloaded deformation, and load inputs.
The thrust roller bearing connector menu contains the same six submenus that were described in the roller
bearing section. The CAGE, CONTACTGRID, FEMODEL, MATERIAL, and RUNOUT menu inputs are
identical to those presented previously.

The GEOMETRY menu inputs describe the thrust roller geometry. The GEOMETRY menu and the
thrust roller bearing schematic are shown in Figures 8.39 and 8.40, respectively. The roller thrust bearing
mesh generator automatically generates a tapered roller element, so that the roller is constrained in the radial
direction. The geometry menu inputs for the thrust roller bearing are nearly identical to the inputs in the
geometry menu for the general roller bearings. The thrust roller geometry menu does not include the UZ-
CONSTRAINT, SAMELENGTHROWS, and NROWS inputs. A detailed description of each of the thrust
roller geometry menu inputs is provided in Table 8.15.
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Figure 8.39 The THRUSTROLLER bearing GEOMETRY menu.
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Table 8.15 Additional items for a THRUSTROLLERBRG TYPE connector.

Item Description

NROLLERS Integer, Number of rollers on the bearing

PITCHDIA Float, Pitch diameter of the rollers

CONTACTANGLE Float, Contact angle (Deg) at the rollers

LENGTH Float, Length of the roller

ENDCROWNMOD Boolean, Enables the end crown modification for the roller. The end
crown modification is symmetric, and has a flat, unmodified length at
the middle of the roller length. A crowning radius is applied at the ends
of the roller length. Parameters are crown radius and flat length.

LOGMOD Boolean, turns on the logarithmic modification for the roller. It takes
only one parameter-the magnitude of the modification.

AEROMOD Boolean, Turns on the ’Aero’ modification for the roller. The aero
modification is symmetric, and has a flat unmodified length at the mid-
dle of the roller length. A crowning radius is applied at the ends of
the roller length. The slope is discontinuous at the end of the flat for
this modification. Parameters are crown radius, corner radius, and flat
length.

CLEARANCE Float, The radial or axial clearance at the rollers, depending upon the
type selected.

ROLLDIA Float, The diameter of the rollers

ANGPOSNFIRSTROLL Float, The angular position (degrees) of the first roller. Setting this to
zero places the center of the first roller at the positive x-axis.

FIXEDCAGE Boolean, Enabling this feature causes the cage to remain stationary.
This can be useful if precise location of the rollers is required.

OFFSET Float, Axial offset of the roller

ROLLERCROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of the rollers

RACE1CROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of race 1 of the rollers

RACE2CROWNCURV Float, Crown curvature of race 2 of the rollers

ROLLERCONSTRAINT Switch, Controls the type of constraint that is applied to the base of the
roller. RIGID: The base of the roller will be undeformed. FLEXIBLE:
The base will be allowed to deform using a Fourier series in the circular
direction and a plynomial series in the axial direction. Oly those terms
in the series corresponding to rigid body motion will be constrained.
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Figure 8.40 The THRUSTROLLER bearing schematic.
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Table 8.16 The items that pertain to the spline option in the connector menu.

Item Description

TYPE Switch, Type of connector- Choices are STIFF-
NESS, ROLLER, INTERNALSPLINED and EX-
TERNALSPLINED

NSPLINES Integer, Number of splines on the rim

CONTACTTYPE Switch, Whether the contact at the spline is single
sided or double sided

BACKLASH Float, Amount of backlash(deg) at the splines

PRESSANGLE Float, Pressure angle (deg) of the spline

WIDTH Float, Width of the spline

HEIGHT Float, Height of the spline

LENGTH Float, Length of the spline

OFFSET Float, Axial offset of the spline

EVEN Boolean, Whether splines are evenly distributed

ANGPOSNFIRSTSPLINE Float, Angular position (deg) of the first spline

NDIVSWIDTH Integer, No. of elements along the width

NDIVSHEIGHT Integer, No. of elements along the height

NDIVSLENGTH Integer, No. of elements along the length

ELEMTYPE Switch, Type of finite element

YOUNGSMOD Float, Youngs modulus for the splines

POISSON Float, Poissons ratio for the splines

DENSITY Float, Density of the spline

RAYLEIGHALPHA Float, Value ofα in the equation C=α M+ β K

RAYLEIGHBETA Float, Value ofβ in the equation C=α M+ β K

8.6 Spline connection

A spline type connector is modeled by setting the TYPE in the connector menu to EXTERNALSPLINED or
INTERNALSPLINED. Figure 8.41 shows the items that pertain to the spline option in the connector menu.

The number of splines are specified in the NSPLINES item. The CONTACTTYPE switch specifies
whether one sided or two sided contact will be enforced at thesplines. If the two sided (DOUBLESIDED)
contact type is selected the BACKLASH item pops up. A clearance at the splines can be introduced by
specifying the angular backlash. The pressure angle for thespline is specified in the PRESSANGLE item.
This is the angle between one side of the spline and the splinecenterline (Figures 8.42 and 8.43). When this
angle is zero, the two sides of the spline are parallel. The max value of this angle depends on the WIDTH
and HEIGHT of the spline. The length of the spline in the axialdirection is specified by LENGTH.

The offset in the axial direction is specified in OFFSET. When it is zero, the midsection of the spline
coincides with the midsection of the overlapping part of theextents of the two races in the connector. When
the EVEN flag is turned on, the splines are evenly distributed, otherwise the angular position of each spline
may be specified. The angular position of the first spline is given by ANGPOSNFIRSTSPLINE item. A
value of 0 will position the first spline centered at the X-axis. Table 8.16 describes the terms common to the
splined internal and external splined menus. Figure 8.42 shows the spline connection parameters for internal
spline type and Figure 8.43 shows the spline connection parameters for the external spline type.

MEMBER1TYPE must not be PINION for the spline connectors. Choosing PINION will raise an error
during the model generation step.
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Figure 8.41 The Spline connection menu
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Figure 8.42 The Internal spline parameters
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Figure 8.43 The External spline parameters



CHAPTER 9

CONTACT SURFACE PAIRS

For aTransmission3Dpackage any two surfaces in contact are called a surface pair. Contact is enforced at
gear pairs and other special surface pairs. A gear pair can bebetween 2 sun gears, a sun and a pinion, sun
and a ring gear, ring and a pinion, 2 pinions, 2 hypoids, or 2 bevel gears. Special surface pairs can be used
to model contact between two shaft surfaces, two housing surfaces, a washer and pinion shaft, two planar or
cylindrical carrier surfaces, a shaft surface and a carriersurface (planar or cylindrical), or the back side of a
bevel gear and a rotor shaft. If the ENABLEPAIRS menu in the EDIT menu (Figure 6.1) is turned on then
the PAIRS button can be seen in the EDIT menu as shown in Figure9.1.

9.1 Gear Pairs

Gear pairs can be broken down into two types: gear-gear pairsor gear-pinion pairs. Figure 9.2 shows the
pair menu for a gear-gear pair of TYPE=SUN SUN. Table 9.1 descibes the parameters for the SUN-SUN
gear pair. The gear-pinion pairs are similar with the exception that the gear-pinion pairs require the user to
enter the carrier and pinion indices of the desired pinion deck. The gear-pinion pairs may instead be defined
within the CARRIER> PAIRS menu if ENABLEPAIRS is turned on within the CARRIER menu with
TYPE=FECARRIERNASTRAN or FECARRIERABAQUS. Defining the pairs within the carrier menu
allows the user to adjust the contact grid parameters for each pinion group individually, whereas defining
the gear-pinion or pinion-pinion pair using the EDIT> PAIRS menu sets the same contact grid parameters
for all pinion groups. Figure 9.3 shows the EDIT> PAIRS menu for a gear-pinion pair, while Figure 9.4
shows the CARRIER> PAIRS menu for the identical type of pair. Figure 9.5 shows the GROUP submenu
of the carrier pairs menu, which allows the user to control the contact grid parameters separately for each
group when the SAMEGRID ALLGROUPS box is not selected. The definitions of the parameters in the two
menus are identical and are shown in Table 9.2.

All other gear pair menu parameters are similar to those described in Table 9.1 and 9.2
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Figure 9.1 The EDIT menu with the ENABLEPAIRS menu turned on

Figure 9.2 The menu for SUN-SUN gear pair type
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Table 9.1 The SUN-SUN gear pair menu

Item Description

PAIR Integer, Gear pair number

ACTIVE Boolean, Turns the pair on and off

TYPE Switch, Type of gear pair

SEPTOL Float, Sets maximum surface separation for con-
tact analysis

NPROFDIVS Integer, Sets the number of divisions in the profile
direction in the over the contact area. Total num-
ber of grids in the profile direction is 2*NPROF-
DIVS+1

ADAPTIVEGRID Boolean, When enabled, the contact grid is sized
adaptively in the profile direction

ADAPTALLSTEPS Boolean, When valid, the adaptive contact grid
will be re-sized for each time step of each range.

NFACEDIVS Integer, Sets the number of divisions in the face
direction in the over the contact area. Total number
of grids in the profile direction is NFACEDIVS

QTRSPACECORRECTION Boolean, If turn on, a quarter space correction will
be carried out by mirror imaging loads about the
free surfaces of a tooth. This will affect only the
local deformation terms

MU Float, Coefficient of Coulomb friction

BACKCONTACT Boolean, Turning on enables contact on the coast
side of the teeth will be considered. If enabled,
contact grid parameters must be set separately for
coast side contact

IROTOR1 Integer, Rotor for member 1 of the gear pair

ISUN1 Integer, Sun number for member1 of the gear pair

IROTOR2 Integer, Rotor for member 2 of the gear pair

ISUN2 Integer, Sun member for member 2 of the gear pair
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Figure 9.3 The menu for SUN-PINION gear pair type
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Table 9.2 The SUN−PINION gear pair menu

Item Description

PAIR Integer, Gear pair number

ACTIVE Boolean, Turns the pair on and off

TYPE Switch, Type of gear pair

SEPTOL Float, Sets maximum surface separation for con-
tact analysis

NPROFDIVS Integer, Sets the number of divisions in the profile
direction in the over the contact area. Total num-
ber of grids in the profile direction is 2*NPROF-
DIVS+1

ADAPTIVEGRID Boolean, When enabled, the contact grid is sized
adaptively in the profile direction

NFACEDIVS Integer, Sets the number of divisions in the face
direction in the over the contact area. Total number
of grids in the profile direction is NFACEDIVS

QTRSPACECORRECTION Boolean, If turn on, a quarter space correction will
be carried out by mirror imaging loads about the
free surfaces of a tooth. This will affect only the
local deformation terms

MU Float, Coefficient of Coulomb friction

BACKCONTACT Boolean, Turning on enables contact on the coast
side of the teeth will be considered. If enabled,
contact grid parameters must be set separately for
coast side contact

IROTOR1 Integer, Rotor for member 1 of the gear pair

ISUN1 Integer, Sun number for member1 of the gear pair

IROTOR2 Integer, Rotor for member 2 of the gear pair

ICARRIER2 Integer, Carrier number for member 2 of the gear
pair

IPINION2 Integer, Pinion number for member 2 of the gear
pair

IDECK2 Integer, Deck number for member 2 of the gear
pair
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Figure 9.4 The PAIRS submenu of the CARRIER menu

Figure 9.5 The GROUP menu for the carrier pairs.
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9.2 Special Contact Surface Pairs

Special contact surface pairs are surface pairs available to the user to model non-gear tooth contact conditions.
These currently include shaft-shaft (including carrier pin-pin and pin-pinion shaft), housing-housing, bevel
pinion-rotor shaft, and washer-pinion shaft surface pairs. These pairs are briefly described in the following
subsections, along with any common applications.
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Figure 9.6 The PAIRS menu for the SHAFTSHAFT contact pair.

9.2.1 Shaft-Shaft Surface Pairs

The shaft-shaft contact pair is the most widely used and versatile of the specialty pair options. Contact be-
tween two rotor shafts can be modeled using the SHAFTSHAFT pair TYPE. PINPIN and PINPINIONSHAFT
contact types are also available. For the SHAFTSHAFT surface pair, contact can be modeled on the front,
back, inside, or outside of a shaft by checking the appropriate box in the PAIRS menu (Figure 9.6). This
can be used in a large number of arrangements, including contact between outer surfaces of two shafts who’s
axis’ are not the same. The PINPIN and PINPINIONSHAFT pairs can also model contact on the front,
back, inside, or outside surfaces of pin and
or pinionshafts. The PINPIN type can be used to model bolts or a preload situation by modeling a negative
clearance. The PINPINIONSHAFT type was originally intended for modeling washer contact. This method
has since been replaced by the WASHERPINIONSHAFT contact surface pair, but the PINPINIONSHAFT
pair remains an option should the user find a case in which it isneeded. All three contact types are modeled
similarly within the PAIRS menu.
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Figure 9.7 The PAIRS menu for the HOUSINGHOUSING contact pair.

9.2.2 Housing-Housing Surface Pairs

The HOUSINGHOUSING contact pair is available for users to model contactsurfaces between two hous-
ings. The most common application for this is modeling the contact between a support structure and housing
case. This often requires a large amount of computer time dueto the large surface area and number of con-
tacts required, so this feature is only recommended for cases where analysis of this type of contact is of
utmost importance. Figure 9.7 shows the pair menu structurefor the HOUSINGHOUSING pair type.
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Figure 9.8 The PAIRS menu for the BEVELPINIONROTORSHAFT contact pair.

9.2.3 Bevel Pinion-Rotor Shaft Surface Pairs

The BEVELPINIONROTORSHAFT surface pair type enables the user to model a spherical shaft around a
set of bevel pinions when there is no conventional carrier present to constrain the radial motion of the pinions.
The PAIRS menu for this type of pair is shown in Figure 9.8, andan image of this configuration is shown in
Figure 9.9.
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Figure 9.9 A spherical shaft bevel pinion contact example.
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Figure 9.10 A pinion washer contact example.

9.2.4 Washer-Pinion Shaft Surface Pairs

The WASHERPINIONSHAFT pair is used when modeling washers in a planetary system like shown in
Figure 9.10. The same pair type is used whether the planetaryset consist of helical or bevel gears. The contact
surface must be enabled on the pinion shaft by turning on the FRONTCONTACT or BACKCONTACT within
the pinion shaft SEGMENT menu.



CHAPTER 10

MODELING MANUFACTURING ERRORS

Transmission3Dis capable of modeling the manufacturing errors listed in Table 10.1. In this section, we
provide instructions for modeling each of these errors.
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Table 10.1 The Manufacturing Errors

Item Description

Rotor Axis Error Integer, Sun number for member1 of the gear pair

Rotor Misalignment Integer, Rotor for member 2 of the gear pair

Tooth Spacing Error The error in angular position of the tooth surfaces.
Can be applied to sun, ring, or pinion type gears.
Applied as a tooth surface transformation. Each
side of the tooth is modeled independently.

Runout Error The error in radial position of the tooth surfaces.
Can be applied to sun, ring, or pinion. Applied as a
tooth surface modifiction. Each tooth side surface
is modeled independently.

Skew Error in anglular position of gear tooth sides about
radial axis in the plane perpendicular to the axis of
rotation. The error for each side is modeled inde-
pendently. Error is applied as a surface transfor-
mation. Can be applied to sun, ring, or pinion.

Out of Round Error Roundness error of base circle. Can be applied to
sun and ring gears.

Pinion Tooth Thickness Error

Pinion Lead Error

Carrier Pin Position Error

Carrier Pin Misalignment

Bearing Runout Error Integer, Deck number for member 2 of the gear
pair
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Figure 10.1 The rotor manufacturing errors.

10.1 Rotor Errors

The rotor manufacturing errors include the axis error and misalignment shown in Figure 10.1. The rotor
axis error is the translational error in the shaft axis position in the x, y, and z directions. This error is
modeled within theTransmission3DROTOR menu (Figure 10.2) by selecting the UXCONSTRAINT, UY-
CONSTRAINT, and UZCONSTRAINT check boxes and entering the x, y, and z axis position errors in the
UX, UY, and UZ input fields, respectively. The rotor axis misalignment is the axis position errors in the ro-
tational directions about the x and y axis. These error values are entered within the THETAX and THETAY
fields when THETAXCONSTRAINT and THETAYCONSTRAINT are checked.
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Figure 10.2 The rotor menu.
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Figure 10.3 Shaft segment runout error menu.

10.2 Shaft Segment Errors

Transmission3Dallows for modeling of the following four manufacturing errors on the outer and inner sur-
faces of shaft segments: runout, out of round, skew, and taper error. Four menus, one for each error type, are
available within the SEGMENT menu and are applied when contact surfaces are present at the inner and/or
outer surface of the segment.

The runout error models an offset in the shaft axis during grinding. Figures 10.3 and 10.4 show the
RUOUNT error menu and definition.

The out of round error models eccentricity of the shaft rotational axis during grinding. Figures 10.5 and
10.6 show the OUTOFROUND error menu and definition.

The skew error models the angular error about an axis in the normal plane of the theoretical shaft segment
cross-section. Figures 10.7 and 10.8 show the SKEWERROR menuand definition. The MAGNITUDE is
the angle of rotation, in degrees, about the skew axis. The skew axis is defined by the angle of rotation, in
degrees, from the rotor x-axis assuming the z axis is the shaft rotational axis and follows the right-hand rule.

The taper error models the shaft segment taper. Figures 10.9and 10.10 show the TAPERERROR menu
and definition for the outer surface. For the outer surface, apositive taper error shifts contact toward the
-Z side of the segment. For the inner surface, a positive magnitude shifts contact toward the +Z end of the
segment.
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Figure 10.4 Shaft segment runout error definition for outer and inner surfaces.

Figure 10.5 Shaft segment out of round error menu.
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Figure 10.6 Shaft segment out of round error definition for outer and inner surfaces.

Figure 10.7 Shaft segment skew error menu.
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Figure 10.8 Shaft segment skew error definition for outer and inner surfaces.

Figure 10.9 Shaft segment taper error menu.
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Figure 10.10 Shaft segment taper error definition for outer surface.
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Figure 10.11 The sun and ring menus.

10.3 Gear Errors

The gear manufacturing errors include the tooth spacing error, runout error, out of round error, skew, axial
and radial error. These errors can be applied to any gear type(sun, ring, pinion) with the exception of the
out of round error, which can only be applied to the sun and ring gear types and the axial error, which is
applicable to bevel gears only. The SUN, RING, and DECK menusinclude the submenus used to model the
gear manufacturing errors. The sun and ring menu structure is shown in Figure 10.11 and the pinion DECK
menu is shown in Figur 10.12.
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Figure 10.12 The pinion deck menu.
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Figure 10.13 Tooth spacing error for external gears.

10.3.1 Tooth Spacing Error

The tooth spacing error is modeled within the SPACEERR submenu. This error specifies the difference in
angular position between the actual point on a tooth surfaceand that point’s theoretical angular position.
The tooth spacing error is applied as a tooth surface modification so the entire surface is rotated by the error
amount. The errors on the two sides of the tooth are independent, so an error input value can be entered for
each side of the tooth (SIDE1 or SIDE2). Figures 10.13 and 10.14 show the definition of the spacing error
graphically.
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Figure 10.14 Tooth spacing error for internal gears.
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Figure 10.15 Runout error for external gears.

10.3.2 Runout Error

The runout error inputs are entered within the RUNOUT menu. The runout error specifies the error in the cen-
ter point location between the theoretical involute and theactual involute. The error can be specified for each
side of the involute independently. The runout error is defined by an angle (ANGSIDE1 and ANGSIDE2)
and a magnitude (MAGSIDE1 and MAGSIDE2), as shown in Figures10.15 through 10.17. The angle is
measured using the right hand rule about the body reference frame for both the internal and external gear
types. For pinions, the right hand rule is still used, but thex-axis from which the angle is measured is colinear
with the position vector from the carrier rotor origin to thepinion center. The magnitude is the radial distance
from the theoretical base circle center to the actual base circle center of the involute side, measured along the
line defined by the angle of the corresponding involute side.
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Figure 10.16 Runout error for internal gears.
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Figure 10.17 Runout error for pinions.
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Figure 10.18 Out of round error.

10.3.3 Out of Round Error

The out of round error is modeled within the OUTOFROUND submenu, located within the SUN and RING
menus. The out of round error models the error in the shape of the pitch circle of the gear tooth. The out of
round error can be specified for each side of the gear tooth independently, with 2 input parameters required
for each side (MAGSIDE and ANGSIDE). The MAGSIDE parametersspecifies the magnitude of the error
and is equal to one fourth of the difference between the diameter of the major axis and the diameter of the
minor axis of the the pitch ellipse. The ANGSIDE parameter specifies the angle between the rotor reference
frame’s x-axis and the major axis of the pitch ellipse. Figure 10.18 shows the definition of the out of round
error and the input parameters graphically.
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Figure 10.19 Skew error.

10.3.4 Skew

The fourth gear manufacturing error capable of being modeled in Transmission3Dis the skew error of the
gear. The skew error is the rotational error of the gear aboutan axis in the plane perpendicular to the gear
rotational axis. The MAGSIDE and ANGLESIDE input parameters are available for each side of the gear
tooth, allowing each side of the gear tooth to have a separateskew error. The ANGLESIDE input specifies
the angle of the skew axis relative to the x-axis of the rotor reference frame. MAGSIDE defines the angle
by which the gear tooth side is rotated about the skew axis. Figure 10.19 shows the definition of the skew
error inputs graphically and Figure 10.20 shows an example of a gear where both sides of the gear teeth are
skewed about the x-axis of the rotor reference frame by 10 degrees.
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Figure 10.20 Skew error.
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Figure 10.21 Axial error.

10.3.5 Axial Error

The axial error models an error in axial position of the involute tooth surface as shown in Figure 10.21.
The axial error only applies to bevel gears inTransmission3D, and is modeled within the AXIALERROR
submenu located within the BEVEL menu. The inputs of the AXIALERROR menu are simply MAGSIDE1
and MAGSIDE2, which allows the user to apply the error to eachside of the tooth independently.
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Figure 10.22 Radial error.

10.3.6 Radial Error

The radial error models an error in radial position of the involute tooth surface as shown in Figure 10.22. The
radial error applies to sun, ring, or pinion gears. The inputs of the RADIAL menu are TOOTH, SIDE1 and
SIDE2. TOOTH selects the tooth number on which to apply the error. SIDE1 and SIDE2 are the errors in
length units on each side of the gear tooth. A positive error value shifts the tooth surface radially away from
the center, while a negative value moves the surface toward the gear center.
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Figure 10.23 PINPOSNERROR menu and tangential misalignment.

10.4 Carrier Pin Errors

Carrier pin position error and misalignment are modeled within the PINERROR submenu shown in Figure
10.23. The pin error shifts the pin axis in the plane perpendicular to the pinion rotational axis, and is defined
by a vector. The vector angle is entered into the ANGPINERR input and the magnitude is defined by the
MAGPINERR input. Figure 10.24 shows the definition of the pinposition error inputs. Notice the position
vector angle is defined relative to the axis that is colinear with the pinion center distance vector, similarly to
that of the runout error for pinions.

The remaining two inputs of the PINERROR menu, MISALNMTRAD and MISALNMT TANG, define
the radial and tangential angular misalignment angles, respectively. The radial misalignment is defined as
the angle that the inner bearing race is rotated about the radial pinion axis (this is applied as an unloaded
deformation in the case where stiffness bearing is used). The misalignment angle’s pivot point is the inter-
section between the pinion rotational axis and the radial axis that crosses through the rotor origin. The angle
is positive following the right hand rule about the positiveradial axis. The tangential misalignment angle
(MISALNMT TANG) is the angle the angle that the inner bearing race is rotated about the tangential pinion
axis. The pivot point is again the intersection between the pinion rotational axis and the radial axis that
intersects the rotor origin. The tangential axis is positive following the right hand rule about the tangential
axis. Figures 10.26 and 10.27 show the grahpical definition of the two misalignment parameters.
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Figure 10.24 Pin position error angle and magnitude.
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Figure 10.25 Tangential and radial pinion misalignment.
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Figure 10.28 Bearing Runout Error.

10.5 Bearing Errors

The bearing runout error is modeled within the RUNOUT submenu of the BEARING menu when the bearing
TYPE set to ROLLERS. The bearing runout error is similar to that of the gear runout errors, except that
instead of modeling each tooth side independently, each bearing race can have a different runout error. The
runout error for each race is defined by a runout angle (ANGRUNOUT) and magnitude (MAGRUNOUT).
The runout angle is measured relative to the bearing x-axis,with the positive direction following the right
hand rule about the bearing rotational axis. Figure 10.28 shows the bearing runout error inputs graphically.



CHAPTER 11

RUNNING AN ANALYSIS

The analysis is started by using STARTANAL command in the main menu.
Before starting an analysis, sensor locations have to be setup to measure stress and loads in the model.

This is done through the SURFGAGES, FEPROBES, LOADSENSORS,and OP2FILES commands in the
main menu. Additional analysis parameters and settings arecontrolled through the SETUP command.

11.1 Surface gages

A surface gage is used to measure the critical stress along tooth surfaces. The reading of each gage is the most
critical stress measured over a user defined range of teeth, profile, face and depth along a specific surface.

Figure 11.1 shows the Surface Gage setup menu. The number of gages NGAGES has to be entered first.
Then the gage number for a particular gage can be entered intothe GAGE box, and the gage information can
be typed into the remaining boxes. For each gage, the BODY item selects which of the individual components
in the system the gage is attached to. For a 3D planetary analysis, the number of bodies depends upon the
planetary system. Each rotor is a separate body. Also each pinion is a separate body. For instance a body
member shown as PINION2 1 1 2 would be the pinion attached to rotor2, on carrier1, and belonging to
group2.

After the Body is selected, the surface on which the gage should be attached should be selected. The gear
teeth typically have four surfaces. SURFACE1 and SURFACE2 cover the entire involute and fillet areas of
the two sides Side 1 and Side 2, respectively, of the teeth. FILLET1 and FILLET2 cover only the fillet region
of Side 1 and Side 2, respectively. For instance a pinion surface shown by SURF2 1 would be the surface1
of the deck2 of the pinion selected in the BODY menu. If splines are used as bearing connections, then there
will be two more surfaces in the SURFACE menu, SPLINESURF1 and SPLINESURF2, which are the two
sides of the spline teeth.

When there are multiple copies of a surface on a body, each individual copy of that surface is called an
instance of that surface, and is given a unique instance number. In the case of gear tooth surfaces, the instance
number is the same as the tooth number. The parameters TOOTHBEGIN and TOOTHEND define a range
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of teeth over which the gages will be placed. The reading of the gage is the stress at the most critical tooth.
If the value of TOOTHBEGIN is greater than TOOTHEND, then thesearch range will wrap around the last
tooth.

There are two parameters that identify a point on a surface. We refer to these two parameters asS which
varies in the profile direction, andT which varies in the face width direction.

The profile parameterS increases from fillet to the tip on Side 1 of a tooth, and decreases from the tip
to the fillet on Side 2, as shown in Appendix A. The parameters SPROFBEGIN and SPROFEND define a
range over which the stress will be calculated. These are in surface local units as shown in Appendix A. The
GAGE will read out the critical value of stress in this range.The NUMSPROF parameter controls how many
search points should be used over this range.

The face parameterT varies from−1.0 to+1.0 over the face of the tooth. The face width range parameters
TFACEBEGIN, control TFACEEND range over which the search iscarried out, and NUMTFACE controls
the number of search points within this range.

The DEPTHBEGIN, DEPTHEND and NUMDEPTH parameters extend the search range to a number
NUMDEPTH of points ranging in depth from DEPTHBEGIN to DEPTHEND below the surface. This is an
expensive computation, and should not be used unless necessary. The surface gage will measure the stress at
the critical depth. The depth is in physical length units.

Because finite element stresses computed very close to the highly concentrated contact loads can have a
large amount of error, we need a way to screen out points that are too close. The parameter DISTMIN is the
minimum allowed distance of a stress calculation point froma contact point. Stresses will not be calculated
at any point whose distance from a contact point is less than this value. This distance is in physical length
units.

During the analysis, all the surface gage readings are written to a file calledGAGES.DAT. Each row in this
file corresponds to a time instant. The first column in the file contains the value of the time. The remaining
columns contain the readings of the surface gages. There arefour columns of data for each gage. The first
column for a gage contains the critical maximum principal normal stress (s1) over its search range. The
second column contains the value of the critical minimum principal normal stress (s3). The third column
contains the critical maximum shear stress (τmax), and the fourth column contains the critical Von Mises’
shear stress (svm). The columns are separated by tabs.

11.2 Finite element probes

Finite Element Probes can be used to output stress, displacement, velocity, and/or acceleration at a particular
point when its element number and local coordinates are known. The Element numbering used in the gear
tooth finite element meshes is shown in Appendix A. Figure 11.2 shows the finite element probe input menu.
The BODY parameter selects the particular body or componentto be probed. Each body can have many
finite element meshes. The MESH parameter selects which finite element mesh should be probed. There
may be many copies or instances of the finite element mesh. Each copy is given an instance number. In the
case of a gear tooth mesh, this instance number is the same as the tooth number. Each shaft segment is a
separate mesh member. The TOOTH parameter selects the instance number. The ELEM parameter selects
the finite element number within the mesh. The XI, ETA and ZETAvalues are the local coordinates within
the finite element. XI, ETA and ZETA vary between−1 and+1 over the element. Appendix A shows the
orientation of the local coordinate axes for each finite element in the various mesh templates.

The COMPONENT parameter selects which stress, displacement, velocity, or acceleration component
should be measured by the probe. Available options are Maximum principal normal stress (s1), minimum
principal normal stress (s3), maximum shear stress (τmax), Von Mises’ octahedral shear stress (svm), dis-
placement magnitude (u), and the x, y, z components of displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Note, the
displacement, velocity and acceleration components are a the results of only the finite element contribution
and not the rigid body contribution. The data measured by thefinite element probes is written to a file called
PROBES.DAT. The data file has a row for each time instant. The first column contains the value of time.
Each subsequent column contains the readout of an individual probe.
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Figure 11.1 The surface gage menu
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Figure 11.2 The finite element probe menu
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Figure 11.3 The OP2FILES menu.

11.3 OP2 Results Files

The OP2FILES menu shown in Figure 11.3 allows users to exportresults files in theNastran.OP2 format
for housing and carrier structural components. Selecting the DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, and/or AC-
CELERATION boxes generates a results file containing the selected data in the frequency domain. Input
frequencies are entered within the FREQUENCYTABLE. The output frequencies in the file are determined
by converting the input frequencies to the closest harmonic/sub-harmonic order of the sampling frequency.
Mesh information can also be written by selecting the OUTPUTMESH INFO box. Selecting the SUR-
FACE MESH ONLY box outputs the desired results for the nodes of only thesurface elements. Stress data
can also be written to an OP2 file from the EXPORTFERESULTS post-processing menu, documented in the
Multy Pre and Post-processing Manual[19].

The OP2 results file is written for each analysis range for which WRITEOP2FILES is selected within the
RANGE menu. The filename specified in the OP2FILES menu is renamed for each analysis range so the
files are distinguishable.
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Figure 11.4 The RANGE menu with WRITEOP2FILES feature
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11.4 Load sensors

Load sensors are used to measure the contact loads generatedat the contact surfaces. Figure 11.5 shows
the load sensor menu used to set up the sensors. The SURFPAIR item selects the contact surface pair for
which the contact load is of interest. Each surface pairing has two contacting members or bodies. The
MEMBER parameter selects one of these two bodies, and the TOOTH item selects the individual surface
instance number within that body. The outputs of all the sensors are put into a file calledLOADS.DAT.
This file has one row for each instant of time. The first column contains the time. Each subsequent column
contains the reading of one load sensor.

Figure 11.5 The load sensor menu
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11.5 Specifying a contact grid

Figure 11.6 shows a computational grid that has been set up inthe contact zone of a gear tooth. The entire
face width of the tooth is divided into2N + 1 slices. N is a user selectable quantity (NFACEDIVS in
Figure 11.11). Ifζ is a parameter that goes from−1 at one end of the face width of a tooth to+1 at the
other end, then the thickness of each slice in theζ parameter space is∆ζ = 2/(2N + 1). For each slice
j = −N : +N , a cross section of the tooth is taken at the middle of the slice, and a point is located on
this slice that approaches the surface of the mating tooth the closest. This selection is carried out using
the undeformed geometry. If the separation between the two gears at this closest point is larger than a user
selectable separation tolerance (SEPTOL in Figure 11.11),then the entire gear slice is eliminated from further
consideration. Otherwise, a set of grid cells identified by the grid cell location indices(i, j), i = −M : M
is set up centered around this closest point of slicej. The numberM (NPROFDIVS in Figure 11.11) is user
selectable. The dimension of the grid cells in the profile direction∆s (DSPROF in Figure 11.11) is also user
selectable. Heres is the curve length parameter measaured along the profile.

The numberM is referred to as the number of grid cells in the profile direction (NPROFDIVS), andN
is referred to as the number of grid cells in the face width direction (NFACEDIVS).∆s is referred to as the
width of the grid cell in the profile direction (DSPROF). The width of the grid is(2M + 1)∆s. Choosing
the correct width is crucial in obtaining correct contact pressures. Using too wide a grid for a fixedM can
result in loss of resolution, because only the center grid cell will end up carrying all the load (Figure 11.7).
If the grid is too narrow, then the contact zone will get truncated, causing artificially high contact pressures
at the edges of the grid (Figure 11.8). If the grid size is correct, a variation of contact pressure similar to that
in Figure 11.9 should be obtained.

Figure 11.10 shows an example of a contact grid set up on a pairof contacting teeth.
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Figure 11.6 Computational grid in the contact zone of the gears
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Figure 11.7 Contact pressure distribution across the width of contact obtained when the contact grid is too wide.

Figure 11.8 Contact pressure distribution across the width of contact obtained when the contact grid is too narrow.

Figure 11.9 Contact pressure distribution across the width of contact obtained when the contact grid is correct.
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Figure 11.10 An example of a contact grid set up on a pair of contacting teeth.
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11.6 The setup and range menus

Figure 11.11 shows the analysis setup menu accessed by usingthe SETUP command in the main menu. The
initial state of the system can be specified as the undeformedstate by enabling the ZEROINITIAL flag. The
time at which to start the analysis is specified in the INITIALTIME box. If the ZEROINITIAL flag is not
checked, then a restart file has to be specified, from which thedeformed state and the value of time will be
loaded. The analysis time is divided into a user-specified number NRANGES of time ranges. The time step
DELTATIME, solution method SOLMETHOD and the number of timesteps NTIMESTEPS can be specified
separately for each time range within the range menu, shown in Figure 11.12

For a static analysis of a system, the SOLNMETHOD should be left in the default STATIC analysis mode
inside of the range menu. For dynamic runs, a QUASISTATIC range followed by at least one NEWMARK
range for solution of the dynamic problem are preferred.

It is possible to control the operating speed in each time range by specifying a speed factor at the beginning
of the range. A speed factor of 1.0 implies that the system is at its nominal speed. The speed factor at the
end of a time range is the same as the speed factor at the beginning of the next time range. The speed at the
end of the last range is always assumed 1.0. The speed is assumed to vary as a linear function of time within
a time range.

The torque in a time range can be controlled by setting the STARTTORQUEFACTOR and ENDTORQUE-
FACTOR for each range within the range menu. Again,a factor of 1.0 means that the system is operating at
its nominaltorque. The torque is assumed to vary as a linear function of time within a time range.

The ADAPTIVERESET option re-calculates the adaptive grid parameters for each pair at the beginning
of the range(s) where the option is selected. This is useful when there is a change in torque over a previous
range that results in a significant change in the contact area.

The SAVEPERIODICALLY option saves the state of the system ina restart file after every NSTEPSSAVE
number of steps. The state is saved in the restart file named inthe SAVEFILENAME box. This restart file
can be used to restart another analysis. The OUTPUTRESTART option saves the state of the system in a
restart file at the end of the analysis. The file named in the OUTPUTFILENAME box is used. This file can
also be used to start a subsequent analysis.

Calyx scripts can be executed during an analysis by enablingDOCALYXSCRIPT and entering the script
file name(s) within the CALYXSCRIPTS menu. The script file(s)must contain 3 ”hook functions” with the
following names: hookfnprefirststep, hookfnstep, and hookfnpostlaststep. One or two of these function
bodies can be empty, but all three must be defined within the script. The hookfnprefirststep function is
called before the first time step, hookfnstep is called each time step, and hookfnpostlaststep is called after
the last time step. If the hookfnstep and hookfnpostlaststep functions are empty such that only geometric
related data processing is required, a model analysis is still required as all three functions are called within
the AnalyzeOneStep function.

A finite element post-processing data file can be generated byenabling the POSTPROCWRITE option.
Selecting SPLITPOSTPROCWRITE will write a separate file for each time step. The file used is selected in
the POSTFILENAME box. The post-processing file can be used subsequently to make drawings and stress
contour diagrams of the deformed system.

The GENIGLASSRESULTSFILE option allows users to generate apost-processing results viewer file
for a given range without having to first write the results to apostproc.datfile/folder. This allows for more
efficient generation of iGlass files for a larger number of time steps, or producing separateiGlassfiles for
arbitrary analysis ranges. A contact pattern can be shown onthe gear teeth by selecting the PATTERN option.
To display the pattern iniGlassright click on a tooth instance in the model tree within the bodies tab and
select the surface of interest.

Finally, the PARALLELIZE SEARCH, PARALLELIZE CONTACT SOLVER, and ENABLE GPU US-
AGE options may improve computational performance when enabled, depending upon the model and the
architecture of the machine on which the analysis is performed. PARALLELIZE SEARCH will parallelize
the algorithm that searches for candidate points, while thePARALLELIZE CONTACT SOLVER will use a
parallelized contact solver algorithm. ENABLE GPU USAGE allows the program to utilize the computa-
tional abilities of the GPU if available.
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Figure 11.11 The setup menu
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Figure 11.12 The range menu
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11.6.1 Writing Results to a Database

Users have the option of connectingTransmission3Dto a database where post-processing results data can be
written. To do so, a database administrater utility application must be installed as well as the driver for the
specific type of database that will be connected. To demonstrate this process we use the ODBC Data Source
Administrator and have installed the MySQL ODBC 8.0 ANSI Driver for connecting to a MySQL database.
Figure 11.13 shows the process using the ODBC Administratorfor adding the database.

After the database is added, the Select Database application that comes as a part of theTransmission3D
software package can be used to connect the database withTransmission3D. The Select Database application
is opened from the start menu within theTransmission3Dfolder as shown in Figure 11.14. Figure 11.15
shows the Select Database utility window with the inputs provided for the database we added. All available
databases will be displayed when clicking the dropdown menu. After selecting the database, clicking the
’Update’ button will complete the connection process. The ’Test’ button can be used to test the database
connection.

After successfully connecting the database withTransmission3D, the user can take advantage of the
WRITEDATABASE results option within the SETUP menu shown in Figure 11.11. Selecting the check-
box enables the DATABASE submenu shown in Figure 11.16. The MODELNAME and ANALYSISNAME
inputs describe the model and analysis and will be the names that describe each within the database. The
MODELDESCRIPTION and ANALYSISDESCRIPTION inputs allow the user to enter a more detailed
model/analysis description. The OVERWRITEMODELINFO box, when selected, will write over model
info if an existing model with the same name is already storedin the database. Analysis data with the same
ANALYSISNAME is automatically overwritten. Fillet, pattern, and contact post-processing data is writ-
ten to the database by selecting the INCLUDEFILLET RESULTS, INCLUDECONTACT RESULTS, and
INCLUDE PATTERN RESULTS, respectively. Body and rotor deflection and load data is automatically
written.
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Figure 11.13 Adding database with ODBC administrator utility.

Figure 11.14 Opening the Select Database application from the Windows Start menu.
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Figure 11.15 The Select Database application window.

Figure 11.16 The Transmission3D DATABASE menu.
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11.7 Other output files

Several tabular output files are created during the analysis.
The displacements and reaction forces generated by the reference frames of the individual bodies in

the system are saved in data files during analysis. These datafiles are named after the bodies. The file
RINGRES.DAT contains the results for the ring gear,SUNRES.DAT contains results for the sun gear. Sim-
ilarly CARRIERRES.DAT would have results for the carrier. Also, each pinion belonging to a group will
have a separate data file. Each data file has one row for each instant of time analyzed. The first column
contains the time. The next6 columns contain the six components of reference frame deflection,ux, uy, uz,
θx, θy, andθz. The last6 columns contain the6 components of reference frame reaction,Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx,
My, andMz.

The deformation and reaction forces generated in each bearing are also saved in data files during analysis.
The name of the result data file would be after the name of the bearing connection given in the connectors
menu. Each data file has one row for each instant of time analyzed. The first column contains the time. The
next6 columns contain the six components of bearing deformation,ux, uy, uz, θx, θy, andθz. The last6
columns contain the6 components of bearing reaction,Fx, Fy, Fz, My, My, andMz.

The bearing deformation components are those of bearing race 1 with respect to race 2, measured in
race 1.

The reaction forces are conjugates to the deformation values. So a positive deformation component causes
a positive reaction force.

11.8 Restarting an Analysis

In a case where an analysis is cancelled while running, the user can restart the analysis using the RESTAR-
TANALYSIS command in the main menu shown in Figure 11.17. This command can be used to restart an
analysis providing the session file remains unchanged from the original session. The setup parameters, in-
cluding the number of time steps and delta time parameters must also remain the same. This feature cannot be
used to extend an analysis by a certain number of time steps. To restart the analysis, simply load the session
file located within the same working folder as the original analysis files (calyxtmp folder and postproc.dat
folder/file) and select the RESTARTANALYSIS button.
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Figure 11.17 The main menu showing the RESTARTANALYSIS command.





CHAPTER 12

DATABASE POST-PROCESSING

Transmission3Denables users to utilize a database for storage of model information and analysis results
as an alternative to writing analysis results to a binary results file and loading that file into memory during
post-processing with theGuideuser interface. The database storage option is convenient for large models
or longer analysis runs, such as dynamic analyses, where thebinary results files can become quite large.
The database also allows for more efficient data transfer when running anlayses on remote machines or HPC
clusters over a network where data transfer of large binary files becomes a bottleneck. With the database,
the user can retrieve very specific datasets through SQL queries. This section presents theTransmission3D
database schema and some example postprocessing SQL queries so that users can write their own custom
queries for retreiving results data. For information on connecting a database toTransmission3Drefer to the
T3D User’s Manualsection on Writing Results to a Database.

12.1 The Transmission3D Database Schema

While setting up the database layout, we made sure that there was a distinction between tables that represent
a model, and tables that represents results. This allows users to associate results from multiple analyses with
a single model. The schema is designed so that small changes to a model, such as turning on or off a few
components will not break the model-results association.

The tables created to hold model information are :

1. Model

2. Body

3. BodySurf

4. BodySurfInst

5. ProtoStruct
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6. Mesh

7. MeshSurf

The database diagram of the model tables is shown in Figure 12.1. The diagram shows the columns that
have been assigned to each table. Additional tables hold fillet stress, body deflection, and surface contact
related data:.

1. Analysis

2. SolutionMethods

3. TimeStep

4. BodyResults

5. BodySurfResults

6. ContactPair

7. ZoneInfo

8. PrincipalPointInfo

9. CandidatePointInfo

10. PatternResults

Figure 12.1 Database diagram of model description tables
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Figure 12.2 Database Diagram of surface stress and body deflection results tables
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Figure 12.3 Database diagram of contact zone results tables
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12.2 SQL Queries for Common Post-processing Tasks

After the results data has been sent to the data base, it can beused by a client application to prepare useful
charts and graphs.

Below are eleven simple SQL query samples a user can make to retrieve data. The queries are carefully
designed such that the query results are ready to graph with minimal client side processing.

SearchStress Query1 will return the variation of maximum principal normal stress at each time step from
the bodysurfresultstable for a selected surface. The query searches over all data points on surface and all
instances to return a maximum stress. The JOIN statement is utilized to get the analysis time corresponding
to the timestep id stored inbodysurfresultstable. Timestep id is a database key holder and not an identifiable
parameter for the end user. The query yields a simple max stress vs time data as shown in Figure 12.4.

Query 1:
SELECT timestep.time,max(s1) AS stress
FROM bodysurfresults
JOIN timestep ON bodysurfresults.timestep_id=timestep.id
WHERE surf_id=@surfid AND
timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
GROUP by time;

Query2 extracts similar information frombodysurfresultstable with data for each instance kept separately.
The database will group only data points of an instance of thesurface. It gives the time history of each
instance individually as it rolls over the analysis time.

Query 2:
SELECT timestep.time,inst,max(s1) AS stress
FROM bodysurfresults
JOIN timestep ON bodysurfresults.timestep_id=timestep.id
WHERE surf_id=@surfid AND
timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
GROUP by inst,time;

Query 3 a more complicated query. It has one more JOIN to extract location(s, t, depth) on the surface
the peak stress is happening. Figure 12.5 shows a plot created by a python script using data extracted using
Query 3. This example shows how extracted data can be integrated with plotting applications.

By simply changing the column name other stress components from the database table (s1,s2,s3,Vonmises
,Maxshear ) can be simlarly queried. The stress variation over face width or stress at particular location on
the surface can also be extracted using SQL queries. This shows us how SQL query can be used to extract
needed data with minimal client side programming and computation.

Query 3:
SELECT timestep.time,a.inst,a.s,a.t,a.depth,b.stress
from bodysurfresults a
JOIN
(SELECT timestep_id ,inst,max(s1) as stress
from bodysurfresults
where surf_id=@surfid
group by timestep_id,inst
) b
ON (b.timestep_id=a.timestep_id AND b.stress=a.s1 AND b.inst=a.inst)
JOIN timestep ON a.timestep_id=timestep.id
WHERE a.surf_id=@surfid AND
a.timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
ORDER BY a.inst,time;
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Figure 12.4 Search Stress Query results
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Figure 12.5 Maximum Fillet Stress vs Time
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Bending Fatigue To calculate local bending fatigue life at any point on the surface, time-history of stress
at that surface needs to be extracted. The maximum (over time) of the maximum principal normal stress s1
and the minimum (over time) of the minimum principal normal stress s3 at each point on the fillet is to be
searched from the dataset.

Query 4 does that by searching rows inbodysurfresultstable for a selected surface over all time steps
associated with an analysis id. The queried data has the location (s,t,depth) for each data point ,maximum s1
and minimum s3. With the extracted data, mean and alternating stress is computed using a python code to
draw a Haigh Diagram(Figure 12.6).

Query 4:
SELECT s,t,depth,max(s1) AS ms1,min(s3) as ms3
FROM bodysurfresults
WHERE surf_id=@surfid AND
timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
GROUP by s,t,depth

Query 5 below extracts stress at particular point on the surface for each instance and time step. Figure
12.7 shows the time history of s1, s3 at the critical point from the Haigh Diagram

Query 5:
SELECT timestep.time,inst,s,t,s1,s2,s3,maxshear,VonMises
FROM bodysurfresults
JOIN timestep ON timestep.id=bodysurfresults.timestep_id
WHERE (surf_id=@surfid AND
timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid) AND
s=@scrit AND
t=@tcrit )
ORDER by inst,time
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ContactZone Results The tablesprincipalpointinfoandcandidatepointinfocontain results at all the con-
tact pairs. Here we look into extracting contact pressure and tooth load results. All the queries are standard
SQL statements and will work across multiple databases.

Query 6 is to extract the maximum contact pressure over time .The SELECT statement returns the in-
stance of member 1, maximum calyx pressure and analysis time. In this query, data fromcandidatepointinfo
table is combined withprincipalpointinfoandtimestepto get the desired information. The GROUP by clause
allows us to gather rows of data into sets based on columns values. The maximum is searched for each unique
combination(instmem1, timestepid) from data at all principal and candidate points. The second JOIN is
used to convert thetimestepid in results table into analysis time. The query needs only thecontact pair
number and the analysis id to extract all this data.

Query 6:
SELECT timestep.time,candidatepointinfo.inst_mem1 as inst,max(contactload/area) as calyxpressure
from candidatepointinfo
JOIN principalpointinfo ON principalpointinfo.id=candidatepointinfo.ppLid
JOIN zoneinfo ON principalpointinfo.zoneid=zoneinfo.id
JOIN timestep ON zoneinfo.timestep_id=timestep.id
WHERE zoneinfo.pair_id=@pairid AND
zoneinfo.timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
GROUP by timestep_id,inst
order by inst,timestep_id;

Query 7 shows extraction of maximum hertz pressure over time. The search is done inprincipalpointinfo
table since hertz pressure is calculated only at principal points. This query will also return the time history
of each instance when it is in contact.

Query 7:
SELECT timestep.time,inst_mem1 as inst,max(hertzpressure)
from principalpointinfo
JOIN zoneinfo ON principalpointinfo.zoneid=zoneinfo.id
JOIN timestep ON zoneinfo.timestep_id=timestep.id
WHERE zoneinfo.pair_id=@pairid AND
zoneinfo.timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
GROUP by timestep_id,inst
order by inst,timestep_id;

All the previous queries used maximum aggregator to search over a data set. Query 8 gets total load on
an instance at each time step by performing a summation of data in the load column. Theprincipalpointinfo
table stores the total load carried by each principal point .The query groups row of data for each unique
(instance no,time step) of the contact pair and sums total load column before returning the results. Figure
12.8 shows plot of data returned from the database.

Query 8:
SELECT timestep.time,inst_mem1 as inst,sum(totalLoad)
from principalpointinfo
JOIN zoneinfo ON principalpointinfo.zoneid=zoneinfo.id
JOIN timestep ON zoneinfo.timestep_id=timestep.id
WHERE zoneinfo.pair_id=@pairid AND
zoneinfo.timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
GROUP by timestep_id,inst
order by inst,timestep_id;

Query 9 shows the use of calculated column and max function insearch query. For extracting derived
results from stored data, a simple arithmetic expression can be used in SQL query. The arithmetic expression
will be evaluated on the database server. Here load intensity is calculated from total load and thelength
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Figure 12.8 Tooth Load vs Time

column ofprincipalpointinfotable. The query also searches for the maximum of computed value for each
instance over the time.

Query 9:
SELECT timestep.time,inst_mem1 as inst,max(totalload/length) as loadintensity
from principalpointinfo
JOIN zoneinfo ON principalpointinfo.zoneid=zoneinfo.id
JOIN timestep ON zoneinfo.timestep_id=timestep.id
WHERE zoneinfo.pair_id=@pairid AND
zoneinfo.timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid)
GROUP by timestep_id,inst_mem1
order by inst_mem1,timestep_id;

Query 10 shows the extraction of all load intensity data for each principal point at every instance in contact
at all time steps. This shows the process of extracting simple stored data from the tables.

Query 10:
SELECT timestep_id,inst_mem1,iface,(totalload/length) as loadintensity
from principalpointinfo
JOIN zoneinfo ON principalpointinfo.zoneid=zoneinfo.id
WHERE zoneinfo.pair_id=@pairid AND
zoneinfo.timestep_id IN (SELECT id FROM timestep WHERE analysis_id=@analysisid);

Query 11 shows the extraction of an attribute from the pattern results for a surface pair. The results from
this query can be used to create contact pattern results, as shown in Figure 12.10.

Query 11:
"SELECT s,t,calyxpressure_wedge AS comp
from patternresults
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Figure 12.9 ContactZone Results
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Calculating Cumulative Damage from SQL Database Stress Result Data Figures 12.11 and 12.12 show
the modified Goodman diagrams generated using the Transmission3D post-processing menu and with a script
which queries the database results, respectively. The plots are generated using the S-N curve shown in Figure
12.13, withSultimate = 2200MPa, Syield = 2100MPa, andSendurance = 1100MPa. Comparison of the
two plots verifies the results obtained from the database andthe program used to generate the plot.

Damage can also be calculated from the database and cumulative damage is easily calculated using
Miner’s rule by looping over multiple analyses, calculating the damage for a specified number of cycles,
and summing the damage results. The damage contour plots foreach of the load cases from Table A.1 are
shown in Figures A.6 through A.8. The cumulative damage plotfor the complete load cycle is shown in
Figure A.9. As we expect, the cumulative damage is the summation of the damage of the individual load
cycles.

The approach we have demonstrated here is very flexible, and auser can substitute the S-N curve of Figure
12.13 with any failure theory that they can encode in their script.
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Figure 12.11 Modified Goodman diagram - Transmission3D Guide postprocessing menu
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Figure 12.12 Modified Goodman diagram - SQL database query and plotting program
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Figure 12.13 An S-N curve commonly used for steel.





Table A.1 Load Cycle for Damage Calculation.

Torque Load Condition Number of Cycles

30,000 N-mm Drive 5,000

25,000 N-mm Drive 75,000

25,000 N-mm Coast 100,000

APPENDIX A

TOOTH MESH TEMPLATES

The finite element meshes in theTransmission3D package are created with very little input from the user.
The user does not need to provide any of the node numbering andelement connectivity information to the
model generator. This information is read by the program from pre-existing files called ‘template’ files.

Figures A.1 through A.4 show the element connectivity and element numbering scheme used in the four
standard templates. The orientation of the element coordinate system is indicated by the notch in one of the
corners of each element. The range of the surface profile coordinates for the two contact surfaces is also
shown.

The element orientation for the rim sector is shown in FigureA.5.
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Figure A.1 The MEDIUM.TPL template file.
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Figure A.2 The FINEROOT.TPL template file.
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Figure A.3 The FINEST.TPL template file.
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Figure A.4 The THINRIM.TPL template file.
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Figure A.5 Element orientation for the rim sector

Figure A.6 Damage plot - 5,000 analysis cycles 30,000 N-mm torque - Drive Side
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Figure A.7 Damage plot - 75,000 analysis cycles 25,000 N-mm torque - Drive Side

Figure A.8 Damage plot - 100,000 analysis cycles 25,000 N-mm torque - Coast Side
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Figure A.9 Cumulative damage plot of the 3 load cases.
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